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16 Abstract 
This report presents aConceptual Design and Implementation Assessment for an Integrated Coal GssifierjMciten Carbonate Fuel Cell Powerplant (ICGIFCPI. 
This e siott a Study (ECAS Phase II effort being performed by the National Aerona.utics and Spacewas corded out t pant of the Erergy Conversion Alrerativie 
Admiitriation in cooperation with thn Ene-gy Research and Development Administration and National Science Foundation. This portion of ECAS Phase II 
was coried out under NASA Contract NAS3-19586 by the Study Team of Burns and Roe. Inc., United Technologies Corporation, and Institute of Gas 
Technology. Other ECAS Phase II reports are NASA CR-134942 (Westinghouse), NASA CR-134949 (General Electric). and NASA TM X-73515 (NASA-Lewis 
Research Center). 
In the ICGIFCP conceptual design powerplant, ca isgasified in ash agglomerating, fluidized bed gasifiers Gasifier presure is 20[psia. Sulfur is removed from the 
product gasin iron oxide beds. The clean gasis fed to molten carbonate fuel cells which operate at 150 piTa anda nominal temperature of 1200 F. Direct current power
e tfrom the fuel cells isacanvr ed to alternastn current in olld-state ireversa Fuel cell exhouse easesdrive tueboaarpressorswhih presurize the fuel celia and gasifiera. 
Waste heat from the fuel cell and the gasifier is used to drive esteem turbine bottoming cycle. Bottoming cycle throttle conditions am 2400 psig and 1000 F; the5bottoming cycle incorporates a single preheat to 1(00 F. Bottoming cycle heat is reected in wet mechanical draft cooling towers The gasifier vessels, fuel cell modules 
invertte and turb c pressors are designed for factory fabrication with rad transport to she plant site The integrated coal gasifierlmolten carbonate fuel cell power­
plant hasa net output of 635 MW; the fuel cell modules produce two thirds of the plant output. Overall plant efficiency based on net ac power delivered and the higher 
heating value of coal consumad is 49 6 percent. Plant lead time is estimated to be 5 years with capital ost atan estimated $5951kW in 1975 dollars. Pollution emissions 
are estimated to be leis than solid fuel standards. The plant is based on four independent gasifier-fuel cell trains and availability is expected to be 84 to 88 percent 
Molten caibonasa fuel cells of the y assumed in she study have operated for 6000 hours at ambient pressure, at the temperatures assumed in the design. power density 
of present experimental configurations at presure is expected to bettwo thirds of that assumed in the study. Approaches to improving endurance and performance to 
the values assumed in the study have been identified and are being evaluated In EPRI Research Project RPI 14. 
A Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan was prepared as pan of the ECAS Phase II effort. The plan includes confirmation of fuel cell component technology
and design, scaleup to prototype hardware, and demonstration of full-scale dc modules operating with a pilot gasifier end demonstration of a complete 635 MW power­
plant Component technology issues to be addressedin the program include fuel cell performlance at pressure, call tolerance to hydrogen sulfide and other trace gasifier 
products, and potential for reduction of the fuel cell power section materials requirements. The demonstration plant testing could be completed in mid 1984, 
and could be transferred to commercial operation during 1985. Csnjuion of the first comaseciaily-desigiied powerplan could beie at the cumplellun of the 
demonstration plant testing, and following shakedown tfsting, the commercial powerplant could be on line in early 1989. Total cost of the Research, Development, and 
Demonstration Program is estimated at $715 million (1975 Dollar). These costs are exclusive of any Research & Development gsifser'gas clean up costs, and assume 
a gasifier processdevelopment unilt and a5 ton/hour pilot gasifter are available to this program at no cost from other ERDA activities. 
An implementation asseunantof the ICG/FCP was performed as part of the ECAS Phase If effort The assessment included technical factors, electric utilty application 
factors, and national isteress factors associated with potential commercial implementation of the ICGIFCP. 
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16 Abstract 
and implementation Assessment lor an Integrated Coal Gasilier/Moiten Carbonate FuelCell Powerplant 0CGIFCP).This report presents a Conceptual Deaign 
effort being performed by the National Aeronajtcs and SpaceThis effort was carried out as part of the Energy Conversion Alternatives Study (ECAS) Phase I1 11
 
Admiaistration in cooperation with the Ene-gy Research and Development Administration and National Science Foundation. 
This portion of ECAS Phase 
Carried out under NASA Contract NAS3-19586 by the Study Team of Burns and Roe, Inc., United Technologies Corporation, 
and Institute of Gas 
was 
NASA CR-134942 (Westinghouse). NASA CR-134949 (General Electric), and NASA TM X-73515 (NASA.LewisTechnology. Other ECAS Phase It reports are 

Research Center).
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and design, scaleup to prototype hardware, end demonstration of full-scale dc modules operating with apilot gasifer and demonstration of a complete 635 
MW power­
plant Component technology Issues to be addressed in the program include fuel call performance at pressure, call tolerance to hydrogen sulfide and other trace gasifier 
products, and potential for reduction of the fuel call power section materials requirements The demonstration plant testingcould be completed in mid 1984. 
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POWER SYSTEMS 
FOREWORD
 
This report covers work performed by the contractors as part of the Energy Conversion Alternatives
 
Study (ECAS). This study isbeing performed by the NASA-Lewis Research Center in cooperation
 
with tile Energy Research and Development Administration and the National Science Foundation. 
The purpose of the study isto assess, on acommon basis, the merits and potential benefits of, and 
the technology status and development requirements for, advanced energy conversion systems utilizing 
coal or coal-derived fuels for electric power generation. 
The ECAS evaluation of alternate energy conversion systems consisted of two work plases. Phase I 
involved parametric analyses of many variois conversion systems of interest. Phase II involved a con­
ceptual design and implementation assessment effort of selected systems resulting from Phase I studies. 
ECAS Phase I reports are NASA CR-134941 (Westinghouse), NASA CR-134948 (General Electric), 
and NASA TM X-71855 (NASA-Lewis Research Center). Phase IHreports are NASA CR-134942 
(Westinghouse), NASA CR-134949 (General Electric), NASA CR-134955 (United Technologies), and 
NASA TM X-73515 (NASA-Lewis Research Center). 
This report describes the work performed under Phasej I of ECAS for a Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 
Powerplant operating as in integrated coal-pile-to-busbar central station utility application. The 
effort was undertaken by a study team of Burns and Roe, Inc., the Power Systems Division of 
United Technologies, United Technologies Research Center and the Institute of Gas Technology. 
Since this team did not participate in the ECAS Phase I studies, the selection of system configuration 
for the integrated Coal Gasifier-Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Powerplant is included in this report. 
The following personnel participated in this study: I. Chait, S. Cavallaro, G. Foley from Burns and 
Roe, Inc.; J. King, Jr., A. Levy, H. Healy, L. VanDine, R.Wertheim from Power Systems Division 
of United Technologies Corporation; F. Robson, W. Davison from United Technologies Research 
Center; J. Patel, K. Burnham from the Institute of Gas Technology. 
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UNITS OF MEASURE 
Calculations were performed for this project using the English system of units of measure. English 
units are also used throughout this report for presentation of results. In compliance with form 
PROC./P-72, the following table of factors for converting to the International System of Units (SI) 
isincluded. The SI units are reported in parentheses throughout the text of this report, but are not 
included inthe figures or tables. 
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POWER SYSTEMS 
I, SUMMARY 
This i.port presents aConceptual Design and Implementation Assessment for an Integrated Coal 
Gasifier/Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Powerplant. This effort was carried out aspart of the Energy 
Conversion Alternatives Study (ECAS) being performed by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration in cooperation with the Energy Research and Development Administration and the 
National Science Foundation. This portion of ECAS was carried out under NASA Contract 
NAS3-19586 by the study team of Burns and Roe. Inc.; United Technologies Corporation; and, 
the Institute of Gas Technology. 
In the conceptual design powerplant, coal isgasified in ash agglomerating, pressurized fluidized bed 
gasifiers. Sulfur is removed from the product gas in iron oxide beds. The clean gas is fed to molten 
carbonate fuel cells. Direct current power from the fuel cells isconverted to alternating current in 
solid-state inverters. Fuel cell exhaust gases drive turbocompressors which pressurize the process air 
for fuel cells and gasifiers. Waste heat from the fuel cells and the gasifiers isused to drive asteam tur­
bine bottoming cycle. Bottoming cycle heat is rejected in wet mechanical-draft cooling towers. The 
system thermodynamics was chosen to provide state-of-the-art design conditions for the bottoming 
cycle and turbocompressors. Fuel cell operating temperature was selected at present experimental ­
levels. Fuel cell.pressure was selected at 150 psia; the cell stacks are encapsulated in pressure vessels so 
that the pressure differential between the cell and ambient isthe same as present ambient pressure 
experimental cells. The gasifier vessels, fuel cell modules, inverters, and turbocompressors are designed 
for factory fabrication with rail transport to the plant site. 
The integrated coal gasifier/molten carbonate fuel cell powerplant design has a net output of 635 MW; 
the fuel cell modules produce two thirds of the plant output. Overall plant efficiency based on net 
ac power delivered and the higher heating value of coal consumed is49.6 percent. Plant capital 
cost isestimated at $595/KW based on 1975.5 (mid-1975) dollars and including escalation and 
interest during a five-year design/construction lead time. Pollution emissions are estimated to be 
less than solid fuel standards. The plant design isbased on four independent gasifier-fuel cell trains 
and availability isexpected to be 84 to 88 percent. 
Molten carbonate fuel cells of the type assumed in the study have operated for 5000 hours at ambient 
pressure at the temperatures assumed in the design. Power density of present experimental configura­
tions at pressure isexpected to be two thirds of that assumed in the study. Approaches to improving 
endurance and performance to the values assumed in the study have been identified and are being eval­
uated in EPRI Research Project RP114. 
A Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan was prepared as part of the effort. The plan in­
cludes confirmation of fuel cell component technology and design, scaleup to prototype hardware, 
demonstration of full-scale dc modules operating with apilot gasifier, and demonstration of acom­
plete 635 MW powerplant. Component technology issues to be addressed in the program include fuel 
cell performance at pressure, cell tolerance to hydrogen sulfide and other trace gasifier products, 
and potential for reduction of the fuel cell power section materials requirements. The RD&D plan 
takes advantage of the ability to test critical technology issues in small research cells and to 
demonstrate full-scale hardware in single cell stacks or modules. 
POWER SYSTEMS 
Demonstration plant testing could be comnplbted in mid-1985, and it could then be transferred to com­
mercial operation. Construction of the fiit conimercially-desgined powerplant could begin at the 
completion of the demonstration plant testing, and followingshakedown testing, the commercial 
powerplant could be on line in early 1989. Total cpst of the Research; Development, and Demon­
stration Program is estimated at $715 million (1975 Dollars). These costs are exclusive of any gasifier/ 
gas clean-up R&D costs, and assume that a ga~ifier process development' unit and a 5 ton/hr pilot gas­
ifier are available to this program from other ERDA activities at no cost. 
An implementation assessment of the.]CG/FCP Was performed as part of the ECAS Phase IIeffort.-
The assessment included technical factors, electric utility application factors, 'nd national interest 
factors associated with potential commercial implementation of the ICG/FCP. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 
A. ECAS Program 
The Energy Conversion Alternatives Study (ECAS) was performed by National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration - Lewis Research Center in cooperation with the Energy Research and De­
velopment Administration and the National Science Foundation. The objective of this study was 
to develop the information necessary for an assessment of advanced energy conversion systems 
utilizing coal and coal-derived fuels in base load central station powerplants. 
The 	program was conducted in two phases. Phase I was aparametric study from which a limited num­
berof attractive specific system configurations were selected. Phase II consisted of aConceptual De­
sign and Implementation Assessment. Conceptual designs were prepared for each of the selected 
systems in sufficient detail to describe anticipated powerplant performance, capital cost, cost of 
electricity, natural resource requirements, and environmental impact. Finally a research, develop­
ment, and demonstration program leading to commercialization of each conceptual design was 
defined and factors affecting commercial implementation were assessed, Overall control of the 
ECAS was by an interagency steering committee consisting of members from the government agencies 
involved. In addition, a technical advisory panel was formed to provide technical advice and a 
utility advisory panel was formed to inject guidance from the powerplant.application viewpoint. 
B. Scope of Work 
This 	report describes results of an ECAS Phase II conceptual design and implementation assessment 
study of an integrated coal gasifier/molten carbonate fuel cell powerplant. This study was carried 
out by Burns and Roe, UnitedTechnologies, and the Institute of Gas Technology under NASA 
Contract NAS3-19586. 
The basic concept of an integrated coal gasifier/molten carbonate fuel cell powerplant was assigned 
by NASA. The initial study team effort then involved a limited parametric study to specify the 
gasifier type, bottoming cycle, and system operation conditions. A conceptual design of the specific 
system was then prepared. The results of the conceptual design include: 
* 	 Schematic drawings of the plant showing flow rates and state conditions. 
* 	 Performance projections and efficiency calculations for major components. 
* 	 Calculation of overall powerplant efficiency including parasitic requirements for auxiliary 
loads and electrical losses. 
* 	 Identification of the-materials of constructi6n of the major components. 
* 	 Plan and elevation drawings of the major equipment. 
* 	 Plan and elevation drawings of the powerplant site including major balance of plant 
equipment. 3 
POWER SYSTEMS 
* Capital cost estimates for the entire pla 
9 Estimates of cost of electricity for the plant includingthe contribution of-capital, fuel,
andoperating and maintenance. 
* .Estimatd'of natural resource requireme 
'Anticipated environmental'intrusions including gaseous, liquid, and solid effluents. 
Sectiorn Ill (pages 7 to 68) describes the Conceptual Design and Section IV (pages 69 to 86) providesan estimate of the Design Characteristics. The final effort provides-an assessment of the commercialimplementation of the integrated coal gasifier/molten carbonate fuel cell powerplant. The results
of this phase of the work include: 
* -As assessment of the present state-of-technology pertinent to the fuel cell portion of thepowerplant and-a description of the advancements and experiments required to further 
assess this concept as autility generation option. 
* An estimate of the development schedulerequired to produce'a pilot plant, ademon­
strationplant, and the first commercial plant. 
* Funding estimates for development, pilot plant, and demonstration plant. 
* A discussidn of a number of factors which may either favorably or unfavorably affect
the wide-scale implementation of this powerplant concept. 
Section V (pages 87 to.89) presentsthe Technologyand Design Status; Section VI (pages 90 to 102)describes a Research,.Development, and Demonstration Plan; and Section VII(pages 103 to 12,11)discusses Factors Affecting Implementation. 
Section VIII (page 122) discusses theProgram Results and Section IX (page 123) outlines the
 
Conclusions.
 
C. Study Team Responsibilities 
Burns & Roe Inc. was given the overall management responsibility for-the study described in thisreport. They also provided performance, physical, and economic data for the balance of plant equip­
ment and for the installation of all equipment exceptthe major components within,the coal gasifica­
tion system. 
The Institute of Gas Technology (IGT) provided the primary performance and.cost data associated
with the coal gasification system. This included the close-coupled coal feed and ash removal equip­ment, the gasifier units, gasifier steam generators, and the subsystem necessary for sulfur removal
and recovery. IGT also provided the field cost estimate for erection and installation of thisequip­
ment at the site. 
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The Power Systems Division (PSD) of United Technologies Corporation defined the overall power­
plant concept and performed the thermodynamic and fluid flow calculations to define the state con­
ditions necessary for designing the major components. PSD also provided the performance, physical 
design and fabrication cost estimates for the fuel cell modules, pressure vessels, main reactants piping 
and valves, controls, and the dc to ac inverter equipment. 
United Technology Research Center (UTRC) provided data for the steam bottoming cycle, including 
the steam turbine - generator, bottoming cycle steam generator, wet cooling towers, and the turbo­
compressors associated with system pressurization. 
The implementation assessment task of the contract was performed by the Power Systems Division 
of United Technologies Corporation using the data input from all study team members in the con­
ceptual design phase of the program. 
D. Study Ground Rules 
NASA established anumber of common ground rules and goals which were used by all subcontractors 
in the various advanced system studies. The following list summarizes the major of these input ground 
rules; armore detailed description of-some of the ground rules are included in Appendix I and are 
indicated below: 
* 	 Reference coal was Illinois No. 6 at abase price of $1/10 6 Btu ($0.95/10 6 kilojoules). 
The'coal analysis ispresented in Appendix I-A. 
* 	 Costs were estimated in 1975.5 dollars and direct site labor was assumed at acomposite 
rate of $11.75/hr. 
* 	 Both base emission standards and advanced target goals for solid fuels were provided. 
These are indicated in Appendix I-B. 
* 	 Powerplants were to be designed for an 80 percent capacity factor and economic calcula­
tions based onra 65 percent capacity factor. 
* 	 Powerplant target availability was set at 90 percent. 
* 	 Fixed charge rate for economic calculations was 18 percent. 
* 	 Powerplant was to be designed for enclosed construction at the "Middletown, U.S.A." 
site described in Reference 1. 
NASA supplied a list of critical materials the usage for which were to be identified. The* 

list of critical materials is included as Appendix I-C.
 
* 	 Site design ambient conditions were set at: 
o 	 59 0F (2880K) dry bulb temperature 
* 	 60 percent relative humidity 
* 	 1atm (101 kilopascal) pressure 
POWER SYSTEMS 
* Wet, mechanical-draft cooling towers were to be used for waste heat rejection. 
* On-site coal storage capacity for 60 days and emergency waste.storage capacity for 15 
days was required at 100 percent capacity factor. 
* NASA supplied factors for evaluating escalation and-interest during construction. The 
factors are presented in Appendix I-D. 
In addition to the above ground rules affecting design, guidelines were established for the Research
and Development Plans effort and for the Implementation Assessment: 
* The primary emphasis of the study was on the energy conversion portion of the 
system. Considerably less effort and detail was contemplated on the gasifier/
cleanup system. The major emphasis here was on costing and design detail adequateto characterize the interfaces and performance with the prime cycle. As a conse­quence, there was.insufficient information generated with which to prepare detailed 
development plans and implementation assessment for the gasifier/cleanup subsystem. 
* Factors affecting implementation were defined. Fourteen factors were designated
for major emphasis and an additional seven factors identified for optional lower 
emphasis response. 
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Ill. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION 
This section describes the selection of system concept, subsystem approaches, and component ratings 
for an integrated coal gasification-fuel cell powerplant,designed for base load electric utility applica­
tion. The overall plant arrangement and each subsystem are described in detail. The characteristics 
of the desidn are presented in Section IV. 
Ill-A. Overall System 
1. Thermodynamic Cycle 
The NASA specified the basic concept as an integrated coal gasifier/molten carbonate fuel cell 
powerplant. The total powerplant cycle was then defined by PSD in initial studies. The powerplant 
cycle, in its simplest form, consists of three subsystems: acoal gasifier and gas cleanup process; 
afuel cell power section; and abottoming cycle for waste energy recovery. As shown in Figure 1, 
the subsystems are thermodynamically integrated to achieve high energy conversion efficiency. 
The entire powerplant configuration issimilar to that of acombined cycle plant in which the fuel 
cell power section isthe prime cycle and the bottoming cycle may be either a steam turbine or gas 
turbine depending on plant application and duty cycle. A steam turbine bottoming cycle was 
selected for the conceptual design. An alternative design based on agas turbine bottoming cycle 
was studied in another program and isdiscussed in Appendix I1. 
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Figure 1 - System Concept 
A detailed flow chart of the entire powerplant isshown in Figure2. The powerplant thermodynamic 
conditions including flow rates, stream, compositions, pressures, temperatures, and enthalpies corre­
sponding to the nUmbered stations in Figure 2 are described in Table I. Selected design pressures 
have been shown. These pressures provide allowances for pressure losses through interconnecting 
piping and major components. Enthalpies are based on zero enthalpies for the elements at 0' R(OK) 
except for the high pressure steam stations for which Keenan and Keyes Steam Tables were used. 
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Figure 2 - Powerplant Flow Chart 
As shown in the'gasifier section in Figure 2, Illinois No. 6 coal is reacted with superheated steam 
and air in a fluidized bed gasifier to produce a hot LBtu synthesis gas containing primarily hydrogen,
carbon monoxide, and nitrogen. The gasifier output is at a temperature of 1900'F (1310'K) and a 
pressure of 200 psia (1380 kilopascal). Cyclone separators are used to remove particulate matter 
from the synthesis gas. The ash is removed in the form of ash agglomerates which are funneled 
through a conical vent at the bottom of the reactor into an ash hopper for subsequent disposal. The 
hot process gas ispartially cooled prior to desulfurization downstream of the gasifier. Sensible heat 
removed from the synthesis gas provides the thermal energy necessary for generating the gasifier 
process steam and for reheating steam for the bottoming cycle. The sulfur in the coal fuel appears
in the synthesis gas primarily as hydrogen sulfide (H2 S)which is rembved by absorption on beds 
of iron oxide and fly ash. The iron oxide beds are regenerated periodically with air and the sulfur 
is ultimately recovered in-elemental form and stored as a molten liquid. 
the clean synthesis gas from the desulfurizer is then passed to the molten carbonate fuel cell power • 
section where the hydrogen in the gas is reacted electrochemically with oxygen from the air to pro­
duce useful dc power, product water, and waste heat. The cells are operated at nominal conditions 
of 12000 F (9220 K) and 150 psia (1030 kilopascal). The dc output from the fuel cell is converted to 
utility quality ac by solid-state, self-commutated inverter equipment and conventional transformers. 
The molten carbonate fuel cell power section consumes hydrogen at the anode and oxygen and car­bon dioxide at the cathode of the cell. Carbon dioxide and water are products of the anode reaction. 
The anode exhaust, containing the anode products as well as unconsumed hydrogen, carbon monoxide 
and methane, is mixed with air and burned in acatalytic burner and then fed to the cathode. 
The fuel cell product water and waste heat are removed by a cathode recycle gas loop. A portion of 
the waste heat is utilized in raising superheated steam for the steam turbine bottoming cycle. A vent 
from the cathode recycle gas loop isexpanded through turbocompressor turbine sections to provide
the compression power necessary for supplying air to both the coal gasifier and fuel cells. Turbine 
exhaust gases are cooled to provide feedwater heating for the steam turbine bottoming cycle. 
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The steam turbine bottoming unit utilizes primary steam in the high pressure stage at conventional 
conditions of 2400 psig (16,600 kilopasbal) and 1000'F (81 1°K). A low pressure turbine stage is 
employed which uses 470 psig (3340 kilopascal) steam, reheated to 10000 F (8110) by waste heat 
from the gasification section. This reheat significantly improves the thermal efficiency of the steam 
turbine cycle. Turbine exhaust steam is condensed in conventional water cooled equipment at a 
pressure of 2 in. Hg abs. (6.77 kilopascal). The cooling towers are designed to a wet bulb temperature 
of 52°F (2840K) consistent with the NASA Study Ground Rules. 
2. Selection of Component and Powerplant Ratings 
The.design philosophy used in selecting the individual unit sizes for the gasifier, fuel cell modules, and 
turbocompressors were based on a maximum of factory fabrication with rail transportation to the 
site. This approach reduces field construction and permits factory testing to verify specification 
performance. The ability to transport complete assemblies by rail generally limits the physical size 
of the components, and frequently results in the use of multiple units to accomplish a given function 
as compared to a field assembly approach. 
Although most of the plant major components are modular in nature, only a single steam turbine 
bottoming cycle is used. The selection of a single unit was based on achieving the maximum economy 
of scale for this equipment. While designing for the use of multiple steam turbines would-have im­
proved power availability, it would have increased equip-nent cost. 
The overall plant size of 635 megawatts was selected to be typical of present base load fossil plants. 
Due to the highly modular character of the plant, larger sizes can be constructed by the addition of 
identical gasifier and fuel cell modules and by a suitable increase in the capacity of the steam turbine 
plant. Both powerplant efficiency arid specific capital cost ($/KW) are expected to be essentially 
constant for larger plant sizes. 
III-B. Plant Layout 
1. Guidelines and Criteria 
The study guidelines located'the integrated coal-gasifier fuel cell plant at a site near Middletown, 
U.S.A. The topography, general site characteristics, population density, makeup water and public 
utility services, meteorology and climatology, geology, seismology, and sewage disposal are discussed 
in Reference 1. The site layout is based on the following considerations: 
* 	 Coal delivery isby unit trains of 100 to 110 cars. 
* 	 Transmission lines connect to interconnections south of the site. Startup power is avail­
able from an outside source. 
* 	 Access is provided for coal delivery, fuel oil deliveries, and regular replacement of fuel cell 
tank assemblies. 
* 	 Facility is designed for one unit with no consideration for growth or future capability. 
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* 	 Provisions for unloading, storing and reclaiming the coal are provided. Sixty days of on­
site storage at 100 percent capacity factor is required. 
* 	 Heavy equipment would be brought in and removed by railroad. 
* 	 Cooling towers are required. River water isadequate for makeup to the plant and properly 
treated liquid wastes are discharged to the river. 
* 	 Ash from combustion of coal isdisposed of off site. Only 15 days of on-site ash storage 
shall be provided for emergencies. 
* 	 Safety distances must be provided for fire and explosion hazards. 
The layout was developed to obtain apractical and economical arrangement of plant structures and 
facilities for efficient operation of the coal processing and pow6r generation functions. The arrange­
ment does not necessarily represent an optimized arrangement since evaluation of alternative arrange­
ments was precluded by time and funding. 
2. General Plant Arrangement 
Figure 3shows asimplified layout of the plant. The plant occupies 123 acres (499,000 meters2) of 
land in asite measuring 1820 feet (555 meters) along the north-south boundaries and 2950 feet 
(899 meters) along the east-west boundary. The major equipment associated with the thermodynamic 
cycle isgrouped into three main areas: Coal Gasification Island, Fuel Cell Island, and Steam Turbine 
- Generator Island. Auxiliary areas on the site are: Coal Unloading, Coal Storage, Coal Conveying 
and Preparation, Ash Removal and Emergency Storage, Cooling Towers, River Water Intake Struc­
ture and Equipment Enclosure, Liquid Waste Treatment, Sulfur Recovery Transfer and Storage, 
Fuel Oil Storage, Electrical Yard, Administrative and Laboratory Building, and Maintenance and 
Equipment Storage Building. 
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The equipment associated with each island and the relative locations of the islands are grouped in ar 
attempt to reduce interconnecting piping and wiring costs and for ease of installation, operation an(
maintenance. Aisles in the fuel cell buildings, at the lower level of the turbine'building and around 
the islands, permit access of large trailer trucks and mobile cranes. Personnel access aisles are 3 feet 
6-inch (1.1 meters) minimum.-
The site arrangement considered the safety of personnel and materials. Relatively large safety dis­
tances are provided by isolating the gasifier, fuel cell, and steam turbine islands to limit the damage
that may result should afire or explosion occur in a gasifier or fuel cell. The fuel oil storage tanks 
are located in an earthen dike to isolate and contain a leak or spill. The coal piles are located at a di 
tance from structures to minimize the likelihood of a coal fire spreading to them. Most administra­
tive and operating personnel will be housed in the Administrative and Laboratory Building and the 
Steam Turbine Building which are the least hazardous and most remote structures from the major
hazard areas. In general, OSHA, NFPA, and other applicable codes were followed in the layout 
nf th nlrnt .nd ;.n thrdodnn nf rnmnnnantI 
a Details of Plant Arrangement 
Figure 4 shows the details of the plant arrangement. This drawing is shown in Appendix Ill in a 
larger size. 
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Transportation Systems - A railroad spur connecting to the feeder railroad enters the plant from 
the east. The railroad serves to deliver the coal fuel supply to the plant, to remove sulfur in tank 
cars, and to deliver and remove large equipment during initial construction and subsequent regular 
maintenance. The rail spur isdesigned to handle aunit train of up to 110 hopper cars of 100 ton 
(907 kilograms) capacity. There are about 8,000 feet (2440 meters) of track on the site. 
The spur passes the coal unloading facilities north of the dead coal pile, turns south near the waste 
treatment area, and swings east between the gasifier, fuel cell and steam turbine generator islands. 
It then continues east, south of the dead coal pile, and north alongside the incoming spur track. This 
continuous line isdesigned to permit the coal unit trains to enter and leave while traveling in one 
direction on the tracks. Side spurs are provided so that rail cars can be spotted individually to receive 
sulfur from the recovery plant, and so that fuel cell pressure vessels and other large assemblies in the 
main equipment areas can be loaded and unloaded without interfering with the coal trains. A special 
Fuel Cell Laydown Area isallocated to permit fuel cell pressure vessels to be unloaded by a mobile 
crane and stored temporarily until required during construction and scheduled overhaul.operations. 
The plant access road connects to astate highway to the south of the plant. The access road isa 20­
foot-wide (6.1 meters) paved road and will handle coal trucks and heavy equipment. Roads around 
the plant provide access to the coal unloading area, water treatment equipment building, maintenance 
and storage building, ash removal structures, fuel oil storage area, gasification area, sulfur removal 
area, fuel cell buildings, steam turbine building, switchyard, and the Administration and Laboratory 
Building. A parking lot for 60 cars isprovided at the Administration Building. 
Walks and curbs are provided around all buildings and areas requiring personnel access. 
Coal Handling and Storage - The coal handling and storage facility is located on the north side of 
the plant and includes hopper car unloading facilities (10, 11,6, 12)*, coal storage (13), and the 
Crusher House (9). 
Gasifier Island - The four gasifier islands are located to the southwest of the coal handling area. Each 
island (1) includes coal bins, gasifiers, boilers, reheaters and iron oxide beds. A flare stack (25) for the 
gasifiers is located to the west of the gasifier islands. The sulfur recovery plant (14, 23) is to the east 
of the gasifier island with liquid sulfur storage and handling (15, 16, 17, 18) further to the east. Ash 
handling facilities (3,4, 5,7) are located to the north of the gasifier island. 
Fuel Cell Island - The four fuel cell islands are located south of the gasifier island and the sulfur 
recovery equipment. These islands includle the fuel cell pressure vessels (32), waste heat boilers (27) 
and inverter equipment (33, 34, 35, 43). Two fuel cell equipment buildings (19) in the fuel cell area 
house the catalytic burners, startup burners, turbocompressors feedwater heaters, lock hopper air com­
pressors, and other equipment. 
Steam Turbine Island - The steam turbine island (26) is located between the two pairs of fuel cell 
islands and directly across from the gasifier island. This location minimizes piping required to transfer 
waste heat from the fuel cell and gasifier islands. 
*Numbers in parentheses indicate callouts on Figure 4. 
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Other Plant Areas - The electrical switchyard including final step-up transformers (40) is located 
immediately to the south of the steam turbine island. Two cooling towers (51) and circulating water 
pumps (56) are located on-the west side of the plant-and aligned so that the prevailing winds carry
the plume away from the plant. Cooling and process water supply systems (46 through 50) are lo­
cated to the west of the cooling towers and the liquid waste area (52, 53) is located in the northwest 
corner of the plant. Oil storage tanks (22) for start up oil are located north of the western most fuel 
cell island and the administration building machine shops and laboratories (41, 42, 54) are located 
east of the switchyard. 
III-C. Gasification and Clean Up System Description 
The function of the gasification and clean up system is to convert coal to a clean fuel gas for the fuel 
cell. A schematic of the system designed for this study isshown in Figure 5. The system consists of 
coal feed and ash removal systems, the coal gasifier, a source of process steam (boiler/superheater), a 
source of air or oxygen (turbocompressor), and fuel gas desulfurization and sulfur recovery subsystems.
Coal is partially oxidized with air (or oxygen) and steam in the gasifier. The hot product gas is cooled 
in agasifier process steam generator and a plant bottoming cycle steam reheater. The resulting fuel gas is fed to the fuel cell system. Sulfur is removed in an iron oxide bed. The bed is regenerated
with air and sulfur is recovered in liquid form. 
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tern integration were identified. These characteristics include the level of methane concentration in 
the synthesis gas and the cold gas efficiency of the gasifier, (defined as the ratio of the heating value 
The molten carbonate cell con­of the synthesis gas produced to the heating value of the coal feed). 
sumes hydrogen and carbon monoxide fuel gases; therefore, high concentrations of these products 
rather than methane isdesired. High cold gas efficiency isdesirable since this results in agreater 
percentage of the energy content of the coal becoming available to the energy conversion cycles. 
A review of the state-of-the-art of coal gasification indicated that advanced type gasifiers - fluidized 
bed, entrained flow and molten salt - offered the most desirable operating characteristics for fuel 
cell integration. The Institute of Gas Technology (IGT) U-Gas' T fluidized bed gasification process 
was selected for the conceptual design because it was representative of advanced-gasifiers, experi­
mental data were available, and it was familiar to the study team. Fluidized bed gasifiers exhibit 
good heat transfer characteristics which results in uniform reactant heating and relatively uniform 
gas compositions, Fluidized beds offer high reaction rates due to the rapid mass and heat exchange 
between the high relative velocity of the solids and gases. The large-inventory of solids that isalways 
present in the fluidized beds contributes to the ability to operate over awide range of outputs, and, 
in the event of acoal feed interruption, decreases the potential of ahazardous oxygen breakthrough. 
Gasifier operating conditions (oxidant, pressure and temperature) were selected to achieve the best 
For this study, an air-blown process was selected. Although an oxygen-blownsystem performance. 
gasifier yields ahigher heating value synthesis gas, studies indicated that fuel cell performance was 
only minimally affected by the product gas composition, with the result that overall powerplant cost 
and efficiency of the air-blown approach was similar to the oxygefi-blown system. The air-blown 
system does not require an air separation plant, minimizing impact of powerplant scale, and resulting 
in asimpler system concept with more flexible operating characteristics for part-load operation. A 
gasifier nominal operating pressure of 200 psia (1380 kilopascal) was selected, although detailed 
optimization studies were not performed. In general, undesirable methane production from the gasi­
fication process increases with increasing pressure; alternatively, low operating system pressures reduce 
fuel cell performance, as will be discussed in a later section. Preliminary studies indicated that 200 
psia (1380 kilopascal) represented an operating pressure that maximized overall powerplant efficiency 
Additional study isneeded to determine overall impact of pressure level on piping and pressure vessel 
cost. A gasifier temperature of 1900'F was selected; this temperature minimizes concentrations of 
tars, oils, and methane in the gasifier exhaust. 
2. Gasifier Operating and Physical Characteristics 
A gasifier schematic isshown in Figure 6. An ambient pressure gasifier with this configuration has 
operated at IGT. In the U-GasTM process (References 2, 3)crushed coal iscontacted in a fluidized­
bed gasifier with superheated steam and with air. Based on past experience and considering tech­
nology appropriate to the 1990 time frame, it isbelieved that no pretreatment of the Illinois 
.No. 6 coal, other than crushing, isnecessary. Other more heavily caking coals could be used after 
apretreatment process (see page 112). Present design specifications require acrusher to provide 
coal with asize distribution of 1/4-inch minus 0and not more than 10 weight percent minus 200 
USS size. The as-received coal moisture content of 13 percent isacceptable for use in the gasifier. 
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Figure 6 - Simplified Gasifier Schematic 
The coal feed system for each pair of gasifier vessels includes a coal bin, lock hoppers, and surge
bins. Coal from the coal bin is metered through valves into two feed lock hoppers. The lock hoppers
are pressurized with turbine exhaust. Use of the oxygen-dilute exhaust minimizes pre-reaction ofthe coal feed in the lock hoppers. This exhaust ispressurized with electrically-driven gas com­pressors The hoppers operate in thirty-minute.cycles and provide the means of transferring coal,
from ambient pressure into a pressurized surge bin through an interlocking valve system. The 
valves seal the hopper from ambient air when coal is being fed, and from the raw fuel gas when the 
hopper is being charged with coal. A single surge bin at the bottom of the lock h6ppers smooths 
out the uneven emptying bf coal from the lock hoppers and provides a continuous and controlled 
feed to the gasifiers. 
In the gasifier, coal is contacted with steam and air at about 19000 F (131 10 K) and 200 psia (1380
kilopascal). At these conditions, the coal isgasified rapidly to produce a gas stream rich in hydrogen
and carbon monoxide ivith very small quantities of methane. The principal reactions taking place in 
the fluidized bed are as follows: 
C+ H2 0-*CO+H 2 Heat-

C + C0 2 - 2CO - Heat
 
C-+ 2H2 - CH4 + Heat
 
C+ 0 2 - C02 + Heat
 
CO + H20 -+ CO2 + H2 + Heat
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The resultant gas compositions for the conceptual design are given in Table II. This composition, 
overall gasifier heat and material balance, and gasifier sizing were based on acoal gasification kinetic 
model developed at IGT (Reference 4). The design of the fluidized bed reactor and method of 
operation result in high carbon utilization - only 1 percent of the carbon in the coal is-lost in the 
ash. This overall carbon utilization of 99 percent isalso based on experimental information devel­
oped at IGT (Reference 5). Heat losses are assumed to be 1percent of the heatingvalue of the coal 
feed. These operating characteristics result in acold gas efficiency of 79 percent prior to gas cleanup. 
TABLE II
 
ESTIMATED SYNTHESIS GAS COMPOSITIO!
 
(Basis: 'Ilinois Basin #6 Coal)
 
WEIGHT PERCENT VOLUME PERCENT 
H2 1.4 16.3 
H20 7.2 9.5 
CH4 ,0.4 0.6 
CO 24.8 21.0 
CO2 11.2 6.0 
N2 54.0 45.9 
H2S 0.9 0.6 
Cos 0.1 0.1 
NH3 TRACE TRACE 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
The coal isfluidized by a mixture of air and steam using approximately three pounds (1.36 kg) of 
air and-0.35 pounds (0.16 kg) of steam for each pound of coal fed to the system. Gasification takes 
place in anonslagging mode at about 1900°F (1310°K) in the fluid bed. Part of the-fluidizing gas 
enters through agrid that issloped toward one or more cones contained in the grid. Heavier particles 
migrate along-the sloped grid toward-the cones. The rest of the fluidized gas flows upward at high 
velocity through the throat of the cone apex, creating asubmerged jet within the cone. The IGT­
designed gasifier utilizes an ash-agglomerating technique. By proper control of air-to-steam ratios, 
the temperatures generated within the jet are somewhat greater than in the rest of the fluidized bed. 
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As aresult , carbon is gasified in or near the jet area and ash is heated to its softening point. The sticky
ash surfaces cling to one another and ash agglomerates grow in the violently agitated jet area. Whenheavy enough, the ash agglomerates-fall-counter to-the.high-velocity gas-in-the-throat-and-are-separatec 
from the fluid bed. 
Spherical ash agglomerates, from 1/6 to 1/4-inch (0.42 to 0.64 cm) in size are dropped into a pressuri­
zed water filled ash hopper where a circulating stream of water quenches the hot ash agglomerates. A25 weight percent water-ash slurry at 250'F (3950K) is continuously withdrawn from the hopper and
cooled to 150'F (3390K) by cooling water in a coiled slurry cooler. The cooled slurry is then letdown in pressure and ducted to thd downstream ash-handling subsystem, which isdescribed in Sec­
tion IIIC. 
The principle of ash agglomerating, that is, Ash adhering selectively to ash is credited to Godel (Refer­
ence 6), and was further developed by Jequier et al (Reference 7). IGT has successfully tested this 
concept as part of the HYGAS Program. 
By appropriate design of the vapor space above the fluidized bed and the method of feeding coal, any
tar and oils that may be evolved aretherm;lly cracked to gas and carbon. Elimination of tars and
oils in the off-gas stream reduces possible heat exchanger fouling and simplifies byproduct and waste 
stream cleanup and treatment, as well as increasing the Btu content of the product gases. 
Particulates elutriated from the fluid bed ­ arising either from attrition or from the crushing.opera­
tion ­ are returned to the gasifier through cyclones. Most of the particulates in the gases is removedby internal cyclone separators and is returned directly to the fluidized bed. Fine dust is separatedin an external cyclone and is returned to the gasifier by injection beneath the gasifier cones. Withinthe gasifier cones, the carbon contained in the fine dust is gasified and fine ash particles stick to the 
heavy ash.agglombrates and are removed from the system. 
The particulates escaping from the cyclones have been estimated to be about 1 grain/SCF (2.29grams/meter 3 ). This aks'mes that the external cyclone of the dual stage units is of a special con­
struction where secondary gas is injected into the cyclone barrel to aid ultrafine particulate removal.Althoubh.the technology is not presently~available, several organizations, including the WestinghouseElectric Corporation under OCR Contract No. 14-32-0001-1514, are developing hardware to achieve
this level of particulate clean-u0 df hot process gases. The fines escaping the cyclones are not ashparticles, but have an analysis similar to the coal feed. It isanticipated that these fines will 'Mostlikely be trapped in the desulfurization beds included in the powerplant design, and will be subse­
quently burned off or recovered as solid waste during the sulfur recovery process. 
The size of the gasifier vessel was chosen in order to allow shop fabrication of the vessel, and to allowthe units to be rail transported to the powerplant site. This limited each gasifier vessel diameter to13 feet (3.96 meters); the kinetic model results showed that a vessel height of.51 feet (15.5 meters)'
w6uld be required to achieve the estimated exit gas compositions. A total of eight gasifiers arexre­quired for the entire powerpiant. The total weight of the coal feed gasifiers, ash removal, and fines 
recovery equipment is estimated at 1,080,000 pounds (0.489 x 106 kilograms). 
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The gasifier will be constructed from carbon steel A516 Grade 70, with refractory wall linings on the 
interior. The lock hoppers and surge bins will be fabricated from carbon steel of A515 Grade 70. 
Because of the more severe operating environment, the fluidizing cones and internal cyclones will be 
made from Incoloy 800. 
3, Gasifier Heat Recovery 
Process steam for the gasifier is required at 1000'F (811 K) and 235 psi (1620 kilopascals). This 
steam isgenerated in aboiler utilizing sensible heat available in the process gas. In the first section 
of the boiler, saturated steam isgenerated by forced circulation. The steam is then superheated to 
1000'F (81 IK) in the upper section of the boiler. Four units are required for the overall power­
plant. Each unit isdesigned to transfer 51.5 x 106 Btu/hr (15100 kilowatts) with temperature 
pinches limited to 1260'F (700'C) in the boiler, and 900'F (5000C) in the superheater. The units 
will be of special design because of the operating temperature, pressure conditions, and the 
possibility of particulates accumulation on the boiler tubes. Each unit isfully encapsulated in a 
cylindrical pressure vessel, with outside dimensions 30 feet (9.14 meters) in length by 10 feet 
(3.05 meters) in diameter. The superheating section of the boiler will be made of Incoloy 800, 
with the balance of materials consisting of stainless and carbon steels. Total weight of the four 
steam generators isestimated at 260,000 pounds (0.118 x 106 kilograms). Process gas leaves the 
steam generators at 15700 F, (11280 K), and isfurther cooled to 11200 F (8780 K) prior to desulfuriza­
tion by reheating steam for the bottoming cycle of the powerplant. This bottoming cycle steam 
reheater isphysically located in the gasification island; however, the reheater isconsidered to be 
part of the steam bottoming cycle and isdiscussed in Section III E. 
4. Desulfurizer and Sulfur Recovery Selection 
It isdesirable to desulfurize the synthesis gases at or near design inlet temperature of the prime 
cycle fuel cells to minimize heat transfer equipment and subsequent heat losses. Since the fuel 
cell operates at anominal 12000 F (9220), ahigh temperature sulfur removal process was selected. 
The process chosen was a regenerative hot iron oxide process being developed by the Morgantown 
Energy Research Center (ME RC) of the Energy Research and Development Administration (Refer­
ence 8). Information on operating conditions and characteristics developed by them have been used 
in designing the process and it has been assumed that the technology will be perfected and available 
for application in the mid-1980's. 
The system selected for elemental sUlfur recovery was Allied Chemical Corporation's S0 2 reduction 
process (Reference 9). This process has commercial experience and ispresently available; in addition, 
it integrates well with the iron oxide desulfurization process selected above. Information on the 
operating conditions, including efficiency of sulfur recovery and costs of the plant, was obtained 
by contact with Allied Chemical Corporation. 
5. Desulfurization and Sulfur Recovery Description 
The absorbent developed by Morgantown researchers is a mixture of 25 percent iron oxide and 75 
percent fly ash, the latter with 3 percent bentonite added as abinder. The absorbent isextruded into 
pellets 3/16-inch (0.42 cm) diameter and 3/4-Inch (0.64 cm) long, and loaded into an arrangement of 
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packed beds. Necessary vaving and controls are provided to operate these beds cyclically between 
the absorbing and regenerating modes of operation. The absorption reaction is considered to produce 
two iron sulfides, FeS and FeS2 with an empirical composition of about FeS 1.5: 
3H 2S + Fe2 0 3 -+ 2FeS. 5 + 3H 2 0 
Carbonyl sulfide present in the fuel gas isassumed to be absorbed by the iron oxide to the same level 
as hydrogen sulfide absorption. 
The absorption process iscapable of operating in the temperature range of 1000 to 1500°F (811 to 
10890K); the temperature range of 1120 to 11900 F (878 to 9160 K)was chosen for this study, per­
mitting inlet process gas to the fuels cells near nominal cell operating temperature. 
Thermodynamic analysis of the H2 Sabsorption reactions indicate that at temperatures above 10000 F (811 K) it is not possible to reduce the sulfur level of the clean fuel gas below 200 ppm. The principal
barrier to this limit isthe water content of the fuel gas which shifts the absorption reaction in the 
reverse direction. However, the simultaneous water gas shift reaction, which is catalyzed by the iron ox­
ide absorbent, shifts in a favorable direction and reduces the partial pressure of water in the fuel gas.
Even so, the H2S level entering the fuel cells at design was assumed to be 200 ppm. Design cycle time 
for absorption is8 hours. Additionally, for design criteria, the absorbent bulk density was assumed 
to be 93 lbs/ft 3 (1490-KG/meters 3 ), with a loading capacity of 10 pounds (4.53 KG)sulfur per 100 
pounds (45.3 KG) of absorbent at saturation. This design data is based on that provided by MERC.. 
The saturated absorbent isregenerated by oxidation with air supplied by electrically driven compres­
sors. The overall reaction isrepresented as follows: 
4FeS1.5 + 9 02 - 2Fe2 03 + 6S0 2 
The regeneration cycle is designed for a period of 8 hours, coinciding with the period of absorption 
on an adjoining bed. The stream leaving the regenerating beds contains 10 to 12 volume percent SO2 ,
which isfed to the sulfur recovery plant. The ability to regenerate the iron oxide beds has been dem­
onstrated at MERC; however, controlof the rate of regeneration is a concern because over-temper­
ature of the beds, with subsequent fusing of the absorbent, can result. This is presently being 
investigated at MERC. 
It is anticipated that particulate carryover from the gasifiers mentioned above would be trapped in 
the iron oxide beds during absorption. Furthermore, the coal fines in the particulates should be 
burned off during regeneration of the beds with air, and the remaining trapped ash particulates would 
be blown out with the S02 -rich regeneration gases. This has been indicated by lab-scale data at MERC, 
but remains to be demonstrated in large-scale units (see page 118). 
The vessels containing the iron oxide desulfurization beds were sized to be factory fabricated and 
rail transportable/limiting vessel diameter to 13 feet (3.96 meters). Overall length, including elliptical 
pressure heads, is36 feet (11 meters). The units are shipped horizontally, with vertical placement
on-site. The unit vessels are constructed of carbon steel SA 515, fully insulated on the interior walls. 
A total of 24 vessels is required. Total estimated weight, including the iron-oxide absorbent, is 
3.23 x 106 pounds (1.46 x 106 kilograms). 
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Elemental sulfur isrecovered from the SO2 containing gases by the Allied Chemical Corporation 
S02 reduction process. This process converts about 92 percent of the entering SO2 to elemental 
sulfur. Prior to the recovery processes, the S02-rich gas iscleaned in acombination of liquid 
scrubbers and electrostatic precipitators. These scrubbing processes will probably remove any of 
the ash particulates carried over from the regeneration of the desulfurizer beds. However, it was 
assumed conservatively in this study that none of these particles would be removed in the sulfur 
recovery process, and would therefore be present as particulate emissions in the tail gas exhaust 
from the Allied Chemical Plant (see page 74). 
Downstream of the scrubbers and precipitators, the sulfur recovery is a two-step process. In the 
first step, the SO2 isconverted to elemental sulfur and amajor portion of the remaining SO2 to 
H.,S by the following reactions: 
SO2 +2 H2 - 2H 2 0 + S 
SO2 +2CO - 2CO2 + S 
2SO 2 +CH 4 - CO2 + 2H 20 + 2S 
SO 2 + 3H 2 - H2 -S + 2H 2 0 
3SO2 + 2CH4 - 2002 + 2H20 + 2H 2 S + S 
The unconverted SO2 and H2Sare obtained in amixture closely approximating the ideal ratio required 
for the subsequent Claus reaction in the second stage of the process: 
2H 2 S + S02 -+ 2H 2 0 + 3S 
Elemental liquid sulfur is recovered through sulfur condensers located after both stages of the 
process. Steam generated in the process issufficient to heat sulfur lines and tanks during normal 
operation of the powerplant to prevent solidification of the sulfur. 
Information on specific component physical dimensions, weights, and materials of construction 
for the sulfur recovery process were not available because of the proprietary nature of the process. 
An overall estimate of the footprint forthe sulfur recovery plant, as well as costs for the process, 
were obtained for abattery limits installation from Allied Chemical. Total clean fuel gas require­
ments for the sulfur recovery process are 4.6 percent of the process gas flow exiting the desul­
furizers. The SO2 reduction process utilizes 3.2 percent of this total, and the remaining 1.2 
percent isburned in the tail gas incinerator;which converts all of the remaining sulfur species 
in the Claus plant exit gas to S0 2 prior to stack exhaust. The S0 2 emission from the tail gas of 
the sulfur recovery plant isestimated at 0.56 lbs/lO6 Btu (2.409 x 10-7 kilograms/kilojoule), 
which accounts for approximately 75 percent of the total plant SO2 emissions. This could be 
significantly reduced by the addition of tail gas cleanup; this option isdiscussed in Section VI I. 
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6. Gasifier Turbocompressor and Air Preheater 
Process air for the gasifier at 235 psi (1620 kilopascal) and 10000 F (8110 K) is supplied by
turbocompressor machinery, with preheating of the compressed air in a small heat exchangerlocated adjacent to the compressor exhaust. The turbocompressor and heat exchanger units are physically located in-the'fuel cell island building. This arrangement minimizes plant piping, since 
the gasifier air compressors are driven by tubines using exhaust gases from the fuel cell system. 
A description of the physical and operating characteristics of the turbocompressors is given in 
Table Ill. The operating characteristics of the gasifier turbocompressor do not require advanced 
technology components. Required efficiencies of both the turbine and compressor are low. These 
efficiencies provide adequate exhaust stream energy and do not penalize powerpiant efficiency. 
Total gasifier air requirements are divided among four identical turbocompressor units each with 
a power rating of 22,000 shaft horsepower (16,400 kW). Each unit consists of a low-pressure
unit and a high-pressure unit in series. This is necessitated primarily because of the compressor 
pressure ratio requirement of 16 to 1. Lengths of the low-and high-pressure units are 16.3 and 
23.3 feet (5 and 10 mdters), respectively; total weight for the two units isestimated at 18,900pounds (8600 kilograms). Since the turbine inlet temperature for the high pressure unit isonly
12500 F (95 0 ' K), no advanced material technology isrequired. Although the scope of the study_did not permit a search for off-the-shelf turbocompressor machinery, it isanticipated that futuredesign studies could result in design specifications utilizing presently available machinery. 
The gasifier air preheater raises the 800'F (700'K), 235 psia (1620 kilopascal) air exiting the com­
pressor to the required gasifier inlet temperature of 10000 F (81 10 K) utilizing sensible heat from the
exhaust gases of the fuel cell system. Four identical units are required for the powerplant, one for
each of the gasifier turbocompressor dual units. Design data for the unit is summarized in Appendix
V. The heat transferred per unit is 15.6 x 106 Btu/hr (4570 kW), with a temperature pinch of 300'F(1670C). Hot-side gases enter and exit the unit-at 13000 F (9200 K) and 12500 F (9500 K), respective­
ly, at a nominal pressure of 150 psia (1030 kilopascal). The unit isdesigned as a shell-and-tube-type
heat exchanger, with the flow of the hotter medium normal to the bare tube bundle. A total of

1680 ft2 (156 meters2 ) of heat transfer area isrequired per unit. The tube material ishigh alloy.

steel. Outside dimensions of the unit are 7 feet (2 meters) in diameter by 20 feet (6.1 meters) in
height. The pressure vessel is carbon steel, fully insulated on the interior walls with a blanket-typeinsulating material. Total weight of each unit isestimated at 19,000 pounds (8620 kilograms). 
7. Gasification Section Arrangement 
The gasification.section of the integrated conceptual design molten carbonate powerplant is sized togasify 202.5 tons (184,000 kilograms) of coal perhour which isaccomplished in eight separate gasifier
vessels. A total of 69 tons/hr. (17.4 kilograms/second) of process water taken from the powerplant
water supply system (described in the balance-of-plant section of the report) and 607.5 tons/hr. ,
(153 kilograms/second) of process air is required for the coal gasification. The process yields 0.45MM SCFM (212 meters3 /second) of raw low-Btu product fuel gas which is fed to an arrangement of 
24 separate iron oxide desulfurization beds. Here, an additional 58.6 tons-per-hour (14.8 kilo­
grams/second) ambient air supplied by electrically-driven compressors is required for the regenera­
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tion of the iron oxide. Downstream elemental sulfur recovery results in 6.75 tons-per-hour (1.7 
kilograms/second) of liquid sulfur byproduct, which istemporarily stored and periodically removed 
by ti uck or train. 
TABLE III 
GASIFIER TURBOCOMPRESSOR DESCRIPTION 
A. UNIT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
COMPRESSOR 
* PRESSURE RATIO 16.0 
* POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 80% 
TURBINE 
* PRESSURE RATIO 8.9 
e INLETTEMPERATURE 1250OF 
* ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 77% 
" POWER 22,000 SHP 
B. UNIT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
No. Overall Max. Stages 
Per Length Diameter(fl Weight 
Plant (Ft.) (In.) (Lbs.) Turbine Compressor 
Gasifier Turbocompressor 
11Low Pressure Unit 4 16.3 28 12,215 3 
High Pressure Unit 4 23.3 23 6,720 1" 8 
The physical layout of the gasification section is divided into four independent gasifier islands, each 
island processing one-quarter of the'powerplant's total fuel gas requirements. The -plotplan and eleva­
tion of a gasifier island are shown in Figures 7and 8. The gasifier island occupies an area approximate­
ly 52 feet x 155 feet (15.8 meters x 47.2 meters). Maximum.height of the island to the top of the 
coal bin is 175 feet (53.3 meters). Each island represents a gas processing train capable oftoperating 
independently of the others, making the powerplant modular in design and increasing system availabil­
ity characteristics. No major spare equipment isprovided.to increase the normal availability of the 
gasification section. Each island issupplied by its own turbocompressor and feeds one of the four fuel 
(NDoes not include diameter of inlet air ducts of gasifier low pressure compressor. 
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cell islands. Each island contains two gasifiers operating in parallel. The gasifiers are fed from a 
single elevated coal bin, sized for a capacity equal to approximately one-hour's coal feed to the two 
gasifiers, or a little over 50 tons (45,400 kilograms). Each gasifier processes about 25 tons (22,700
kilograms) of as-received coal per hour, with-an output of 56 M SCFM (26.4 meters3 /second) process gas. Each gasifier isequipped with its own feed lock hoppers, surge bin, ash hopper, and cyclones. 
FOUR REQUIRED FOR TOTAL PLANT 
COAL BIN GASIFIER 
w- START-UP 
G A SIFIER- - -i'Q -" BURN ER -
_______WASTE HEATSTEAM + BOILER 
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Figure 7 - Coal Gasifier Island Plan 
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Figure 8 - Coal Gasifier Island Elevation 
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In addition, each gasifier island contains its own waste heat recovery equipment - which includes the 
gasifier steam generator and bottoming cycle steam reheater - as well as the process gas desulfuriza­
tion system. Each gasifier steam generator issized for acapacity of one-quarter of the total process 
steam requirements, or aploroximately 17.2 tons/hr (4.33 kilograms/second). The process gas desul­
furization system in each gasifier island consists of six unit iron oxide beds - three absorbing and 
three regenerating at any given time. The absorbers are on stream in aparallel mode of operation 
for aperiod of 8 hours before cycling to the regenerating mode. 
The Allied Chemical sulfur recovery facility isshared by the entire gasification section and isnot 
included in the island plan views. As indicated on the plant layout discussed in Section III B, the 
plant isadjacent to the four gasifier islands and covers an area 70 ft x 150 ft (21.3 meters x 45.7 
meters). Included with the plant is a stack for the incinerator used to oxidize any.residual sulfur 
species in the tail gas. 
The lock hopper gas compressors and the iron oxide bed regeneration air compressors are included 
as part of the major component equipment of the gasifier and desulfurization systems respectively, 
but are not physically located on the gasifier island. For protection and ease of maintenance, these 
units are housed in the fuel cell building, which isdescribed in Section II D. Four separate lock 
hopper gas compressors are utilized in the conceptual design, one for each gasifier island. However, 
atotal of two compressors for the total powerplant iron oxide bed regeneration air requirements are 
used in the design, primarily due to the relatively small capacity and low pressure requirements-of the 
overall process. 
The feedwater pumps for the gasifier steam generators are included as major component equipment 
for that process. Two pumps provide the total gasification process water requirements; each issized 
for 75 percent capacity. These pumps are separately enclosed, and are located adjacent to the 
gasification islands. 
Inspection of the plot plan and elevation drawings indicates that agasifier startup burner is located 
in each island. The burner operates only during the startup sequence to provide heat to the gasifier, 
process steam generator, and desulfurizer equipment. One flare stack services the eight gasifiers and 
is 10ft (3.05 meters) in-diameter x 100 ft (61 meters) high. The.unit isutilized during startup, and 
for flaring off gas from the gasifiers in the event of asudden loss of powerplant busbar load from the 
utility network. The use of these units will be described in more detail in Section III H. 
8. Balance of Plant Items Associated with Gasifier 
In addition to the major components of the gasification process listed above, certain balance-of-plant 
materials included in the gasifier island contribute to the capital cost of the subsystems described 
above. These balance-of-plant materials include gasifier islands and Allied Chemical Plant concrete 
foundations and steel structures, gasification island piping and valves, and instrumentation and con­
trols. All external high temperature process gas piping and valves are austenitic stainless steel, fully 
wrapped in thermal insulation for protection of operating personnel and to minimize heat losses. 
Process air and steam piping and reheat steam piping, are high alloy carbon steel and are also insulated. 
Additional balance-of-plant materials associated with the major components above include the lube 
oil system and the intake air ducting, silencing, and filters for the gasifier turbocompressor machinery. 
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Additional Gasification Systems - In order to conform to NASA accounting preferences in determ­
ining overall costs of the gasification section, three additional systems are included. These systems
include the coal handling and ash handling systems, and the sulfur storage and transfer system. 
Coal Supply System - The coal supply system is shown in Figure 9. The physical arrangement of 
the main sections of the system relative to the remainder of the powerplant layout was illustrated in 
Section 1113. 
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FigureS9 - Coal Supply System .Schemnatic 
The design of the coal supply system isbased on the plant usage rate at rated plant output of 202.5 
tons per hour (1 kilograms/second). Other design parameters are described in Tables.V. 
The coal isdelivered by unit trains of 100 to 110 bottom dump cars per train. Since each car has100 tons (90,700 kilograms) capacity, aunit train provides about 50 hours of powerplant operating
time at rated output. 
A thawing shed, 500 feet long (152 meters), divided into 60 foot (15.2 meters) bays, will be provided
to thaw frozen coal in three cars simultaneously. The heating will be accomplished by oil~ired heaters. 
The thawing shed has metal siding, with ventilation, lighting power, and drainage facilities. Three cars 
are unloaded by shakeout at one time while coupled to the train. The coal isdumped into three re­
ceiving hoppers in an unloading pit below grade. Three cars will unload in about 10 minutes. 
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TABLE IV
 
COAL SUPPLY SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS
 
Unloading and Stockout Rate 2000 tons per hour 
(500 kilograms/second) 
Active Pile Volume 25,000 tons (5 days) 
(22,700 kilograms) 
Dead Storage Volume 300,000 tons (60 days) 
(272,000,000 kilograms) 
700 ft. x 900 ft. x 20 ft. high 
(213 meters x 274 meters x 61 meters high) 
Reclaim Rate 250 tons/hr. 
(63 kilograms/second) 
Crusher Capacity 200-250 tons/hr. 
(50.4-63 kilogramssecond) 
Belt Speeds, Stockout 600 FPM (305 centimeters/second) 
Belt Speeds, Reclaim 450 FPM 
(229 centimeters/second) 
Belt Sizes, Stockout 60 inches 
(152 centimeters) 
Belt Sizes, Reclaim 36 inches 
(91 centimeters) 
Conveyor Traveling Angle 35 degrees 
Maximum Slope of Conveyor 17 degrees 
Coal Bin Supply Rate 250 ton/hr. 
(63 kilograms/second) 
Three 600 ton per hour (151 kilograms/second) vibrating feeders deliver the coal to conveyor No. 1. 
Conveyor No. 1 rated at 2000 tons per hour (500 kilograms/second) delivers the coal to the inclined 
conveyor No. 2, also rated at 2000 tons per hour (500 kilograms/second), that starts about 50 feet 
(15.2 meters) below grade and delivers the coal to the top of the lowering well at 100 feet (30.5 
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meters) elevation. The lowering well is used to distribute the coal over four hoppers to form the active 
coal storage pile of 25,000 tons (22,700,000 kilograms). 
Four 125-tph f,31-.5 kilograms/second) vibrating-feeders receive-the-coal from the four active pile 
hoppers under the lowering well. These feeders empty onto either of two 250 tph (63 kilograms/ 
second) conveyors Nos. 3A or 3B. In addition, two 250 tph (63 kilograms/second) vibrating feeders 
provided under two reclaim hoppers, receiving coal by means of bulldozers from the 300,000 ton 
(272,000,000 kilograms) dead storage pile, also empty onto the reclaim conveyors 3A or 3B. Con­
veyors 3A and 3B deliver coal to either conveyors 4A or 4B, each rated at 250 tph (63 kilograms/ 
second), which, in turn, convey the coal to the top of the crusher house. The 25 ft x 20 ft x 70 ft 
high (7.6 meters x 6.1 meters x 21.3 meters high) crusher house is designed for two crushers, crusher 
drives, drives for conveyors, and sampling equipment. The crusher house has conventional riveted 
column and beam framing with high-strength, bolt-field connections. The building has metal siding, 
and includes necessary ventilation, lighting, power, and drainage facilities. A belt scale on conveyors 
4A and 4B weighs the coal fed to the crushers. Magnetic separators remove tramp iron before the coal 
enters the chute to the crushers. Samples of coal are taken automatically before the coal enters the 
crusher chute. The coal is then crushed in either of the two 250 tph (63 kilograms/second) hammer­
mill crushers. The crushers are sized to handle Illinois No. 6 run-of-mine coal. Each is a reversible 
hammermill type, rated to receive 275 tons per hour (69.3 kilograms/second) with 8 percent moist­
ure with a 1000 hp motor operating at 720 rpm. For Illinois No. 6 coal with 13 percent moisture, 
the crusher isderated to 225 tons per hour (56.7 kilograms/second). For the 203 tons per hour (51 
kilograms/second) required for the plant at rated capability, operating brake horsepower will be 902 
(673 kilowatts). 
The crushed coal isconveyed to the gasifier island via any one of the two parallel conveyors No. 5A 
or 5B, each rated at 250 tons per hour (63 kilograms/second). Coal isdelivered to'each of the four 
coal bins on top of each of the four pair'of gasifiar lock hoppers by means of cascading belt conveyors 
Nos. 6, 7 and 8. The atmospheric coal bins are filled sequentially and automatically by means of 
flop gates. 
The bins at the top of the gasifiers have astorage capacity equivalent to one hour operating time at 
rated output. This may not provide sufficient time for many of the repairs to the upstream coal 
handling system. To assure that the coal handling system has the necessary reliability and to assure 
that the availability of the plant will not be reduced because of downtime for equipment repairs, 
redundancy is built into the system. At least 100 percent standby capability is provided for conveyors 
3 and 4, feeders, and crushers so that plant output will not be reduced because of failure of one unit 
in any stage of the coal feed system after the coal pile. To provide 12 or more hours coal bunker ­
capacity instead would have required bins and supporting structures that Would be higher in cost 
without providing equivalent reliability. 
Ash Handling System 
Illinois No. 6 coal has about 9.6 percent ash content. Therefore, for coal usage of 202.5 tph (51 kilo­
grams/second), 19.44 tph (4.9 kilograms/second) total or 4.86 tph (1.22 kilograms/second) of ash per 
gasifier train isgenerated. The ashhandling system is shown in Figure 10. The physical arrangement 
relative to the powerplant layout has been illustrated in Section IIlB. 
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Figure 10 - Ash Handling System Schematic 
An ash hopper isprovided at the bottom of each gasifier vessel. Each hopper has acapacity of 11.25 
tons (10,200 kilograms) of ash or about 2-1/3 hours at rated output. A line from each hopper leads 
to aslurry cooler. A 25 weight percent water-ash slurry iscontinuously withdrawn from the hopper 
under pressure, cooled in the slurry cooler, and ducted through the throttle control valve to one of 
the two dewatering bins. 
The ash settles in the dewatering bins and is removed through abottom gate into trucks for offsite 
disposal. The water overflows to the ash settling basin. The two dewatering bins have acapacity of 
12,000 cubic feet or 300 tons (272,000 kilograms) of ash - 15 hours at rated output. Bins will have 
a30 foot (9.14 meters) diameter and storage sections will be 17 feet (5.2 meters) high. Total height 
of each bin is45 feet (13.7 meters). 
The ash settling basin isabout 125 feet (38.1 meters) x 40 feet (12 meters) and 10 feet (3.05 meters) 
deep. Overflow water from the dewatering bins empties into the basin. Two ash sluice-water pumps 
take suction from the-settling basin pump sump to provide the sluicing water for the gasifier ash hop­
pers. Makeup water to the settling basins isfrom the cooling tower and boiler blowdowns. Should 
the makeup flows be insufficient to maintain asatisfactory basin level, the level ismaintained by 
water from the service water system. Should the settling basin overflow, excess water is routed to 
the waste water pond. 
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In the event truck removal is unavailable for any reason, the ash can be sluiced to an emergency ash 
storage pond which can store 8250 tons (748,000,000 kilograms) of ash,.or about 17 days of ash. 
The ash storage pond measures 275 feet (83.8 meters) by 200 feet (61 meters), and is 6 feet (1.83
meters) deep. Water will overflow through a weir to asump where two sumlp pumps will pump the 
overflow to the liquid waste storage pond. A pond lining is included to prevent seepage to under­
ground aquifers. 
Ash piping is centrifugally cast chrome iron with a Brinell of 500+. The pipe will use sleeve couplings 
to permit rotation and some relative movement. 
Two 100 percent, 250 gpm (0.07 meters3/second), 800 foot head (2390 kilopascal) vertical ash 
sluice water pumps take suction from the ash settling basin. Each pump isdriven by a 75 hp (50
kilowatt) motor and is constructed of abrasion-resistant material. 
Sulfur Storage and Transfer System 
The sulfur storage and transfer system equipment is located adjacent to the Allied Chemical sulfur re­
covery area. It includes the following major items: 
* Two 30 ft. (9.14 meters) dia. x 40 ft. (12.22 meters) high storage tanks - 210,000 
gal. (796 meters3 ) each. 
* Two 125 gpm (0.0079 meters3/second), 30 ft. head (89.7 kilopascal), sulfur transfer 
pumps 
* Rail tank car and tank truck loading facilities. 
The performance criteria for the system are given in Table V: 
TABLE V 
SULFUR STORAGE SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Sulfur Supply from Recovery Plant 180 tons per day 
7.5 tph (1.89 kilograms/second) 
Sulfur Conditions molten at 265-300'F 
(403-4220 K) 
On-site Storage Quantity 15 days 
1600 tons (1,450,000 kilograms) in each 
of the two storage tanks 
Tank Truck Loading Rate 30 minutes 
3.0 
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Liquid sulfur isdelivered to the storage area from the sulfur recovery area at a temperature between 
265°F (403'K) and 3000F (4220 K). Interconnecting piping is insulated and steam traced. The sul­
fur isstored in the two 210,000 gallon (796 meter 3) thermally insulated storage tanks which are 
equipped with steam heating coils which maintain the sulfur in amolten state. Steam isprovided 
from the sulfur recovery plant process during normal operation or from the auxiliary boilers when 
process steam isunavailable or insufficient. 
The molten sulfur in the storage tanks is then pumped to heated rail tank cars or tank trucks for 
transfer to the market. The sulfur transfer pumps are steam-jacketed all-iron centrifugal units. They 
discharge to asteam traced header which will feed two filling stations - one for atank truck of 26 
ton (22,700 kilograms) capacity and one for tank cars with 50 tons (45,400 kilograms) capacity per car. 
III-D. Fuel Cell System Description 
The energy conversion sections of the integrated coal gasifier/fuel cell powerplant consists of two 
cycles. The prime cycle, described In this section, utilizes a molten carbonate fuel cell power section 
to convert processed coal gas to electrical power electrochemically. Prime cycle waste heat isutilized 
in a steam turbine-generator bottoming cycle to produce additional power. Details of the bottoming 
cycle are discussed in Section I I I E. 
1. Fuel Cell Background 
The application of the molten carbonate fuel cell for the prime cycle was specified by NASA. This 
selection is in agreement with results of system studies conducted at PSD prior to this effort. These 
results are illustrated in Figure 11 in which the overall thermal efficiency Of anumber of integrated 
coal gasifier/Fuel Cell Powerplants are plotted as a function of the application time frame. As shown, 
it ispossible to achieve efficiencies greater than 40 percent for systems integrating acoal gasifier 
with near-term phosphoric acid electrolyte fuel cells. In these, agas turbine bottoming cycle was 
incorporated to recover power from the fuel cell exhaust. System studies with molten carbonate 
cells indicated potential efficiencies in the range of 45 to 60.percent depending on the degree of 
system integration, the type of bottoming cycle selected for waste heat recovery, and the technology 
assumed f6r the coal gasifier and the fuel cell. 
The higher powerplant efficiencies of molten carbonate systems result because at reasonable power 
densities, these cells offer higher efficiency than the near-term phosphoric acid cell. Higher cell per­
formance results from reduced activation polorization at high temperature. In addition, since molten 
carbonate cells operate at high temperature, they derive increased benefit from integration with the 
bottoming cycle. 
The present conceptual design powerplant study assumes a technology base similar to the mid-range 
result shown for molten carbonate fuel cells in Figure 11. This technology isbased on operating 
temperatures, cell materials, and electrolyte compositions presently being tested at PSD. The con­
ceptual design isbased on pressurized fuel cell operation; present testing isconducted at ambient 
pressure. 
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Figure 11 - Evolution of Integrated Coal Gasifier/Fuel Cell Powerplants 
A simplified flow schematic of the prime cycle fuel cell system used for this ECAS study is shown 
in Figure 12. The system consists primarily of a number of fuel cell stacks in which the electrochem­
ical conversion process takes place. Associated equipment includes turbocompressor machinery to 
provide process air to the fuel cells and a catalytic burner to oxidize vent gas from the fuel cell anode. 
The heat exchangers for transferring fuel cell waste heat to the steam turbine bottoming cycle are 
shown in the schematic, but are described in Section IIIE. 
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Figure 12 - Fuel Cell System Schematic 
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2. Fuel Cell Operating Characteristics and Design Assumptions 
Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert the chemical energy of fuel gases directly into 
electrical energy. The elemental molten carbonate cell is shown schematically in Figure 13. The 
cell consists of an anode, an ionically conducting electrolyte, and a cathode. Fuel gas, in the form 
of H2 and CO and diluents such as C02, H20 and N2 are fed to the anode, where the electrochemical 
oxidation of the H2 occurs as follows: 
H2 + C03 = H20 + CO2 + 2e" 
FUELVENT OXIDANT INLET 
2e­
(H2 .COg-H 2 .CO2+2I) LE ('0*012'cg 
' /i0..,0
 
IONCONDUCTOR AND '-
ELECTRON INSULATOR HEAT 
ELECTROCHEMICALLY COMBINES H2 AND 02 
TO RELEASE ELECTRICAL POWER DIRECTLY 
Figure 13- Elemental Molten Carbonate Cell 
Simultaneously, CO is constantly being shifted in the cell anode compartment to make additional H2 , 
so that the composition across the cell remains in water-gas shift equilibrium. Thus, the H2 , either 
present in the inlet fuel gas or as a result of the water-gas shift, reacts with the carbonate ion CO 
to form byproduct H20 and C02, with an electronic current produced. The electrons are conducted 
through the load and back to the cathode. At the cathode, oxygen from air, and byproduct C02 from 
the anode reaction, combine electrochemically with the electrons to form the carbonate ion; viz: 
CO2 + 1/2 02 + 2e- -+ CO3 = 
The carbonate ion thus formed is conducted across the electrolyte and recombines with H2 , com­
pleting the circuit. As indicated, the CO2 formed at the anode must be transferred to the cathode 
to complete the cycle. This is done in practice by mixing all the anode exhaust gases with process 
air upstream of the cathode inlet. The overall cell reaction may now be written as: 
H2 + 1/2 02 -> H20 + Electrical Power + Heat 
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Thus, the byproduct of the overall reaction is H20 which-leaves as water vapor in the exhaust gases
of the system, and heat. This waste heat isutilized in abottoming cycle in the conceptual design to 
increase overall efficiency. 
The nominal cell conditions selected for this study were 1200'F (922°K) and 150 psia (1034 kilo­
pascal). The operating temperature isbased on a trade-off between ideal cell voltage, cell polarizatior
and endurance. The electrolyte, which iscomprised of a mixture of alkali metal carbonates in acer­
amic matrix, isasolid at room temperature. The cell must be heated above the electrolyte melt temp
erature to provide the necessary ionic mobility to sustain cell reactions. As the temperature is in­
creased beyond the melt point, the ideal cell voltage drops but the ionic mobility increases resulting
in reduced polarization. The operating temperature range of the cell will be approximately between 
1100 and 1300'F (866 and 978 0K); this permits waste heat to be removed as sensible heat in the 
cathode gas stream. 
Cell operating pressure was chosen to be 150 psia (1034 kilopascal), although the system was not 
optimized at this level. This pressure provides good cell performance characteristics, while holding
gasifier methane production low. Ai agiven gasifier temperature, lower pressure favors low methane 
production. Since methane was assumed to be an inert to the cell, low methane results in higher cell 
efficiency. 
In addition to operating temperature and pressure, three other major parameters define celI opera­
tion characteristics. These parameters include the fuel and oxidant utilizations and the cell per­
formance. Utilizations define the ratio of the reactant consumed by the cell to the reactant sup­plied to the cell. Reactant utilizations determine the variation in reactant partial-pressure over the 
*cell and therefore the ideal cell voltage and driving forces for reactant diffusion at each point in the 
cell. This isan important determinant of cell performance. Because CO isshifted to H2 and con­
sumed in the molten carbonate cell, fuel utilization (UF)isdefined as the ratio of the H2 consumed 
in the cell to the total H2 plus CO supplied to the cell. 
Fuel utilization isapartial measure of system efficiency since it indicates the percentage of CO andH2 inthe fuel gas that isconsumed electrochemically in the prime cycle. Fuel utilization for the con­
ceptual design powerplant is85 percent. The 02 and C02 design dxidant utilizations are 50 and 26 
percent, respectively. 
The unit of performance for fuel cells isthe design power density per square foot of active cell area. 
Cell power density isthe product of the voltage measured across theelectrodes of each cell and the 
current density of the cell at that voltage. This unit of performance i' analogous to the shaft HP to
weight ratio for gas turbines. Since the capital cost of the cell stack isproportional to total cell area,
high power densities provide lower cost. 
Projected cell performance used in this study was based on an anayltical model developed at PSD (Reference 15). This model Isdiscussed in Appendix IV. Performance improvements were calcu: lated based on operation at higher pressures and an improved cell structure. The assumed perform­
ance for this study isshown in the upper curve of Figure 14. The figure also shows the anticipated
performance (middle curve) of present technology molten carbonatecells operating on gasifier 
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products at the operating pressure of 150 psia (1034 kilopascal). The lower curve in Figure 14 in­
dicates present experimental cell performance at ambient pressure operating on reformer fuel gas 
prodquts, and served as abasis for the analytical models performance projections. The cell oper­
ating point for the conceptual design was chosen to be 0.85 volts per cell, which results in acurrent 
density of 150 amps per square foot (0.16 amps per square centimeter) and apower density of 127 
Watts per square foot (0.14 watts per square centimeter). At these design conditions, the fuel cell 
thermal efficiency-is 45 percent. Higher power densities are achievable at lower cell voltages, however 
the thermal efficiency of the fuel cells - defined as the ratio of the heating value of the gross ac power 
from the inverter to the heating value of the synthesis gases to the fuel cell - would'be reduced. 
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Figure 14- Cell Performance 
Other cell design conditions that affect overall powerplant characteristics are heat losses and cell oper­
ating life. The cells are thermally insulated and cell stack heat losses were calculated to be Ipercent of 
the design gross power output. For purposes of defining economics, cell useful life was assumed to 
be 40,000 operating hours. This isagoal that has been set for the nearer term acid cells and appears 
to be-a reasonable goal for molten carbonate cells as well. It should be pointed out that after 40,000 
hours of operation, the cells will continue to operate, however, at aslightly reduced performance 
level than assumed for this study. Thus, autility may choose to replace the fuel cells at this time or 
it may choose to continue to run the plant with the existing cells, but at asomewhat reduced power 
- level or efficiency. 
A final design assumption isthat the 1990 molten carbonate cell will be tolerant to 200 ppm sulfur in 
the fuel gas. If further fuel gaj sulfur reduction is required, two approaches are possible. An addi­
tional sulfur removal stage downstream of the iron oxide beds could be employed. Regenerable zinc 
oxide beds are an example of this approach (see page 118). A second approach is to substitute alow­
temperature sulfur removal process. This approach isestimated to slightly reduce powerplant effi­
ciency (1 percent), but in addition to lower sulfur levels, would enhance both particulate and trace
 
element removal from the synthesis gas (see page 119).
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3. Fuel Cell Physical Characteristics 
The arrangement of a single cell and-its assembly into a cell stack is shown in Figure 15. In addition 
to the electrolyte tile, the cell package includes porous nickel electrodes for the anode and cathode. 
Stainless steel current collectors and separator plate geometry isselectedto distribute reactant gases
uniformly across the face of the cell andkto conduct current through the cell stack. This single cell 
repeating element is assembled into a multi-cell stack configuration by compressing the cell assemblies 
between stainless steel end plates and electrical insulating plates. This is accomplished by the use of 
pressure plates and a follow-up system, such as the tie rods and springs shown in the figure. Cell stack 
assemblies may be arranged in aseries/parallel configuration to give desired output volyage and current. 
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Figure 15- Cell and Stack Construction 
The cell stacks in the conceptual design operate at pressure and pressure vessels are provided to en­
capsulate cell stack assemblies. As part of the contract effort, one such vessel'was designed to permit 
proper costing. Figure 16 shows the details of the pressure vessel and its enclosed cell stacks. A 
larger version of this figure appears in Appendix I1. The assembly'is designed to be factory assem­
bled and tested and transported by rail. Using this criteria, the pressure vessel physical dimensions 
were limited to an outside diameter of 13 feet (3.96 meters); the height is limited by allowable 
flat-car load weight and resulted in a dimension of 23 feet (7.01 meters) plus support structures. 
The vessels are shipped horizontally and erected vertically at the plant. Four lifting tabs are pro­
vided for ease of handling. Within the vessels are eight separate fuel cell stack assemblies in a2-tier 
arrangement with four stack assemblies per tier. The assemblies are mounted on I-beam support
 
structures, as shown. 
 The assemblies in each tier are connected in parallel electrically with the two 
tiers connected in series. There are eight penetrations through the pressure vessel; four for the fuel 
cell cathbda'(oxidant) manifolding, two for the reactant fuel manifolding,-and 2 electrical power
take-offs. The stack assemblies are fully insulated thermally, reducing the pressure vessel wall tem­
perature and permitting the vessel construction of low alloy carbon steel, for example, SA5 15. 
Expansion joints for the internal manifolding are utilized at critical junctions within the vessel to 
provide for thermal expansion. All internal manifolding is insulated as well. 
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Figure 16 - Fuel Cell Pressure Vessel Assembly 
Vessel weight is20 tons 118,144 kilograms); the total weight of vessel, stacks, and internal structure 
isapproximately 84 tons (76,204 kilograms). Power output of each vessel is4.7 MW gross do power 
- 867 volts at 5410 amps. A total of 96 vessels producing 432 MW of ac power are utilized in the 
fuel cell section of the powerplant. 
4. Fuel Cell Turbocompressor 
A second major component in the fuel cell system, shown in Figure 12, isthe turbocompressor. This 
unit derives the necessary power for pumping fuel cell process air to 150 psia, (1034 kilopascal) by 
expanding the fuel cell exhaust through a turbine. The fuel cell turbine also provides shaft power to 
the cathode recycle pump. The recycle stream removes cell waste heat and transfers this high quality 
heat to the bottoming cycle. The split between recycle flow and turbine inlet flow isapproximately 
2 to 1 (by volume). The recycle head rise iscalculated to be 5 psia (34.5 kilopascal) which results in 
a relatively small shaft power requirement in comparison to-the fuel cell air compressor. 
The fuel cell turbocompressor operating characteristics are summarized in Table VI. It is important to 
note that no advanced technology is required. Required efficiencies of both the turbine and compressol 
are low. Since exhaust stream energy is adequate with these assumptions,, the low turbocompressor 
efficiencies do not penalize the powerplant efficiency. 
The fuel cell turbocompressor duty isbroken up between four identical units each having aduty of 
38,000 SHP (28,337 kilowatts) and providing for one-quarter of the total fuel cell requirements. The 
physical characteristics for each unit are included in Table VI. Total length is32 feet; total weight is 
26,645 pounds (12,086 kilograms). Because turbine inlet temperatures are limited to 1250' F 
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(9500 K), no advanced material technology is required, and low cost materials can be utilized in 
fabrication. 
TABLE VI
 
FUEL CELL TURBOCOMPRESSOR DESCRIPTION
 
Located in Fuel Cell Equipment Building- 4 Per Plan
 
A. UNIT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
COMPRESSOR 
* PRESSURE RATIO 10.5 
* POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 80% 
RECYCLE PUMP 
* PRESSURE RATIO 1.03 
TURBINE 
* PRESSURE RATIO 8.7 
* INLET TEMPERATURE 12500 F 
* ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 77% 
POWER 38,000 SHP 
B. UNIT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
No. Overall Max. Stages 
Per Length Diameters(*) Weight 
Plant (Ft.) (in.) (Lbs.) Turbine Compressor 
Fuel Cell Turbocompressor 24.3 48 1 26,645 3 19 
& Recycle Pump 7.7 34 - 1 
(*) Does not include diameter of inlet air duct on fuel cell compressor. 
5. Fuel Cell Island Burners 
The remaining major components located in the prime cycle system are the catalytic and startup
burners. The startup burners will be described in a later section of this report dealing with powerplant 
startup and part power operation. The catalytic burners oxidize H2 , CO, and methane in the fuel cell 
anode vent. The catalytic burners utilize a precious metal catalyst amounting to 0.3'percent by weight
supported on a ceramic material and are enclosed in insulated carbon steel pressure vessels. Design 
space velocity for the units is 30,000 ft 3Ihr/ft 3 volume. Adiabatic oxidation temperature for the 
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units is1400°F (1033'K) with inlet fuel cell anode effluent at 1300'F (9780K), and-inlet air at 
6600F (622° K). The volume percentages of H2, CO, and CH4 entering the burner are 1.7, 2.6, and 
0.4 percent, respectively. Oxidation isassumed to be complete including the 200 ppm H2Spresent 
in t.e fuel gas at cell inlet which isburned to SO2. Design life for the units isassumed to be 2 years, 
with replacement of the catalyst bed after this period. 
6. Other Fuel Cell Island Components 
Waste heat from the prime cycle fuel cells is transferred to the steam turbine bottoming cycle via 
heat exchangers physcially located within the fuel cell cycle equipment areas. However, they have 
been included in the steam turbine island equipment costs and will be described in Section III E. This 
equipment includes the steam turbine cycle economizer/deaerator heat exchangers which.recover heat 
from the turbocompressor turbine exhaust, and the steam turbine boiler/super-heater heat exchangers 
which recover heat from the fuel cell recycle stream. The fuel cell inverters and associated equipment 
for converting fuel cell dc power to ac busbar power are also physically located in the fuel cell area. 
However, their costs are 'allocated to the electrical plant major component equipment, covered in 
Section II I F and these units will be described in detail in that section. 
7. Fuel Cell Section Arrangement 
The fuel cell conversion-section of the integrated conceptual design molten carbonate powerplant 
generates 432 MW net ac power output, consuming 0.14 x 106 SCFM (66.1 meters3/second) of the 
H2-and CO-rich fuel gases supplied from the desulfurization section. The conversion isaccomplished 
in 96 fuel cell pressure vessels. Total process air requirements of 0.51 x 106 SCFM (240.7 meters3/ 
second) are supplied by four separate fuel cell turbocompressor units. Waste heat transferred from 
the prime cycle fuel cells to the steam turbine bottoming cycle totals 1.60 x 109 Btu/hr (0.47 x 
106 kW), 67 percent of this heat istransferred from the fuel cell recycle cooling stream through 
eight boiler/superheater units. The remaining heat is the result of cooling the turbocompressor turbine 
exhausts, and istransferred through four economizer/dearator units. The fuel cell conversion section 
occupies 6.5 acres (26,306 square meters) or less than 5 percent of the plant area. 
The arrangement of the fuel cell section equipment isdivided into four identical islands, each gener­
ating 108 MW net ac. Each island iscapable of operating independently from the other three islands, 
and, therefore, represents the primary power building block for the powerplant. Each fuel cell island 
isfed process gas from one of the four separate gasifier islands, forming an independent coal gasifica­
tion/desulfurization/fuel cell conversion power train. This modular arrangement permits operation 
of one or more power trains while others may be dowh for repair or scheduled maintenance. The 
plot plan and elevation drawings of one of these fuel cell islands are shown in Figures 17 and 18. Each 
island isapproximately 240 x 300 feet (73 x 91 meters) with the highest elevation of the island 95 
feet (29 meters) to the top of the fuel cell exhaust stack. 
k 
Two boiler/superheater heat exchanger units are located in each island between the rows of fuel cell 
pressure vessels and the fuel cell building. Each transfers the waste heat from the two adjacent rows 
of fuel cell vessels to the steam turbine bottoming cycle. The fuel cell pressure vessels and boiler/ 
superheater units are located outdoors and supported on a24-inch reinforced concrete slab on grade 
by their integral structural steel supports. The slab covers the complete pressure vessel area including 
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the boiler-superheaters. Individual concrete pads are provided on top of the slab under the support 
legs of the pressure vessels and the support skirts of the boiler-superheaters to level and anchor the 
units. Accesssteel-platforms are provided-at two-levels around-the pressure vessels andthe boiler 
superheaters. 
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Twelve eparate inverter modules and inverter auxiliaries are located at the south end of -thefuel 
cell island. These inverter and inverter auxiliaries are also located outdoors on aconcrete slab separ­
ate frr the fuel cell pressure vessel and boiler/superheater slab. Individual concrete pads are pro­
vided on top of the slab under the support skirts of the inverters and inverter auxiliaries as ameans 
to level and anchor the units. A detailed description of the inverter units ispresented in Section III F. 
One fuel cell turbocompressor unit provides air requirements to the 24 fuel cell pressure vessels in 
each island. This turbocompressor unit isphysically located within a fuel cell building. The gasifier 
turbocompressor dual unit is located within the fuel cell building adjacent to the fuel cell turbocom­
pressor unit. This placement minimizes plant piping by decreasing the lengths of hot turbine inlet 
gas piping. The gasifier air preheater unit is located in close proximity to the turbocompressor units 
as shown in the plot plan. One economizer/deaerator heat exchanger issituated in the building at 
the turbocornpressor turbine exhausts for each ,fuel cell island in order to transfer waste heat to the 
steam turbine cycle. Additional components located within the fuel cell building include the four 
separate catalytic burners and four separate fuel cell startup burners - one for each of the four rows 
of fuel cell pressure vessels - as well as agasifier lockhopper gas compressor. Location of all these 
units with their associated controls and instrumentation within the building provides protection 
against environmental elements and ensures safety and ease of maintenance during periods of inclem­
ent weather. 
Two identical fuel cell buildings serve the four fuel cell islands, one building for every two fuel cell 
islands. The extension of the building for the second contained island issymmetrical to the building 
section shown in the island plot plan of Figure 17. These two buildings and the four fuel cell islands 
are divided into two sections placed symmetrically on each side of the Steam Turbine Building, as 
indicated in the detailed plant arrangement, Figure 4. 
The fuel cell equipment buildings have asbestos-protected metal siding; the roof isbuilt-up and insul­
ated and gravel surfaced. Each structure isprovided with four roof ventilators. The floor of the 
building isaconcrete slab. The frame issteel, conforming to AISC specifications. A 20-ton (18,144 
kilograms) electric single-trolley overhead traveling bridge crane isprovided in each building. Roll-up 
steel doors provide access for trucks at the ends of each building. Personnel doors are provided at 
each end. 
The buildings are heated with steam unit heaters. Other facilities in the building are service air, service 
and sanitary-water, electrical power, lighting, communications, fire protection, and drainage. 
At the ends of each building, concrete stacks are provided for air supply and turbine exhaust fbr the 
turbocompressors. The intake stacks are 45 feet (13.7 meters) high, and share awall with the exhaust 
stacks to this height. The exhaust stacks are 95 feet (29 meters) high. Acoustic treatment is installed 
in the intake stacks to control the noise level inside the building. 
8. Fuel Cell Island Piping 
In addition to the major components defined above, other balance-of-plant equipment in the fuel cell 
section has been defined to provide abasis for capital cost estimates. For the fuel cell islands, this bal­
ance-of-plant equipment isprimarily identified as the fuel cell controls and instrumentation, and the 
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piping, expansion joints, and support structure for distribution of the reactant gases within the bound­
aries of the island. All process gas pipind to and from the fuel cell pressure vessels, including the cathod 
recycle cooling loop and the exhaust to the turbine inlets, isaustenitic stainless steel, fully jacketed 
with insulation on the exterior walls to protect plant personnel and minimize heat loss. Steam lines 
exiting the boiler/superheater units are insulated high alloy steel, while the boiler feedwater, burner 
air inlet piping, and turbine exhaust ducting are insulated carbon steel. 
Ili-E. Steam Turbine Bottoming Cycle Description 
1. Bottoming Cycle Selection 
A steam-driven turbo-generator was selected as the bottoming cycle because it resulted in higher over­
all powerplant efficiency at acost of electricity comparable to a gas turbine bottoming cycle. The 
steam turbine integrates well with the fuel cell because fuel cell waste heat can be used to generate 
steam at conditions suitable for present steam powerplant technology. In addition, the excellent util­
ization of fuel cell waste heat permits the fuel cell to operate at higher power densities which serves to 
reduce the initial cost of the prime cycle overall powerplant efficiency. 
2. Bottoming Cycle Description 
A schematic of the steam bottoming cycle, indicating system operation and sources of heat, isshown 
in Figure 19. Initially, condensatd from the steam condenser is pumped to 10 psig (170.3 kilopascal) 
and deaerated; the feed water is then pumped to 2600 psig (18,028 kilopascal) and preheated in the 
economizer, raising the water to 5500 F (561' K), somewhat below saturation. The heat for deaeration 
and preheating isprovided by cooling the turbine exhaust streams from the turbocompressor units; 
no steam extraction for feed water heating is used. The preheated water isfed to the boiler/super­
heater where steam for throttle conditions of 2400 psig (16,649 kilopascal), and 1000 F (811 0 K), is 
raised. This heat is provided by fuel cell waste heat transferred from the cathode recycle loop. 
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The steam isexpanded to 470 psig (3342 kilopascal), and 5800 F (5780 K). Steam isreheated to 10000 F 
(8110K) and expanded in the reheat turbine down to 2 inches of mercury abs. (6.77 kilopascal), at a 
saturation temperature of 101'F (31 1 K). The heat source for the steam reheater is taken as sensible 
heat from cooling the gasifier product gases prior to desulfurization, as described previously in 
Section III C. 
3. Steam Turbine and Turbine Auxiliaries 
The single unit steam turbine-generator isaconventional machine. The turbine is a 3600 rpm; single 
shaft, compound machine with 26 in. (66 centimeters) last stage blades. The turbine isacondensing 
unit designed for expansion to 2 in. Hg abs. (6.77 kilopascal). The generator ishydrogen cooled, and 
includes associated excitation systems. No design data on the unit was generated; existing con­
ventional designs based on unit power output rating for similar operating conditions were examined 
to obtain the physical characteristics of the unit. 
The steam turbine condensing system includes the condenser, condenser vacuum pump, and motor. 
The condenser is a singlepressure, two pass, twin shell unit, with the tubes perpendicular to the 
turbine center line. The unit issupported from the ground floor. The design condenser pressure of 
2 in Hg abs. (6.77 kilopascal) isconsistent with the ambient conditions of 590 F (2.880 K)dry bulb/ 
520F (284 K) wet bulb specified by NASA. Condenser cooling water temperature rise is 200F (1VC), 
with an inlet cooling water temperature from the cooling towers of 720 F (2950 K). This equipment 
was not specifically designed during this study; conventional design data scaled for the steam turbine 
rating were utilized. 
The condensate and boiler feedwater systems include the condensate polishing systems and storage 
tank, condensate pump and motor, and the boiler feedwater treatment system. The condensate 
polisher is located in the condensate pump discharge line: The polishing system consists of apre­
coat tank and agitator, precoat type filter deionizer tanks with wound filter elements, precoat transfer 
pumps, ablower for backwashing polishing elements, an air compressor, acontrol panel, and assoc­
iated valves, controls, and instrumentation. One 200,000 gallon (758 meters3) - or approximately 
8hours capacity - carbon steel condensate storage tank isprovided. The tank measures 35 ft (10.7 
meters) diameter x 28.5 ft (8.69 meters) high and isepoxy coated internally. An automatic control 
system provides water to the condensate system on low level in the condenser hot well and returns it 
to the tank on high le'el. The piping between the condenser and the tank will be epoxy lined. 
The boiler chemical feed system will be zero solids type. Ammonia and hydrazine, used to control 
the feedwater alkalinity and to act as an oxygen scavenger, are injected downstream of the condensate 
discharge header. A high volume phosphate feed pump isprovided in case a relatively large condenser 
leak develops. Two hydrazine, two ammonia, and two-phosphate pumps and three 200 gaillon (0.758 
meters3 ) solution tanks are supplied with the system. 
The turbine lube oil purification and transfer system isabypass, continuous feed, overflow to treat­
ment tank type. A gravity-type purifier isprovided. A two-compartment storage tank for clean 
and dirty oil, and pumps for inlet and discharge are included. 
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A stator cooling unit, hydrogen panel, seal oil and accessories for the generator are included in the 
steam turbine plant. The steam turbine piping, valving, and insulation constitute the remainder of 
the system equipment. All of this equipment is included as balance-of-plant materials in estimating 
the capital costs of the system discussed in Section IV D. 
4. Steam Turbine Island Arrangement 
The steam turbine bottoming cycle utilizes 1.87 x 109 Btu/hr. (0.548 x 106 kW) of waste heat from 
the four gasifier-fuel cell trains described earlier to raise 1.16 x 106 lbs/hr. (0.146 x 106 grams/second] 
process steam at 2400 psig (16,649 kilopascal) and 1000'F (811 0 K). Expansion of this steam in the 
high pressure and reheat steam turbine unit translates 226 MW shaft power to the generator. At 98 
percent efficiency, the gross 6c power output of the generator is 222 MW, equivalent to a gross therma 
efficiency of 40 percent. 
The steam turbine island plot plan is shown in Figure 20. The unit isenclosed in a building 105 ft x 
165 ft (32 meters x 50 meter) located between the two pairs of fuel cell islands described previously.
The building has two main levels and a partial mezzanine level. The building is of box-like construc­
tion with exterior metal wall panels fabricated of a galvanized steel liner and aluminum exerior with 
a baked on coating. A base slab at.grade level constitutes the ground floor. The operating floor is 
- 38 feet (11.6 meters) above grade. A crane rail is provided in the-building about 30 feet (9.14 meters)
above the operating floor level. The crane is equipped with a 75 ton (68 x 103 kilograms) hook and 
a 20 ton (18.1 x 103 kilograms) auxiliary hook, and services both floors of the building. A covered 
hatch in the north end bay permits equipment to be lifted from grade level to the operating floor. 
The service areas are located alonq the east bay of the buildino. 
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The steam turbine unit islocated on the operating floor level and issupportedon areinforced con­
crete pedestal foundation which follows the recommendations of the turbine manufacturer for load­
ing, dc,,lection limitations and allowable stresses. The main powerplant control room and computer 
room are located on the east side of the operating floor. The main control room houses the central 
powerplant monitoring board as well as the steam turbine operating and control board. Local startup, 
controls and control boards for the fuel cells and gasifiers are located in the fuel cell buildings and 
in an encl6sure in the gasifier islands. The computer room houses the computer utilized for power­
plant data acquisition and annunciation of powerplant alarms. Both of these rooms are air-conditioned 
for operating personnel. The relay room and electrical cable runs, as well as the gland steam condenser 
and lube oil storage tank, are located on the mezzanine floor. 
The ground floor of the building contains the balance of the steam turbine plant equipment, including 
the condensing system, the condensate and boiler feedwater systems, the turbine oil purification sys­
tem, the hydrogen panel, the hydrogen seal oil unit, the stator cooling unit, and miscellaneous genera­
tor accessories. In addition, the powerplant auxiliary systems indicated inTable VII are located on the 
ground floor. 
TABLE VII
 
AUXILIARY POWERPLANT SYSTEMS LOCATED
 
IN STEAM TURBINE BUILDING
 
* Service and Instrument Air Compressors 
* Auxiliary Boilers and Associated Equipment 
* Water Treatment Plant 
* Closed Cooling Water Heat Exchangers and Pump 
0 Emergency Diesel Generator and Auxiliaries 
All of these auxiliary sstems, except the diesel generator, will be described in the balance-of-plant 
section of the report. The emergency diesel generator isdescribed on page 57 in the electrical section. 
5. Heat Recovery and Rejection Equipment 
The heat recovery equipment consists of the economizer/deaerator, the boiler/superheater, and the 
steam reheater. These,units were designed by PSD for the conceptual design task of the ECAS study 
based on their operational characteristics in the system. A summary of the operational design data for 
the units is included in Appendix V. 
The economizer heat transfer duty isdivided between four identical units - one for each fuel cell 
power train. The hot side medium isclean turbine exhaust, primarily N2, 0 2 , CO 2 and H20. Inlet 
and exit temperatures are 722 and 2370 F (656 and 387' K) respectively. The total duty issplit be­
tween the deaeration sectionand preheat sections of the economizer. To effect deaeration, water 
ispreheated to approximately 1500 F (339°K) in asegmented section of the economizer; this water 
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isthen run through adeaerator counterflow to steam injection, where the water isp'reheated to asat­
uration temperature of 240'F at 10 psig (3890 K at 170.3 kilopascal) and deaeration takes place. The 
saturated water then enters the recirculation boiler section of the economizer where 10 percent qual­
ity steam isgenerated. The steam thus generated isutilized in the deaerator; the saturated water is 
pumped to desired pressure by feedwater pumps and then heated to 5500F (5610 K)in the preheat 
section of the economizer. 
The pinch temperature in the economizer is50°F (28'C) and occurs in the boiler section. Total 
heat transferred per unit economizer is 134.8 x 106 Btu/hr (39.5 x 103 kW). The-unit isdesigned 
as avertical finned tube arrangement with turbine exhaust flow normal to the banks of tubes. Tubes 
and fins are carbon steel, 2 in. (5.08 cm) OD, with 6 in. (15.24 cm) longitudinal and transverse spac­
ing. The fins are 0.028 in. (0.071 cm) thick, 1.0 in. (2.54 cm) in width, with 6 fins/in (2.36 fins/cm).
Total fin-side heat transfer area is 153,000 ft 2 (14,215 meters2). The unit measures 14 feet (4.27
meters) in width (normal togas flow), by 14 feet (4.27 meters) in height, by 20 feet (6.1 meters) in 
depth, and weighs approximately 100 tons (90.7 x 103 kilograms). This physical design data issum­
marized in Appendix V. The unit isenclosed in asheet metal frame to provide proper gas manifold­
ing downstream of the turbocompressor units prior to stack exhaust. 
The deaerator isaconventionally designed horizontal unit built to ASME code specifications, includ­
ing a 1/16 inch (0.159 cm) corrosion allowance. Four units are utilized in the powerplant, one for 
each feedwater economizer. Each tank ismade of carbon steel, and measures 12 ft (3.66 meters) in 
length x 6 ft (1.83 meters) in diameter, with 1200 gallons (4.55 meters3 ) capacity. The units are sit­
uated above the economizer heat exchanger at an elevation of approximately 20 feet (6.1 meters) and 
both units are located within the fuel cell building. This was illustrated in the fuel cell island eleva­
tion, Figure 18 in Section III D. 
Four 25 percent capacity two-stage boiler feedwater pumps are provided, one for each ecor.cmizer/
deaerator unit. Each two-stage unit israted at 600 gpm (0.038 meters3/second) and 2600 psig (18,028
kilopascal) discharge pressure. These pumps are located in the fuel cell building adjacent to the econ­
omizer/deaerator units. Two-stage pumps are used to ensure that adequate suction head ismaintained 
to the units. In aconventional fired boiler,-this head issupplied as astatic head resulting from the 
elevation of the deaerator tank relative to the feedwater pumps. However, in the conceptual design,
the deaerator tank.elevation may not be sufficient to ensure the proper head and therefore the two­
stage pumps are used. 
The boiler/superheater heat transfer duty isdivided between eight identical units, as described in 
Section III D. The hot-side medium isthe clean fuel cell cathode recycle cooling loop, primarily 02,
N2, CO2 and H20. Hot-side temperatures are 1300'F (978'K) inlet and 900'F (7550K) exit and 
nominal pressure is150 psia (1034 kilopascal). The total heat duty of each of these units isdivided 
among asmall economizer section, aboiler, and asuperheater. Inthe economizing section, water is 
heated from 550'F (561°K) to saturation at 668'F (6260 K) and 2485 psig (17,235 kilopascal). The 
pinch temperature in this section is2690 F (1490C). Unit heat transferred is25.9 x 106 Btu/hr (7.59 
x 103 kW). Since the unit ispressurized on the hot side, ashell and tube design was emp!oyed. Heat 
transfer area, requirements for the unit economizing section are 1880 ft 2 (175 meters2) on the shell 
side, with hot gas flow normal to the bank of bare tubes. Because of the low contacting temperatures,
carbon steel tubes and headers were used for the design. Additional design data for the unit issum­
marized in Appendix V. 
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The boiler and superheater sections are designed similar to the economizer section, using bare, 2-inch 
OD (5.08 cm) tubes with gas flow normal to the tube bundles. The unit heat transferred and the 
surface area requirements are 54.4 x 106 Btu/hr (15.9 x 103 kW) and 2540 ft2 (236 meters2) for 
the boiler, and 55.4 x 106 Btu/hr (16.2 x 103 kW) and 2820 ft2 (262 meters2) for the superheater. 
The tubes for the boiler section are made of high alloy steel with upper and lower steam drums of 
carbon steel; the hotter surface conditions of the superheater tubes and headers require austenitic 
stainless steel. This design data isillustrated in Appendix V. 
A single pressure vessel is.utilized to contain the three sections (economizer, boiler and superheater) 
of the unit heat exchanger. The pressure vessel enclosing the unit is9 feet (2.74 meters) in diameter, 
and 49 feet (14.9 meters) in length, including the semi-elliptical pressure heads. It isdesigned to be 
factory assembled and rail transportable and placed in avertically upright position during installation. 
The vessel isfully insulated on the interior walls with ablanket-like insulating material. This insula­
tion allows the vessel to be fabricated of carbon steel. Unit weight of vessel and contained heat trans­
fer sections isestimated at 54 tons (40 x 103 kilograms). Four major penetrations of the unit are re­
quired; inlet and exit fuel cell recycle gas flows, inlet water flow, and exit steam flow. The design 
gas-side AP was increased relative to ambient pressure practice to facilitate heat transfer characteristics 
,of the units, but since the units operate at pressure, the APiP ratio isconsistent with units designed 
for ambient pressure operation. 
The third type of heat transfer equipment for the steam turbine isthe steam reheater. This unit is 
located in the gasification island and extracts sensible heat-from the process gas stream to provide re­
heat requirements. Four identical units are required for the powerplant, one for each gasifier island. 
The reheater is-also a pressurized operating unit and isdesigned similar to the boiler/superheater units 
above. Total heat transferred per unit is70.7 x 106 Btu/hr (20.7 x 103 kW), with atemperature pinch 
of 5400F (3000C). Heat transfer area is2385 ft 2 (222 meters2 ) per unit. Tube material isaustenitic 
stainlesssteel, due to the high temperature operating conditions of the hot-side gases - inlet to exit 
hot side temperatures are 15500 F (1116 0 K) to 1120°F (878°K) respectively. The unit isfully encap­
sulated in acarbon steel pressure vessel which iscompletely insulated on the interior walls with blanket­
type insulation. The unit isdesigned to be factory assembled and rail transportable with vertical place­
ment on site. Overall dimensions of the vessel measure 9 feet (2.74 meters) in diameter, by 22 feet 
(6.71 meters) in height, with a total estimated unit weight of 24,750 pounds (12 tons) (10.9 x 103
 
kilograms). This design data isillustrated in Appendix V.
 
The cooling towers specified by NASA for the ECAS powerplants are wet mechanical-draft design. 
The use of the mechanical-draft cooling concept results in fans and fan drives being located outside 
the towers which increases each of inspection, maintenance, and repair. 
The towers were designed for acooling range of 20'F (11C) with a200 F (11C) approach to 520F
 
(2840 K)ambient wet bulb temperature. This results in awater concentration in the cooling towers of
 
3 gallons of water/min-ft 2 (0.002 meters3 of water/second-meters2 ) of tower area at design. The
 
steam turbine condenser heat to be rejected by the cooling towers amounts to 1,11 x 109 Btu/hr
 
(325 x 103 kW watts). The total circulating water flow to effect a20'F (11C)cooling range is
 
111,000 gpm, (6.99 meters3/second) which result in atotal cooling tower ground area of 37,000 ft 2
 
(3444 meters2).
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Two identical cooling tower units were utilized in the powerplant layout. Each unit measures 25 feet 
(7.62 meters) in height, with rectangular base dimensions of 265 feet (81 meters) by 75 feet (22.9 
meters). Each unit consists of 8 cells-with-two-mechanical'draft cooling fans per cell. The cooling 
water lost to evaporation is replenished by the powerplant circulating water make-up system with 
proper chlorination facilities included. The total make-up water requirements for the cooling towers 
are 3890 gpm (0.245 meters3/second). The cooling towers are located on concrete foundations re­
moved from the energy conversion cycle areas. They are physically located within the powerplant 
boundaries so that the prevailing winds tend to disperse the humid, warm air away from the power­
plant site. The overall plot plan description on Figure 4 illustrates their locatibn relative to the other 
components of the powerplants. 
The major components of the cooling tower system are the unit towers. This equipment was sized 
for the rating of the present conceptual design powerplant. Additional associated equipment is re­
quired to complete the cooling tower system, which includes the water intake structures, circulating 
and make-up water piping, valves, water pumps, and chlorination facilities. The latter associated 
equipment was sized for this study based on cooling tower heat rejection duty. 
III-F. Electrical System Description 
The electrical plant equipment for the integrated coal gasifier/fuel cell powerplant consists of the 
fuel cell island electrical equipment, which collects the dc output of the fuel cell, converts it to 3­
phase 60-Hz ac power, and steps up to transmission voltages; the steam turbine-island electrical 
equipment, which steps up the ac output voltage of the turbine generator to transmission levels; and 
the auxiliary system, which distributes power to the various plant electrical auxiliaries.* 
The fuel cell and steam turbine generator electrical loads and system connections are shown in the 
simplified one-line diagram provided in Figure 21. Typical 500-kV switchyard switching connections 
are shown in the diagram, but are not included within the costing scope of this study, as specified by 
NASA ground rules for the ECAS studies. 
1. Fuel Cell Island Electrical System 
The fuel cell island electrical system includes the following major equipment: Forty-eight self-commu­
tating type inverter modules and associated harmonic filters, each module with a 9-MW net output nom­
inal rating; eight 54 MVA 69-kV inverter transformers; and three single-phase step-up transformers, each 
rated at 144 MVA, OA/FOA 650C rise, and 69 to 500 kV. 
The inverter selected for the ICG/FCP utilizes solid-state, self-commutated technology. An identical 
unit isunder development for the near term FCG-1 26-MW phosphoric acid fuel cell powerplant for 
dispersed generator utility application. This unit will be-tested in the 4.8 MW demonstrator program 
in 1978 or 1979 (Reference 10). This inverter operates at 96 percent efficiency at rated load. 
The fuel cell plant electrical arrangement is shown in the main one-line diagram. A total of 432-MW 
net electrical ac power is supplied by eight identical fuel cell power banks, each bank generating 
564-MW gross dc power. An enlargement of the electrical arrangement of a single fuel cell power 
bank is shown in Figure 22. Each bank consists of six 9.4-MW inverter modules, connected in a series/ 
parallel arrangement to 12 fuel cell modules. The 12 fuel cell modules, each rated at 4.7-MW gross 
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Figure 21 - Fuel Cell and Steam Turbine Generator Electrical Loads and System Connections 
dc power, are arranged in four paralleled sets of three series connected modules. Each series connected 
set supplies 5410 amps at 2600 Vdc. The four fuel cell vessel sets are coupled to the six inverter mod­
ules in two paralleled groupings, as illustrated in Figure 22. This arrangement permitselectrical isola­
tion of one-half of afuel cell bank during maintenance or other outage conditions, thereby increasing 
powerplant availability. As previously described, each fuel cell island consists of 24 fuel cell modules 
arranged in four rows of six vessels each; thus two fuel cell power banks comprise one fuel cell island. 
Each inverter module consists of three inverter bridges connected in parallel to the do bus. Output ­
voltage harmonics up to 17 times the fundamental are cancelled in harmonic reduction transformers. 
Any single harmonic voltage output is limited-to less than 1 percent of the fundamental. Series 
reactors are inserted between the bridge output and the harmonic cancelling transformers of each 
inverter module to provide an inductive impedance to the utility line for control purposes and for 
buffering the bridge from line transients. The 60-Hz, 3-phase ac output of the six inverter modules 
isthen combined in a54-MVA inverter transformer for step up to an intermediate ac paralleling 
voltage of 69-kV. Elimination of remaining harmonics isaccomplished by an output filter located 
on the 69 kv side of the transformer. Lightning arrestors and appropriate ac and dc switchgear 
and fuses are provided for operational and protective purposes. 
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Figure 22 - Fuel Cell Bank Electrical Arrangement 
An important characteristic of utilizing self-commutated technology isthat both real and reactive 
power output can be dispatched. Thepower factor may be operated over the range of 0 to 1.0 within 
the MVA rating of the inverter modules; this precludes the need for power factor correction capacitors.
A feed back controller maintains selected phase angle differences between the inverter bridge output
fundamental voltage and the utility line; this phase angle difference is the primary factor in determin­
ing real power flow. A second feed back controller maintains a selected voltage difference between 
the inverter bridge output fundamental and the utility line; this voltage difference is the primary fac­
tor in determining the reactive power flow. A feed back regulator system selects and maintains the 
phase angle and voltage difference required-to produce the real and reactive power setting requested
by the powerplant supervisory control. The load change response time is set by the magnetics time 
constant and is less than 0.25 seconds. 
The primaries of two 54-MW transformers associated with one fuel cell island are parallel connected 
through a 69 kV circuit breaker which controls the power from one of the four fuel cell islands. The 
69-kV system collects the output of four fuel cell islands, delivers this power to the 432-MV step-up
transformer, where the voltage is steppied up to 500-kV for supplying the transmission network. 
The 69-kV substations are conventional outdoor type utilizing porcelain insulators for supporting
bare conductors on steel framework and air insulation between phases of the bare conductors. A 
main 69-kV substation and four satellite substations are provided for serving each of the four fuel 
cell islands. The main 69-kV substation iscentrally located and contains the two 12/16 MVA station 
auxiliary transformers and associated primary circuit breakers, the three 144 MVA single-phase FOA, 
69 to 500-kV step-up transformers and two 69-kV bus sectionalizing circuit breakers. The fuel cell 
island substations each contain two 54 MVA and primary circuit breakers and are connected to main 
substations via a 69-kV overhead transmission line. 
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The 69-kV bus issectionalized with circuit breakers into three parts, namely bus "A", "B" and "C". 
Buses A and Ceach receive one-half the fuel cell plant output and also supply one station service trans­
former which supplies power to the plant electric auxiliaries. This arrangement ensures availability 
of at least one-half of the fuel cell plant output for maintenance or fault on any bus or transformer, 
with the exception of the bus "B" sectionalizing breakers and 69 to 500 kV step-up transformer. 
The 69-kV circuit breakers are employed for switching each pair of 54-MVA transformers during 
starting and shutdown of the fuel cells. These circuit breakers are augmented with disconnecting 
switches on the transformer primary winding which may be used for no-load switching and isolating 
an inverter transformer during maintenance outages. The 69-kV circuit breakers are also provided 
with fault sensing relays which initiate tripping of circuit breakers, to automatically isolate faulted 
bus bars, cables or equipment, thereby keeping to aminimum consequent damages and reduction of 
plant output. All 69-kV circuit breakers are provided with disconnecting switches to permit isolation 
of breakers during maintenance, thereby precluding the need to shut down an entire bus. 
All transformer windings are provided with surge arresters to protect them from surges which may be 
caused by lightning or switching. Potential transformers are provided on the 69-kV buses to supply 
voltage for meters, synchronizing, and protective relays. 
2. Steam Turbine Island Electrical System 
The steam turbine generator plant electrical system includes the major components indicated in 
Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII
 
MAJOR COMPONENTS OF STEAM TURBINE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
 
* 	Three One-Phase, 80 MVA, 20 to 500-kV Step-up Transformer Banks 
* 	One Set, Three-Phase, 720 Ampere, 20-kV Isolated Phase Bus 
* 	One Generator, 10 KVA, 13.2 to 240 Grounding Transformer Enclosed in a Steel 
Compartment 
* 	Two Sets of 3 Potential Transformers, Surge Arresters and Capacitors Enclosed ir 
Steel Compartment 
The steam turbine generator electrical plant arrangement isshown in the main one-line diagram of 
Figure 21. The sychronous steam turbine generator generates 222-MW power at 20-kV, 60 Hz 
which is transmitted to the step-up transformer bank via the isolated phase bus. The step-up trans­
former increases the voltage to 500-kV and connects the generator output to the 500-kV network. 
The generator groundingtransformer isused to ground the neutral of the generator. In conjunction 
with avoltage relay, it isused to detect grounds in the winding of the generator or connected 20-kV 
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buses and windings which, unless removed, may develop into destructive phase faults. Two sets of 
potential transformers are provided - one for meters and instruments and one for the voltage regula­
tor., The-use-of separate transformers for each function ensures greater reliability.This is especially 
important inthe case of the regulator which is vital to the safe operation of the generator. Surge 
arresters and capacitors protect the generator windings against dielectric stresses caused by surges
which may enter the 20-kV generator bus from the 500-kV system through the capacitive coupling 
of the low and high voltage step-up transformer windings. 
The turbine generator is started, accelerated, brought up-to-speed and voltage to match the network 
and then synchronized to the system by closing the 500-kV circuit breakers. Equipment has been 
provided to accomplish this either manually or automatically. 
3. Plant Auxiliary Electrical System 
The plant auxiliary electrical system supplies electrical power required for starting, operating, and 
shutting down the plant for both normal and emergency conditions. The auxiliarysystem supplies
electric motor-driven auxiliaries for the gasifier, fuel cell and steam turbine islands, coal handling, and 
cooling towers. It also supplies electric power for many miscellaneous motor drives, lighting, heating, 
and control of the integrated plant. 
A breakdown of the systems' auxilliary power requirements isgiven in Ta ble IX.Parasite power re­
quirements for each of the major subsystems of the powerplant were estimated by the group respon­
sible for the design of that subsystem. This was done to ensure a complete and detailed listing of the 
system auxiliary power requirements. IGT provided the power requirements for the coal gasifier and 
desulfurization subsystems; Burns and Roe ­ the coal handling equipment, steam plant auxiliaries,
and miscellaneous balance of plant machinery; and UTC the fuel cell subsystem, and the steam-
cycle cooling towers. Estimates of parasite power were made whenever possible by scaling from 
available industrial equipment. This was done for a portion of the coal handling equipment such as 
the crushers and conveyors. System thermodynamics defined the liquid or gas compositions and 
flowrates for the pumps and compressors. Estimates of the required head rise for each pump were 
made by calculation of the pressure drops in the appropriate process stream loops. Pumping power
estimates were made assuming 80 percent compressor efficiency for gases, 50 percent pump efficiency
for water, and 95 percent efficiency for electric motors. Auxiliary power estimates for powerplant 
auxiliary systems and lighting were based on scaling from present base load powerplants. A detailed 
breakdown of the assumptions utilized in obtaining powerplant auxiliary power requirements is 
given in Appendix VI. 
The total auxiliary load of 16.4 MW is 2.6 percent of the net ac power output. This is lower than the 
4 to 8 percent that istypical of base load steam plants; however, isolating the steam turbine cycle
indicates that 4 percent of its gross output would be consumed in associated auxiliary power require­
ments, consistent with conventional steam plants. One of the inherent advantages of the fuel cell 
system is that parasite power requirements are generally low. One reason for this is the high system
efficiency which results in lower power requirements for coal handling and preparation and for heat 
rejections. In addition, the coal gasifier/fuel cell powerplant is thermally well integrated. This integra­
tion permits major circulating and system pressurization pumps to be driven by turbines utilizing waste 
heat genrated within the fuel cell systen; this reduces the overall parasite power of the powerplant 
significantly. 
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TABLE IX 
INTEGRATED COAL GASIFIER FUEL CELL POWERPLANT 
AUXILIARY POWER BREAKDOWN 
Connected Operating 
No. hp hp kW 
Coal Handling & Processing 
--Conveyor No. 1 1 25 
Conveyor No. 2 1 500 400 314 
Conveyor No. 3A &3B 2 15 12 10 
Conveyor No. 4A &4B 2 50 40 33 
Conveyor No. 5A &5B 2 75 60 47 
Conveyor No. 6, 7,8 10 hp Each 30 25 21 
Crusher 2 1000 902 673 
Magnetic Separator - 5 kW 5 kW 5 
Flop Gates 3 5 - -
Reclaim Feeders 3 hp Each 18 - -
Unloading Feeders 10 hp Each 30 - -
Sampling 1 5 - -
Thawin g S hed .... 
Lockhopper Gas Compressors 4 1080 kW - 1080 
Desulfurizer Regeneration Air Pumps 2 1860 kW - 1860 
Gasifier Boiler Feedwater Pumps 2 71 kW - 71 
4114 
Steam Turbine Cycle 
Turbine Generator Auxiliaries 
Hydraulic Fluid HP Pump 2 40 32 27
 
Lube Oil Pump 2 5 4 3.3
 
Hydraulic Fluid Heater 2 10 kW 10 kW 10
 
- -Turning Gear Oil Pump 1 20 

Turning Gear 1 1 - -

Filter and Transfer Pump 1 1 0.8 0.7
 
Main Vapor Extractor 1 3 2.5 2.1
 
Turbine Drain & Regulating Valves 1 4 - -

Stator Cooling Water Pump 1 30 25 20.7
 
Seal Oil Pump 1 10 8 6.6
 
Steam Packing Exhauster 1 5 4 3.3
 
Lube Oil Purifier 1 10 8 6.6
 
Hvdroqen Dryer 1 4 kW 4 kW 4.0
 
84.0 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
Connected Operating 
No. hp hp kW Steam Turbine Cycle (Cont.) 
Condensate System 
Feedwater Pumps 2 5679 kW 
- 5679 
Condensate Pumps 3 
­64 kW Condenser Vacuum Pump 2 
64 
125 100 78.5Condenser Vacuum Seal Pump 2 2 1.6 1.3Condenser Valves 4 12 - ­
5823 
Miscellaneous Services 
Cooling Tower 
Circulating Water Pumps 2 1053 kW 
- 1053Circulating Water Valves 8 
­
2 
Cooling Tower Fans 32 1132 kW - 1132Cooling Tower Makeup Pumps 2 200 160 125.6 
Closed Cooling Water (Bearing) Pumps 3 200 160 125.6Sump Pumps 2 
­5 Service Air Compressor 2 75 .60 47.1Instrument Air Compressor 2 50 40 33.2Turbine Room Crane 30+40+ 7 1/2 + 20 1 ea. 971/2 - -
HVAC Air Supply Fans (Total) - 200 160 
 125.6Roof Exhaust Fans (Total) 100 80 62.8Water Treatment Plant 
- 100 kW 100 kW 100Booster Pumps 3 50 40 33.2Chemical Feed Pumps (Total) 6 1 0.8 0.8Auxiliary Boiler & Accessories 6 180 144 120
Miscellaneous 

- 25 20 16.6Elevator 1 50 40 33.2Diesel Oil Pump 1 20 -

Fire Pump 1 250 - -
Screen Wash-Pumps 
 2 150 120 94.2Traveling Screens 2 4050 33.2Ash Sluice Pumps 2 - - 50Ash Handling Control 
- 1 kW 1 kW 1Service Water Pumps 2 300 240 188.6Liquid Waste Treatment 2 50 40 33.2 
3409 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
Connected Operating 
No. hp hp kW 
Miscellaneous Utilities
 
Lighting 
 500
 
Miscellaneous Plant Utilities 2500 
3000 
Total Powerplant Auxiliary (MW) 16.4 
- The auxiliary electrical system one-line diagram is shown in Figure 23. The system includes the major
equipment indicated in Table X. 
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Figure 23 - Auxiliary Electrical System One-Line Diagram 
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TABLE X 
MAJOR EQUIPMENT OF THE AUXILIARY ELECTRIC SYSTEM 
* 	 Two - 12116 MVA OA/FA, 55'C rise, 69 - 4 kV Station Service Transformers 
* 	 One Set of 4.16 kV Switchgear with 350 MVA Interrupting Capacity, 1200 amp 
and 3000 amp Circuit Breakers 
* 	 One Double-Ended Unit Substation, 150 kVA, 4160 - 480 Volts, with 75 and 50 
kA Interrupting Capacity, Drawout Circuit Breakers, for Main and Feeder Breakers 
Respectively for Power Distribution to the Steam Turbine Island 
* 	 One Double Ended Unit Substation, 1000 kVA, 4160 - 480 Volts for Power Distribu­
tion to the Cooling Tower 
" 	Two Dual Voltage 4160 - 480 Volt Substations for Power Distribution to the Crusher 
House and Coal Handling 
-0 One Gasifier Island Motor Control Center. 
* 	 Two Turbine Island Motor Control Centers. Motor Control Centers will be of the 
Combination Across-the-line Magnetic Starters and Fused Switch Type 
* 	 One 350 kW; 480 Volt, 60-Hz Diesel Driven Emergency Generator 
* 	 One Storage Battery, 125-Volt dc and Approximately 1000 Ampere-hour Capacity, to 
Supply Normal Station Control Power and Emergency Power to the Turbine Bearing 
and Seal Oil Pumps and Instrument Supply Inverter. 
Each of the two 12/16, OA/FA, 550 C rise, station service transformers supplies power to its respective 
4160-volt switchgear section bus "iA" and bus "'IC"through normally closed circuit breakers. In 
addition, aconnection isprovided from each transformer to the other bus section through a normally 
open circuit breaker. Upon loss of voltage on one of the buses, the normally open circuit breaker 
will close automatically to restore power to the affected bus. Each iransformer is capable of indepen­
dently supplying the total plant auxiliary load. The 4160 net switch gear distributes power to unit 
substations located throughout the plant and large motors of 250 hp (186 kilowatts) and greater. 
The 4160-volt switchgear is of the indoor type, metal-clad, insulated with air, magnetic drawout type 
circuit breakers. 
The 1500-kVA double ended unit substations, 4160-480 volts, are provided for supplying the steam. 
turbine island auxiliary power. Motors 125 hp (93.2 kilowatts) and larger are supplied directly from 
the drawout 480-volt air circuit breakers. The two 480-volt buses are fed through their respective 
normally closed circuit breakers. A normally open bus tie circuit breaker will close automatically 
uoon the loss of voltaae on either bus thereby restorina Dower to the bus. 
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The .1000-kVA unit substations serving the cooling towers are similar to the above substations except 
that they utilize motor control centers for distribution of power to motors of 100 hp (74.6 kilowatts) 
rating, or smaller, in place of 480-volt switchgear. -
Two dual voltage substations are provided at the Crusher Tower to supply 4160 volts to the crusher 
riotors and 480 volts to the smaller coal handling conveyermotors and auxiliaries. 
All motors, 1/2 hp (0.373 kilowatts) and larger, are across-the-line starting, squirrel cage, 3-phase, 
480 or 4160 volts, 60 Hz. Station service transformer impedances are selected to limit the variation 
of voltage to a range of ±10 percent of rated motor voltage during steady-state electrical conditions 
and under any combination of powerplant output and auxiliary loading. Voltage dips during starting 
of large motors will be limited to 15 percent below motor rated voltage. 
A 350-kW emergency diesel generator will start automatically upon the complete loss of ac station 
power, and in less than one minute will provide power to the auxiliaries that must be operative to 
safely shut down the plant. These auxiliaries include the auxiliary boiler feed pump, station battery 
charger, emergency lighting and process water pumps that are fed from the gasifier motor control 
center. The generator is located in the steam turbine building. A 3000-gallon-day (11.4 meters3) 
tank, fuel pumps, lube oil system, engine cooling system, starting systems,.and controls are provided 
for the diesel and generator. 
The 125 volt dc station battery supplies power for the plant process control circuits, motor operated 
valves, turbine generator emergency bearing oil and seal oil pumps, and instrument power supply 
inverters. The battery capacity issufficient to supply these loads foe several hours following acom­
plete loss of ac station power. 
The instrument power supply inverter isnormally powered from the station battery and supplies a 
closely-regulated, transient-free uninterruptible 120 volt, 60-Hz ac power for instrumentation, recorders 
and the data logger. 
This arrangement avoids the problems that arise from supplying instruments requiring ac power direct­
ly from the auxiliary ac power system, which issubjected to transients that may arise from motor 
starting, switching, and synchronizing. 
III-G. Balance-of-Plant Equipment Description 
This section of the report describes the balance-of-plant components and subsystems necessary for 
powerplant operation, but not previously described under the major equipment sections. Costs for 
all of this equipment were estimated and are reported in Section IV. The items described in this 
section include two service buildings and auxiliary systems that interface with one or more of the 
four major subsystems to result in acomplete self-contained powerplant facility. Table XI lists the 
equipment and systems which are discussed in this section. 
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TABLE XI
 
BALANCE:OF-PLANT EQUIPMENT
 
* 	Service Buildings * Compressed Air Systems 
" 	Inter-Island Piping and Wiring * Auxiliary Boilers and Accessories 
* 	Water Systems * Start-up Fuel Oil System 
* 	 Liquid Waste Treatment System * Powerplant Fire Protection System 
o 	Other Plant Utilities, Including Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning; Equipment Handling; 
and Plant Communications 
1. Service Buildings 
The administration and laboratory building is located at the southeast quadrant of the site. It is a two 
story structure, 40 x 100 ft (12.2 meters x 30.5 meters) with an exterior curtain wall construction. A 
parking lot 100 ft x 100 ft (30.5 meters x 30.5 meters) is located along the south side of the building. 
The administrative and engineering offices, in addition to the laboratory, are located on the upper 
floor. This area is completely air conditioned. Shop and storage areas, located on the ground floor, 
are ventilated and will be provided with large overhead rolling steel doors. Showers, toilets and wash­
room facilities are provided for personnel. 
The maintenance building, located in the northwest quadrant of the site, is25 ft x 100 ft x 20 ft high 
(7.6 meters x 30.5 meter x 6.1 meters high). The function of this building is to service the equip­
ment used in the transfer and storage of coal. The building has metal siding with adequate ventilation, 
lighting, power and drainage facilities necessary for the functions performed. 
2. Inter-Island Piping and Wiring 
Inter-island piping and wiring isprovided between the gasification, fuel cell, and steam turbine islands. 
The major inter-island pipe lines are summarized in Table XII. 
A system of structural steel trestles isprovided to support the piping and cable trays. The trestle 
framework spans the railroad tracks and roads between the islands. Piping is routed to provide exjian­
sion loops at each end of a run so that forces and movements at equipment connections, due to thermal 
expansion, can be expected to be at acceptable levels. All piping handling fluids above 130'F (328'K) 
isthermally insulated. The insulation finish isweatherproof for outdoor service. 
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TABLE XII
 
MAJOR INTER-ISLAND PIPING
 
Size 
Fluid From To No. Inches Schedule 
Gas Gasifiers Fuel Cells 4 24 40 
16 12 20 
Main Steam Fuel Cells Steam Turbine 8 6 XXS 
Feedwater Steam Plant - Economizer/ 4 6 120 
Condensate Pump Deaerator 
Hot Reheat Steam Reheater - Low Pressure Steam 4 12 40 
Gasifier Turbine - Steam 
Plant 
Cold Reheat Steam High Pressure Reheater ­ 4 10 40 
Turbine Steam- Gasifier 
Plant 
'Air Air Preheater - Gasifiers 4 10 3/8 Inch Wall 
Fuel Cell 
3. Water Systems 
The make-up water and necessary treatment facilities are described schematically in Figure 24. Make 
up water to the plant istaken from the river. A river water intake structure isprovided in which two 
vertical service water and two cooling tower make-up pumps are mounted. 
The screenbd river water provides the raw make-up to the plant. The travelling water screens are type 
304 stainless steel with 1/4 inch (0.635 centimeter) square openings. The velocity of the water through 
the screens is 2 FPS. A screen wash spray system is provided to clear the screens, the wash system 
being actuated automatically from adifferential pressure across the screens. 
The two service water pumps, each rated for 2000 GPM (0.126 meters3/second), provides make up 
water for the steam plant, the gasification plant, and the ash handling system. In addition, the service 
water pumps provide cooling water for certain heat exchangers and miscellaneous services and also 
providespotable water for sanitary purposes. 
-The cooling tower pumps, each rated at 2000 GPM (0.126 meters3/second), provide water primarily 
for make-up to the cooling towers and for the closed cooling water system. Pumps are cast iron, 
bronze mounted. Piping isASTM A53, Grade B. 
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Figure 24 - Make-Up Water aend Water Treatment System Schematic 
The service water and cooling tower make-up pump discharges are interconnected so that each set of 
pumps can serve as backup for the other. 
Approximately 400 GPM (0.025 meters3/second) of raw water from the service water pumps isclar­
ified in a coagulator using ferric sulphate and then passed through automatic gravity filters and 
into the filtered clearwell. The two automatic filters will be in service normally, but the system will 
operate with one being backwashed while the other is in service. Booster pumps deliver the clarified 
water to three hctivated charcoal filters. The carbon filters are reactivated by steam based on pressure 
differential. The filters are followed by a demineralization system consisting of two strong acid cation 
exchangers, two strong base anion exchangers, and two mixed bed exchangers. 
The demineralization system includes lined interconnecting piping and valves, central control panels, 
and acid and caustic pumps each fed from a 6000 gallon (22.7 meters3 ) concentrated liquidstorage 
tank. An electrically heated hot water tank for heating caustic soda and mixing dilution chambers 
for the acid and caustic are included. Resin traps are provided at the outlet of the demineralization. 
plant. A recycle pump isprovided to maintain the minimum flow rate through the mixed bed. A 
50,000 gallon (190 meters3 ) carbon steel epoxy lined demineralizer water storage tank is located 
outside the east wal["of the steam turbine building to store the treated water. A small portion of the 
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clarified and filtered water (10 GPM) is'not passed through the demineralization system but is chlor­
inated and used for sanitary purposes in showers, toilets and wash basins. 
A chlorinator and bottle storage facility is located adjacent to the river water intake structure. The 
chlorinator is in a heated shed. Chlorine isadded to the river water makeup to the cooling tower on 
ashock treatment schedule to prevent the formation of algae and slime in the circulation water system. 
The system includes control devices and distribution headers. 
The closed cooling water system supplies water to the bearings of rotating equipment, piping system 
glands, turbine-generator lube oil coolers, air compressor jackets and aftercoolers, hydrogen coolers, 
turbine EHC hp fluid coolers, exciter air coolers, boiler feed pump oil coolers, sample coolers, con­
denser vacuum pumps, air conditioners, and other services. The water is condensate quality which 
istreated with corrosion inhibitors. The system includes three circulating pumps; two heat exchangers, 
a head tank, and necessary piping valves and controls. 
Three 50 percent capacit horizontal single-stage cooling water pumps are provided, each rated at 
1000 gpm (0.063 meters /second). The pumps are of cast iron construction and include stainless 
steel shaft sleeves. The discharge pressure is 100 psig (791 kilopascal). 
Two 100 percent capacity single pass water-to-water heat exchangers cool the recirculated water to 
within 50 F (2.780C) of the incoming cooling tover circulating water. The recirculated cooling water 
range is 30 'F (16.70C). The system isdesigned to provide water that does not exceed 105F (314'K) 
at the outlet of the heat exchanger. The heat exchangerdesign criteria are indicated in Table X Itl. 
TABLE XIII
 
CLOSED COOLING WATER SYSTEM HEAT EXCHANGER
 
DESIGN CRITERIA
 
Shell Material ASTM A285 
Tubes Admiralty, 18 BWG 
Water Boxes Cast Iron 
Shell and Tube Design Pres. 125 psig 
Code ASME and TEMA 
One 500 gallon (1.9 meters3 ) open top head tank is equipped with a float valve and overflow and 
telltale. The head tank will tend to maintain a constant head across the closed cooling water system 
and allow for fluid expansion. The make-up to closed cooling water system isfrom the condensate 
pump discharge. 
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1+. Liquid waste Ireatment bystem 
Wastes generated-in the plant are collected and treated so they-are-acceptable-for discharge to the 
river. The system is designed to handle and treat up to 750 GPM (0.047 meters3lsecond) of waste 
liniiidr 
The waste treatment pldnt includes the equipment shown in Table XIV. 
TABLE XIV
 
WASTE TREATMENT PLANT EQUIPMENT
 
* 	 Acid and Caustic Storage and Injection 0 Air Sparging Equipment 
Equipment for pH Correction 
* Coagulant Feed 	 6 Waste Oil Storage Tank 
o Oil Skimming 	 0 Waste Water Lift Pumps 
* Recycle Pumps 	 * Instrumentation 
A 40 ft x 60 ft x 20 ft (12.3 meters x 18.3 meters x 6.1 meters) high waste treatment equipment en­
closure is located in the northwest quadrant of the plant adjacent to the liquid waste storage pond
and isused to house the pumps, feeders, and chemicals to treat the liquid wastes, 
All wastes are collected in a lined liquid waste storage pond - 100 ft x 200 ft by6 ft deep (30.5 
meters x 61.0 meters x 1.8 meters deep)'- which has a maximum capacity of 900,000 gallons 
(3411 meters3 ). The pond is located in the northwest sector of the plant. The liquid waste storage 
pond was sized by assuming that at normal plant operation the pond would be 20 percent full, and 
that a one-inch-per-hour rainfall occurs for two hours. Also, it was assumed that truck removal of ash 
is not feasible during the heavy rainfall-and the ash issluiced to the emergency ash storage pond 
which overflows to the liquid waste storage pond. Treatment of the wastes would be at a maximim 
flow of 750 gpm by the Liquid Waste Treatment System. The sources of plant liquid waste are ir­
dicated in Table XV. 
TABLE XV
 
SOURCES OF PLANT LIQUID WASTE
 
• Coal Pile Collection Sump 	 0 Ash Settling Basin Overflow 
* Crusher House Drains- * Storm Water Runoff 
" Emergency Ash Pond Overflow 0 Steam Turbine Building Drain Sumps 
* Track Hopper Tunnel Sumps 	 o Demineralizer Neutralized Wastes 
* Reclaim Hopper Tunnel Sumps 
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Wastes-are pumped to the pond wherever gravity flow is not feasible. Water treatment plant rinses, 
backwashes, and blowdown will be collected into a sump and neutralized before being discharged 
to the xaste storage pond. Cooling tower and boiler blowdown discharge to the ash settling basin 
and the overflow, if any, is discharged to the liquid waste storage pond. 
The liquid wastes are treated with sulphuric acid or caustic soda to neutralize them. The pond issec­
tionalized to permit skimming of oil and to add coagulant to remove suspended solids and clarify 
the wastes. The wastes are also strained prior to being pumped overboard to the river via the cir­
culating water discharge tunnel. 
Cold side circulating water system blowdown does not require treatment and is therefore put back 
into the line going-to the river. 
5. Compressed Air System 
Two interconnected compressed air systems are provided - one for instrument air and one for service 
air. Both systems are oil and moisture free. The compressors will be horizontal, mbtor-driven, single­
stage, double-acting, and non-lubricated with intake filter, silencer, and aftercooler. 
The instrbment air compressor has a capacity of 200 scfm (0.094 meters3 /second), discharging norm­
ally at 100 psig (791 kilopascal). The piston rings and packing are Teflon. A distance piece between 
the crankcase and cylinder prevents the rod from carrying oil into the cylinder. The compressor has 
a 50 hp (37 kilowatts), three-phase, 480-volt motor operating at 1770 rpm. The unit is equipped 
with a dual type load-unload control and start-stop control to maintain the required compressed air 
delivery. 
A duplex, automatic-regeneration air dryer, located downstream of the aftdrcooler, lowers the dew­
point of the air to -40'F at 100 psig (233°K at 791 kilopascal). Inlet and outlet filters for the dryer 
are included. An air receiver tank of 150 cubic feet (4.25 cubic meters) capacity designed to ASME 
Code for 125 psig (963 kilopascal) is provided. 
The service air compressor is rated for 300 scfm (0.142 meters3/second) and maintains pressure in its 
receiver at 100 psig (791 kilopascal). The aftercooler lowers the temperature of the service air to with­
in 130 F (7.2 0 C) of the cooling water from the closed cooling water system. The unit is equipped with 
dual type control systems. 
6. Auxiliary Boilers and Accessories 
Two fuel-oil-fired 85,000 lbs/hr auxiliary steam boilers are located in the Steam Turbine Building at 
grade level. These boilers generate steam at 200 psig and 450°F (1480 kilopascal and 505'K). Two 
boiler feed pumps and two fuel oil pumps are included for each boiler. Draft fans, condensate collect­
ing tanks, boiler blowdown tanks, and all necessary instrumentation and controls required for each of 
the units are also provided. 
The boilers supply steam for start-up of the gasifiers and to the steam turbine gland seals during start­
up. In addition, in the event the powerplant is shut down, the boilers supply steam for building space 
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heating, freeze protection, heating caustic soda for demineralizer resin regeneration, charcoal filter 
regneration, and chemical cleaning of waste heat and boiler superheaters. During normal operation, 
these steam requirements are supplied from the excess steam generated by the sulfur recbvery plant. 
7. Start-Up Fuel Oil System 
The No. 2 distillate fuel oil system provides oil to the auxiliary steam boilers, the emergency diesel 
generator, startup gasifier and fuel cell burners, and coal thawing shed burners whenever those units 
are in operation. 
The fuel oil. isdelivered by rail or truck. Unloading facilities are provided to transfer the oil to the 
two 150,000 gallons (569 meters3 ) carbon steel, field-erected tanks located west of the gasification 
plant. The tanks are located inside an earth-diked enclosed area to conform to safety and environ­
mental requirements. 
8. Powerplant Fire Protection System 
All fire protection systems are designed to.conform to the National Fire Protection Association guide­
lines. 
All areas of the plant are protected by two fire pumps supplying water to-yard fire hydrants, stand­
pipe and hose stations inside the steam turbine building, spray deluge and sprinkler systems. The 
water fire protection systems utilize the river as the source of water. 
The eight inch (20.3 centimeter) yard fire line isdesigned as a loop to permit water flow in either 
direction. Hydrants are provided at the gasification, fuel cell, turbine building, coal storage and hand­
ling, and the administration building areas. The loop is sectionalized by valves to permit repairs with­
out the loss of the complete system. Hydrants and NFPA hose houses are located at-intervals of about 
500 feet (152 meters). A fire line isextended to the crusher house and car dumping station areas. 
The system is normally pressurized by the 80 gpm (0.005meters3/second) jockey pump taking water 
from the service water head tank. Two fire pumps - one diesel-driven and one motor-driven - will 
start automatically in sequence upon loss of pressure, an indication of flow in lines, or when manually
actuated. The fire pumps are located in the river water intake structure. 
The supply to the steam turbine building standpipe system is provided from the yard header. An 
indicator valve is provided outside the building. Risers are installed at each corner of the turbine 
building with hose racks at each level and one and a half inch (3.81 centimeters) linen hose at hose 
stations. Two and one half gallon (0.009 meters3 ) CO2 and/or foam extinguishers are placed on 
columns at intervals not to exceed 75 feet (22.9 meters) at all levels. A fire alarm panel with super­
visory lights is installed in the Main Control Room: 
Deluge systems using fog nozzles protect the steam turbine oil system, and the main and auxiliary
transformers. Provisions are made for direct injection of carbon dioxide into the turbine oil-reservoir 
and lube oil storage tank. 
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Foam water deluge systems will be provided for the turbine front pedestal, governor, and turbine 
bearings, the gas turbine areas, the hydrogen seal oil systems, the fuel oil tanks and the gasification 
plan,. 
9. Other Plant Utilities 
The plant is provided with other facility utilities. These include heating, ventilating and air condition­
ing, material Handling, and communications. Steam unit heaters are used for space heating in the 
Steam Turbine Building, Crusher Building, Maintenance Building, Fuel Cell Buildings and Waste Water 
Treatment Buildings. The steam isprovided from the sulfur recovery plant during normal plant oper­
ation, and by the auxiliary boilers during periods of plant shutdown. Roof ventilators are provided 
for ventilation inthese areas. The Administration Building offices and laboratories and main control 
and computer rooms in the Steam Turbine Building are air-conditioned. 
Monorails are provided over large pumps, compressors, and other rotating equipment that isnot 
served by the bridge cranes contained in the various buildings previously described. 
An internal plant communication system, including about 100 speakers, 125 handsets and amplifiers 
and associated monitoring equipment is included in the powerplant design. 
III-H. Plant Operation and Control 
1. Normal Operation 
The powerplant isdesigned for base load operation at or near full rated power. During normal opera­
tion, component temperatures and pressures, and system power output, must be stable and subject 
to positive controls. 
Gasifier temperatures are controlled by varying the coal, steam, and air flow rates. Gasifier outlet 
temperature, and fuel cell current are sensed to determine the need to change these flow rates. 
Bypass valves are used around the gasifier boiler and the steam bottoming cycle heat exchangers to 
control the temperatures into the desulfurizer, the fuel cell, and the turbocharger subsystems. Since 
the rate of steam generation varies in removing sufficient waste heat from these sources to maintain 
required temperatures, the steam cycle power output isdetermined by the gasifier and fuel cell system 
controls. Primary power level isaccomplished through the fuel cell by changing the real and reactive 
power output from the inverter subsystem. A change in the inverter output changes the fuel cell out­
put accordingly; temperature controls in the fuel cell and flow rate controls in the gasifier then change 
to maintain proper operating conditions. Primary control through the fuel call system isadvantageous 
because it can respond instantly to load changes. A substantial fuel inventory in the stacks and piping 
permits much faster response times than powerplants using rotating machinery. 
System pressure iscontrolled by bypass valves which divert pressurized gases around the power re­
covery turbines. Auxilliary burners are also used to maintain key system component temperatures 
at low load or during shutdowns. 
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The conceptual design powerplant can be run at part power in two modes. The first mode takes ad­
vantage of the fact that the powerplant consists of four independent gasifier-fuel cell trains operated 
in parallel. In each train, coal is converted to fuel cell power and the waste heat from all trains is 
aviilable to-a single steam bottoming cycle. Any train can be shut down independently of the others; 
this reduces the fuel cell output by 25 percent. Shutting down a single gasifier-fuel cell train lowers 
the amount of steam available to the bottoming cycle, thus lowering its output power. This modular 
unit shutdown approach to turndown has the disadvantage of slow response time to power turnup. 
It takes two hours or less to bring a hot unit on line. If it has been off line longer than,48 hours and 
allowed to cool down, it takes a minimum of 12 hours. 
The second turndown mode has quick response times and infinitely variable power levels down to 
about 37 percent of rated power. Iin this mode, all units remain online and power is reduced by 
changing the inverter controls and reducing the coal flow to the gasifiers. When the fuel cell is oper­
ated at lower loads, it tends to run more efficiently and there is less waste heat available to the steam 
bottoming cycle. Also, some of the fuel normally used in the fuel cell must be diverted to the fuel 
cell start-up burners where it is burned prior to expansion in the turbocompressor subsystem in order 
to maintain system pressurization. The net effect is that the net power turndown is always greater 
than the coal turndown to the gasifier, The gasifier isthe limiting factor in the second turndown 
mode. It requires at least half of its rated power gas flows to maintain fluidization. At 1/2 of the 
original coal flow, the system power isdown to 37 percent of its rated power. 
Component additions and design requirements have been incorporated in the conceptual design 
powdrplant to accommodate this mode of turndown. 
2. Startup 
Detailed analysis of the startup procedure for the conceptual powerplant was beyond the scope of 
this program. However, analysis was conducted to identify the startup sequence, define major aux­
iliary equipment requirements and estimate start times. 
When the powerplant iscold, auxiliary distillate oil burners are started in each of the fuel cell islands. 
The exhaust of these burners, along with starter motors, are used to initiate startup of the turbo­
compressors. The turbocompressors are brought up to rated speed which bring the fuel cells to full 
design pressure. A portion of the burner exhaust gases is allowed to circulate through the cathode 
recycle loop providing sensible heat to the cells. The auxiliary burners are used to heat the cells to 
their nominal operating temperature of 1200'F (9220 K) and to sustain turbocompressor operation 
during the startup sequence. 
During the startup of the fuel cell system, a portion of the turbocompressor compressed air isbled 
to the gasifier systems and used to start the gasifier turbocompressors. Subsequently, auxiliary dis­
tillate oil burners in each gasifier island are fired, and are used-to bring the gasifier turbocompressors 
to full rated speed and to sustain their operation during the gasifier startup sequence. A portion of 
the burner exhaust gases are used to bring the refractory and internals of the gasifier vessels to an 
operating temperature between 600 and 800'F (589 and 700'K). At this temperature, a coal char or 
metallargical coke is fed to the gasifier with only an air flow to the bottom grid of the vessel. As the 
char begins to burn, steam supplied from the auxiliary steam boilers is introduced to control the 
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temperature rise inside the gasifier. Char or coke isused during startup to avoid the formation and 
deposition of tarry material inside and upstream of the gasifier when components are cold. 
During the initial heatup of the gasifiers using auxiliary burner exhaust, the gases leaving the gasifiers 
pass through the gasifier waste heat boiler, the steam reheater, and the desulfurizer units, and are ex­
pinded in the gasifier turbocompressors before being vented to the stack exhaust. This hot gas stream 
initiates heatup of these components of the gasification system. When the coke or charfeed to the 
gasifiers begins, the burner exhaust bypasses the gasifiers and continues to heat up the downstream 
components to operating temperatures, and raises process steam for the gasifiers for normal operation. 
When the fluidized bed temperature reaches 1700'F (1200'K), atransition to the normal coal feed 
isstarted. Tuning of the coal, steam, and airflows settle the gasifier to its rated power operating 
conditions. The entire cold startup procedure is estimated to take 12 hours. After gasifier startup, 
the hot product gas continues to heat the downstream components, and,until the fuel gas is needed 
by the fuel cells, it is flared. Bypass-valves are provided on some of the heat exchangers to prevent 
overtemperature conditions. 
During startup, the steam bottoming cycle components utilize heat from both the gasifier and fuel 
cell subsystems. The main boiler/superheater is heated by sensible heat from the cathode recycle 
loop. This step is initiated after the fuel cells have reached a predetermined temperature andwater 
is allowed to fill the steam generator and associated components. A bypass loop around the boiler/ 
superheater allows control of heat to this unit. 
The exhaust gases from the turbocompressors leave at relatively high temperature. Sensible heat from 
these gases is used to provide steam cycle feedwater heating in the deaerator/economizer units. As 
mentioned earlier, steam for reheat issupplied during gasifier startup. 
All the steam initially generated by the boilers i§ vented until the design turbine throttle conditions 
have been achieved. At this time, steam is admitted to the turbine and turbine speed is slowly in­
creased.
 
When the gasifier reaches steady-state conditions and the product composition and temperature of 
the synthesis gas reaches design conditions, the gas is fed to the fuel cells. At this time, the fuel cell 
inverters begin drawing power from the stacks and feed this power to the utility system. Vent gases 
leaving the fuel cell are fed to the turbine sections of the turbocompressors which supply the pressur­
ized air for the entire system. The auxiliary burners, which have kept the turbocompressors operating, 
can now be shut down. The steam turbine isthen loaded and synchronized with the line and at this 
time the powerplant is at full operating condition and the startup sequence has been completed, 
The total startup time from cold for the powerplant is limited by heat up of the fuel cell and gasifier 
sections and requires a minimum of 12 hours. A hot restart of the powerplant is expected to take 
about two hours or less due to the fact that hot components stay near nominal operating tempera­
tures for up to 48 hours following shutdown. 
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3. Shutdown 
Both complete-or partial-shutdown of the-plant may be accomplished. For partial-shutdown to cold 
condition, the inverters associated with individual fuel cell islands are automatically shut off and 
disconnected on both the dc and ac sides. Simultaneously, both the coal and air feed to the appro­
priate gasifiers are stopped causing a halt in the production of synthesis gas. Steam from auxiliary 
boilers is fed to the gasifiers to control cooling rate. Residual combustible gases in the gasification 
system and gases formed during the cool down process are burned and vented through the flare 
stack. After the gasification vessels have cooled sufficiently, they may be depressurized. Residual 
coal and ash remaining in the vessels is removed through the ash hoppers and carried off through the 
ash slurry system. 
Upon removal of the electrical 'load, the fuel cells which are being shut down revert to open circuit 
conditions. Waste heat is no longer being produced and the cathode recycle loop can be shut down. 
The turbocompressors are shut off and the cells are allowed to cool slowly by natural convection. If 
faster cooling of.the cells is required, the fuel cell turbocompressor may be operated using its auxil­
iary burner to provide cooling air to the cells. 
When the entire plant isto be shut down, the steam bottoming cycle must be removed from the line. 
Since the steam plant is unfired, it depends on the fuel cell waste heat for process steam production. 
When the fuel cells are shut down, steam production stops. Residual steam may be either vented to 
the atmosphere or passed to the turbine condenser unit. 
A gasifier/fuel cell island may be shut down for short periods of time and restarted very quickly. In 
such cases, residual coal is maintained within the gasification vessel in an-unfluidized state and periodic 
blasts of air assure that the bed and vessel temperature are maintained at a high level. After the required 
shut down period, the bed can be re-fluidized and brought up to operation by re-starting the air and 
steam flows. The synthesis gas can then be fed to the fuel cells, which, if the shut off period is relative­
ly short, will still be at sufficiently high temperature to support the electrochemical reactions. 
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
This section describes the characteristics of the conceptual design powerplant. The section includes 
adescription of plant output and efficiency, resource requirements, environmental intrusion, capital 
cost, operating and maintenance cost, and cost of electricity. 
A. Power Output and Efficiency 
1. Power Output 
As indicated in Table XV I, the conceptual design powerplant delivers agross,ac power output of 654 
MW.- The main transformer loss was estimated at 2 MW based on an efficiency of 99.6 percent. The 
auxiliary power requirements described in Section III F total 17; therefore, net ac power output is 
635 MW. This provides an overall powerplant energy efficiency of 49.6 percent. 
TABLE XVI 
POWERPLANT OUTPUT SUMMARY 
500 KV, 60 Hz Power in MW 
Gross ac Power from Fuel Cell/Inverter 432 
Gross ac Power from Steam Turbine Generator 222 
Total Plant Gross Power 654 
Main Transformer Loss 2 
Auxiliary Power Requirements 17 
Total Net Plant Power Output 635 
2. Plant Energy Flow 
Figure 25 illustrates the major thermal, mechanical and electrical energy flow throughout the system. 
For the purposes of simplicity, these flows are given on the basis of a 1 MW net ac powerplant output. 
Since the system efficiency is49.6 percent, the coal feed to the gasifiers isequivalent to 2 MW(based 
on the higher heating value of the coal). The processed gas leaving the gasifier-cleanup system and 
flowing.to the fuel cells contains 1.82 MW of sensible heat and chemical energy with 1.50 MW avail­
able in chemical form for use in the fuel cell. Factors which contribute to inefficiency in the gasifica­
tion system include carbon loss in the ash, heat losses from the gasifier vessels and piping, electrical 
parasites, and the consumption of 0.09 MW equivalent of process gas in the sulfur recovery system. 
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Figure 25 - Approximate System Energy Flow 
Heat from cooling the fuel gas before desulfurization is used to raise process steam for the gasifiers,
and in addition 0.12 MW of heat is recovered in reheaters of the steam bottoming cycle. 
In the fuel cell and inverter, the energy in the fuel gas isconverted to 0.66 MW of ac power. Waste 
heat from the fuel cells amounting to 0.49 MW is recovered and used directly to provide boiling
and superheating duty for the steam bottoming cycle. An additional 0.25 MW of heat isrecovered 
in the steam cycle from the cathode exhaust gases after they are expanded through the turbocom­
pressors. Waste heat is also used in the turbocompressors to provide pressurized air to the fuel cells 
and gasifiers. 
The steam bottoming cycle recovers a total equivalent of 0.86 MW of waste heat from the gasifier
and fuel cell systems. The bottoming cycle produces a net output of 0.34 MW which results in a 
40 percent efficiency for this portion of the plant. 
The largest single source of heat rejection in the powerplant is from the cooling towers and amounts 
to 0.51 MW of heat. The stack gas carries 0.26 MW of heat. Other losses are associated with parasite 
power required for pumping fluids and for coal handling as well as heat leaks from high temperature 
vessels and piping. 
3. * Plant Efficiency Measures 
Table XVII summarizes the significant efficiency measures of the powerplant. The gasifier.and cleanup
system produces fuel gas chemical energy at 75 percent efficiency in addition to thermal energy which 
is recovered in the bottoming cycle or in the turbocompressors. The fuel cell power section utilizes an 
electrochemical process which is notlimited by the Carnot cycle and, in combination with the 96 per­
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cent efficient inverter, converts fuel gas to ac power at an efficiency of 45 percent. Because the fuel 
cell does not degrade the temperature of the fuel gas, the fuel cell and gasifier waste heat provide 
good conditions for an efficient steam bottoming cycle. The resulting overall plant efficiency after 
accounting for auxiliary power requirements is49.6 percent. 
TABLE XVII 
POWERPLANT EFFICIENCY MEASURES 
Efficiency - Percent 
Gasifier/Clean-up Cold Gas Efficiency' 75 
Fuel Cell Chemical Energy Conversion Efficiency2 47 
Inverter Efficiency 3 96 
Fuel Cell/Inverter Chemical Energy Conversion Efficiency4 45 
Coal-Pile to Busbar Powerplant Overall Efficiency5 49.6 
1. HHV Gases to Fuel Cell/HHV Coal 
2. Gross dc Power from Fuel Cell/HHV Gases to Fuel Cell 
3. Gross ac Power from Inverter/Gross dc Power to Inverter 
4. Gross ac Power from Inverter/HHV Gases to Fuel Cell 
5. Net Plant ac Power/HHV Coal 
B. Natural Resource Requirements 
The natural resource requirements are shown-in Table XVIII. The conceptual design powerplant pro­
duces a net output of 635 MW, while consuming 202.5 tons/hr (51 kilograms/second) of Illinois No. 
6 coal and 4300 gallons of water per minute (0.271 meters3 /second). The land requirements for the 
po~verplant, exclusive of switchyard, is 123 acres (498 x 103 meters2 ). 
Of the total water requirements, 300 gpm (18.9 x 103 cm 3 /second), or Tpercent of the total is used 
to provide process steam for the coal gasifiers. About 2 percent, or 94 gpm (5931 cm3 /second) is 
used for make-up in the steam plant. The remaining 91 percent, or 3900 gpm (0.246 meters3 /second), 
is required for the wet cooling towers and includes losses associated with evaporation, drift, and blow­
down. 
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TABLE XVllI 
POWERPLANT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
NATURAL RESOURCE
 
REQUIREMENTS
 
COAL 202.5 TONS/HR 0.63 LBS/KWH 
WATER 4300 GPM - 0.40 GALS/KWH 
" GASIFIER PROCESS WATER 300 GPM 
* STEAMPLANT MAKE-UP 94 GPM 
* COOLING TOWER MAKE-UP 3900 GPM 
LAND 123 ACRES - 20 ACRES/ 
100 MW 
The 123 acres (498 x 103 meters2 ) of land required for siting is based on a plant layout prepared by 
Burns & Roe, with input from both PSD and IGT. A significant amount of the acreage is used for 
the 60-day'cdal storage supply, coal preparation, emergency ash storage, and cooling towers. Coal 
storage land requirements could be reduced if a higher coal pile were assumed. This design limited 
coal pile height to 20 feet (6.1 meters) to permit coal handling via bulldozers. 
Only one arrangement of fuel cell modules was studied, utilizing vertical pressure vessels containing 
8 fuel cell stack assemblies per vessel. Alternate designs using horizontal vessels with a multiple floor 
arrangement appear to offer advantages in terms of reduced land requirements. Similarly, the overall 
plant arrangement includes significant open space which could be reduced with an alternate layout. 
C. Environmental Intrusion 
A powerplant impacts on the surrounding environment by rejecting heat and by the emission of pol­
lutants in the form of gases, liquids, and solids. These emissions include sulfur and the oxides of sul­
fur, coal ash and particulates, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and unburned hydrocarbons. Trace 
amounts of other elements in the coal feed or compounds formed during the gasification process may 
also contribute to the powerplant pollution level. Tables XIX and XX show gaseous and thermal emis­
sions and liquid and solid waste respectively for the conceptual design. 
The conceptual design powerplant, operating at its design power level, rejects 3430 Btu/kWhr (3616 
kilojoules/kWh) of heat. This represents I kW of heat for each net kW of electrical power delivered 
to the systems and reflects the thermal efficiency of 50 percent. This heat rejection rate represents 
a 20 percent reduction over the most efficent present day fossil fueled plants. In the conceptual de­
sign, approximately 50 percent of the waste heat is rejected through the wet cooling towers of the 
steam bottoming cycle. Heat losses, gases vented from the system, and sensible heat in the ash account 
for the balance of the thermal emissions. 
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TABLE XIX 
POWERPLANT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
GASEOUS AND THERMAL EMISSIONS 
SOLID 
PLANT EFFLUENT FUEL STANDARDS 
S02 0.74 LBS/106 BTU 1.2 LB/IO 6 BTU 
NOx < 0.03 LBS/IO6 BTU 0.7 
HC NEGLIGIBLE 
CO 1.6 x 10- 5 LBS/iO8 BTU -
PARTICULATE < 0.09 LBS/lO 6 BTl 0.1 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
HEAT REJECTED - COOLING TOWERS 1730 BTU/KWH
 
HEAT REJECTED - STACK 875 BTU/KWH
 
-HEAT REJECTED TOTALI 1]  3430 BTU/KWH 
(1) INCLUDES TOTAL PLANT LOSSES 
TABLE XX
 
POWERPLANT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
 
LIQUID AND SOLID WASTE 
LIQUID 
* BLOWDOWN 670 GPM - 0.06 GAL/KWH 
* GASIFIER BOILER 26 
* STEAMPLANT BOILER 93 
* COOLING TOWER 550 
" SULFUR 13,500 LB/HR - 0.02 LB/KWH 
SOLID (ASH) 22 TONS/HR 0.07 LB/KWH-
The relative emission levels of ash, particulates, sulfur, and sulfur oxides depend upon the coal compo­
sition, the type of gasifier, and the manner of desulfurization. For the conceptual design, Illinois No. 
6 coal is gasified in a fluidized bed, ash-agglomeratirigjasifier. The coal, which contains 9.6 percent 
ash and is fed at the rate of 405,000 lbs/hr (184 x 10 kilograms/hr), requires the removal of 43,630 
lbs/hr (19.8 x 103 kilograms/hr) of ash. The ash contains large amounts of metal oxides, and small 
quantities of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur. The carbon removed with the ash represents a loss in sys­
tem efficiency and should be minimized. 
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In the gasification section, coal fines are trapped and recirculated to the gasifier by a series of cyclone 
separators. The amount of particulates escaping from the cyclones has been estimated by IGT to be 
about I grain/SCF (0.0023 kilograms/Standard Cubic Meter) of product-gas. The particulates are 
subsequently trapped in the iron oxide desulfurizers. During the regeneration of the desulfurizers, 
the particulates, which have acomposition similar to the coal, are burned off and the ash fines are 
blown out of the beds with the regeneration air. It is anticipated that the majority of these ash fines 
will be removed from the system in the cooling water wash step of the sulfur reduction subsystem. 
Since the actual particulate emission level cannot be accurately estimated at this time, for this study 
it was conservatively assumed that all of the ash fines would leave in the system exhaust. This rep­
resents a maximum particulate emission of 0.09 lbs/106 Btu (0.387 x 10' kilograms/kilojoule) which 
is lower than the present federal standards permit for a coal fired powerplant. 
Illinois No. 6 coal contains 3.9 weight percent sulfur. This sulfur is reacted in the gasifier to form 
primarily H2S with trace amounts of COS. The majority of the sulfur compounds are absorbed on 
the iron oxide beds and'then burned off in the air regeneration step, forming primarily SO2. Using 
the S02 reduction and Claus processes, the SO2 isconverted to elemental sulfur. Approximately 86 
percent of the sulfur entering the system is recovered in this manner, which represents 15,900 lbs 
sulfur per hour (2003 grams/second). In the sulfur recovery system, 7 percent of the sulfur is lost 
to the atmosphere as SO2 from the tail gas incinerator. 
The iron oxide beds lower the H2 S in the fuel cell process gas down to 200 ppm. The unabsorbed 
H2S passes through the fuel cell stacks, is then burned to S02 in a catalytic burner, and is finallyj
vented through the powerplant stack. The sulfur leaving the system by this path represents 3 percent 
of the total sulfur emissions. The balance of the sulfur (4 percent) is lost with the ash removed from 
the gasifier. 
The remaining two critical pollutants are CO and nitrogen oxides. Both are the results of the air com­
bustion of fuel gas. The system includes two catalytic burners in each fuel cell island and a single 
tail gas incinerator located in the sulfur recovery subsystem. The maximum temperature attained 
in any of the burners is estimated to be between 1400 and 1800F (1003 and 1255K). NOx formation 
caused by direct combination of N2 and 02 from the air is essentially zero at these low burner temper­
atures. The NOx emission level estimate fbr this study of <0.03 lbs/10 6 Btu (0.129 x 10-7 kilograms/ 
kilojoule) is based on the conservative assumption that all the NH3 formed during the gasification 
process isconvertedoto NO2. Even at this conservative estimate, the NOx emissions are less than 1/20 
of the federal standards. 
The CO leaving the system comes primarily from the catalytic burnet exhausts. CO formation is fav­
ored by low burner temperatures; however, the estimated value of 1.6 x 10- 5 lbs/1 06 Btu (6.88 x 10-12 
kilograms/kilojoule) for the conceptual design isessentially negligible. Estimates of the emissions of 
the catalytic burner were based on a kinetic model. 
The fate of trace elements present in coal during gasification is not completely known. It isthought 
that most of these elements will remain in the ash because, in the gasification process chosen, ash is 
removed at relatively low temperatures compared to slagging gasifiers. Certain volatile elements, such 
as chlorine, may be completely evolved from the coal and be present in the fuel gas and finally released 
to the atmosphere. A study of the fate of trace constituents of coal during gasification has been carried 
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out by IGT under EPA contract No. 68-02-1307 (Reference 11). That study concluded that emissions 
of trace elements from gasifiers will be significantly less than if the same coal were burned in aconven­
tional powerplant. 
D. Capital Cost 
1. Overall Capital Cost 
Capital costs were estimated for all plant equipment. In accordance with NASA ground rules, capital 
costs were broken down to direct and indirect costs, A and Eservices, contingency, escalation and 
interest during construction. Direct costs were the sum of the costs of the major components, plus 
the systems, components and materials considered as balance-of-plant items, plus direct installation 
labor. This direct labor is the construction crew team which includes equipment operators, laborers, 
helpers and foremen. The direct costs for the powerplant components are based on units delivered 
and installed in mid-1975 in consideration of the fact that escalation beyond mid-1975 will sub­
sequently be included by use of the NASA escalation/interest factors applied to the total plant cost 
estimate (pages 76, 77). 
Indirect costs are associated only with installation labor and include the classes of site labor-related 
work indicated in Table XXI. These indirect costs were determined by applying a factor of 0.90 
to the direct installation labor costs. The sum of direct and indirect field labor costs represents the 
total site labor for the equipment being installed. 
TABLE XXI
 
INDIRECT COSTS
 
* 	Craft support labor, i.e., trade craft members who serve ancillary functions not 
associated-with the construction crews such as unloading materials from common 
carriers, storing and warehousing materials, cleanup and-classification. 
* 	 Non-craft support labor: field supervisors, accountants, purchasing agents, clerks, 
surveyors, etc. 
* 	 Payroll taxes and insurance 
* 	 Small tools and consumables 
* 	 Equipment rentals 
* 	 Overhead and profit 
Direct installation labor costs of major components were based on their estimated weights and the 
manhours required to assemble and set the units in place. For general equipment, 60 manhours 
direct labor per ton (54,431 manhours/kilogram) was assumed. When assembly line procedures were 
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feasible - such as for the ninety-six shop-assembled fuel cell pressure vessels - a more definitive 
manhour estimate was made so that the average manhours per vessel became considerably lower 
than the 60 per ton (54,431 manhours/kilogram) basis. For some equipment, such as balance-of­
plant equipment, the total site labor is based on apercentage of the overall cost of the equipment, 
the-latter based on a specific dollars per kilowatt figure known from experience for similar equipment. 
The percentage varies from 60% material - 40% labor for shop assembled packages to 40% material ­
60% labor, when more field work is required. Site labor is taken at a composite rate of $11.75 per 
hour in accordance with NASA's guideline. This isthe direct labor rate which includes fringe benefits, 
such as personnel health and welfare, vacation, apprentice training and industry advancement fund. 
It isassumed that labor productivity is in the middle of the range of productivities in the U.S. 
A&E services and contingency were estimated by Burns and Roe as percentage factors. The per­
centages for both factors varied by type of direct cost as shown in Table XXII. The contingency 
estimate is based on the assumption that the design represents a mature powerplant and that several 
plants of this type have been constructed providing an historical cost base. 
TABLE XXII 
FACTORS FOR A & E SERVICES AND CONTINGENCY AS 
A FUNCTION OF MATERIAL AND SITE LABOR COSTS 
MATERIALS- DIRECT COSTS 
MAJOR BALANCE-
COMPONENTS OF-PLANT 
SITE-LABOR 
(DIRECT PLUS 
INDIRECT COST' 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
A& E SERVICES, x0.10 xO.15 x 0.10 
CONTINGENCY x 0.075 x0.10 x 0.20 
CUMULATIVE 1.1825 1.265 1.32 
TOTALS
 
Escalation and interest during construction depend on the lead time for powerplant design and con­
struction. The lead time for this plant has been estimated at 5 years, beginning with initiation of 
the final design. About one year will be required for site surveys, environmental investigations 
and reports, permit acquisitions and pre-detailed engineering studies. During this period, engineer­
ing on some major and long-delivery items of equipment will be initiated and issued for bidding 
and soil borings, testing and preliminary construction work will be started. Site preparation will start 
after receipt of all permits and approvals from regulatory agencies which should be received about 
12 months after initiation of the project. Orders for long delivery items such as the steam turbine 
generator, structural steel, gasifiers, and main transformers will be placed during the latter part of 
this period. The critical item for plant completion is the steam turbine generator. Deliveries of steam 
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turbines and generators are presently 2 1/2 to 3 years after release of engineering and require six to 
nine months to complete installation. Other major items such as fuel cell pressure vessels, turbocom­
pressors, gasifiers, coal handling equipment, and special piping and valves do not appear to be on the 
critical path for plant completion at this time, but will require consideration in planningto avoid con­
struction delays. With allowance for checkout and testing prior to the start of commercial operation, 
a five year construction period is feasible. 
The factors provided by NASA for escalation and interest during construction as a function of plant 
lead time are shown in Appendix I. Escalation isassumed to be 6.5 percent per year, and interest 
istaken as 10 percent on the escalated amounts. With a5-year design and construction time, these 
combined costs are 48.7 percent of the sum of direct, plus indirect, plus A and Eservices and con­
tingency costs. 
In keeping with NASA instructions, direct and indirect costs for major equipment, balance-of-plant 
materials, and installation labor were reported in five major areas: (1)Land, improvements and 
structures; (2)Fuel handling and processing; (3) Fuel cell system; (4) Steam bottoming cycle; and 
(5) electrical plant equipment. A and Eservices, contingency, escalation and interest during con­
struction were then added to these direct costs to obtain total plant cost. Table XXI IIsummarizes 
plant capital cost. Total cost is$595/kW with the fuel cell system and fuel handling and processing 
representing the highest cost areas. 
TABLE XXIII
 
PLANT CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY
 
(635 MW PLANT) 
MATERIALS TOTAL 
MAJOR BALANCE SITE LABOR 
COMMENTS OFPLANT [DIRECT &INDIRECT) 
(MM $'s) (MM $'sj (MM $'sl [MM $'s) $/KW 
LAND. IMPROVEMENTS 
&STRUCTURES 1.5 15.3 14.0 30.8 48.5 
COAL HANDLING. GASIFICATION, 
GAS CLEANUP & ASH HANDLING 17.1 12.1 208 50 78.7 
FUEL CELL SYSTEM EQUIPMENT 41.7 10.8 6 9 59.4 935 
STEAM PLANT BOTTOMING 
CYCLE EQUIPMENT 16.7 4.0 10.8 31.5 49.6 
ELECTRICAL PLANT EQUIPMENT 18.4 5.3 90 32.7 , 51-
SUBTOTALS 95 4 475 61.5 204 322 
A&E SERVICES &CONTINGENCY 17.4 12.6 19.6 50 78 
ESCALATION &INTEREST DURING 
CONSTRUCTION (@48 7%) 124 195 
TOTAL DOLLARS 370 595 
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2. Capital Cost Breakdown 
This section summarizes the installed cost breakdown for each of the five major areas. These are 
total-direct-and indirect installed cost numbers, and do not includeA andE services, contingency, 
escalation and interest during construction. Appendix VII defines items included in each cost area. 
Land, Improvements and Structures 
Table XXIV summarizes the costs of land, improvements, structures and miscellaneous powerplant 
equipment which were estimated by Burns and Roe. The cost of land is taken as $2,500 per acre 
($0.61 8/meter2 ) and the estimate of cost includes all surveys, test borings, and necessary permits. 
The other specific items that contribute the major portion of the remaining costs under the category 
of major equipment are the station buildings and cranes for the fuel cell and steam turbine islands, 
the exhaust and flare stacks, and the auxiliary plant boilers. 
Under balance-of-plant equipment, the major costs are associated with the civil work necessary for 
the fuel cell and steam turbine islands and inter-islandpiping. The cost of the main interconnecting 
piping system between the islands was.based on estimating the total lengths and applying the industry 
experience in cost per foot for the size, schedule and material of the piping. An allowance for bends 
and fittings and expansion loops was mdde based on experience. Installation represents the major 
portion of the total costs in this cost area. As in the balance of plant equipment, the major installation 
items are associated with the civil works in the fuel cell and steam turbine islands and the inter-island 
piping. Total installed costs for this entire category are estimated to be $31 x 106 or $48/kW. 
TABLE XXIV
 
COST SUMMARY - LAND, IMPROVEMENTS, STRUCTURES,
 
AND MISCELLANEOUS POWERPLANT EQUIPMENT
 
1635 MW PLANT)
 
COMPONENT SITEOR BALANCE LABOR 
SUBSYSTEM OF 1 DIRECT 
COSTS PLANT & TOTAL 
COMPONENT I|Oa] MATERIALS(INDIRECT) INSTALLEDCOSTI) 
1000 's 's 1000 'S 1000 $' $1KW 
* LAND & LAND RIGHTS 308 f/A NIA 308 0.5 
* IMPROVEMENTS N/A 450 540 8o0 1.6 
* STRUCTURES 730 7200 8830 16,800 26.4 
* MISCELLANEOUS POWERPLANT EQUIPMENT 
INTER-ISLAKD PIPING N/A 6000 4000 10,000 15.7 
BALANCE 440 1600 620 2700 4.3
 
TOTAL 1500 15,300 14,000 30,800 48.5 
DOES CONTINGENCY,I*J NOT INCLUDE A&E SERVICES, ESCALATION & IDC 
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Fuel Handling and Processing 
Table XXV summarizes the costs associated with coal handling, gasification, gas cleanup and ash hand­
ling. The single costliest major piece of equipment, estimated at $4.9 x 10 , isthe sulfur recovery sys­
tem which accepts sulfur dioxide regenerated from the process gas cleanup system and reduces this gas 
to elemental sulfur for ultimate storage and removal. The cost of this system was supplied by Allied 
Chemical Co. from whom the process would be licensed. Other pieces of major equipment which 
represent, substantial costs are the gasifiers and associated coal feed and the turbocompressors re­
quired to supply compressed air to the gasifiers. 
IGT supplied costs for the gasifier reactor vessels, cyclone separators, coal feed bins, lock hoppers, 
su.ge hoppers, gasifier process steam generator, gas cleanup equipment and aportion of the ash 
removal system including ash hoppers and slurry coolers. IGT also supplied balance of plant ma­
terials and installation costs for this equipment. Most of the IGT estimates were based on detailed 
estimates of similar equipment made in previous studies. Costs for the lock hopper gas compressors 
and air compressors for the regeneration of the iron oxide beds were generated by PSD based on 
flow rates and head requirements supplied by'IGT. The gasifier turbocompressor and auxiliary 
equipment costg, including the gasifier air preheater, were based on analytical techniques and 
historical data developed at UTRC for similar equipment. Costs for the gasifier startup burners are 
included in the turbocompressor system, and were estimated by PSD. 
The total installed cost for the entire fuel handling and processing category was estimated at $50 x 
106 . Based on a total powerplant output of 635 MW, the specific cost totals $79/kW. 
TABLE XXV 
COST SUMMARY - FUEL HANDLING AND PROCESSING 
[635 MW PLANT] 
COMPONENT SITE 
OR BALANCE LABOR 
SUBSYSTEM CF DUIRECT\ 
COSTS PLANT & TOTAL 
[FOB MATERIALS\INDIRECT COSTIIINSTALLED 
SUBSYSTEM 1000 S's 1000 $'S 1000 $'S 1000 $'s $/W 
* COAL HANDLING SYSTEM 2800 N/A 2200 5000 T-9 
* COAL FEED & GASIFICATION SYSTEM 3300 3900 6900 14,100 22.2 
* ASH REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM N/A 540 1000 1500 2 4 
* GASIFIER PROCESS STEAM GENERATOR 830 730 1200 2800 4 4 
* PROCESS GAS CLEANUP 1700 2000 2600 6300 9.9 
* SULFUR RECOVERY SYSTEM 4900 4200 6600 15700 24:7 
* SULFUR STORAGE, REMOVAL 
& TRANSFER N/A 200 200 400 06
 
* GASIFIER TURBOCOMPRESSOR SUBSYSTEM 
(INCLUDING PREHEATER 3600 B0 100 4200 6.6 
TOTAL 17.100 12.100 20.800 50.000 78.7 
I'] DOES NOT INCLUDE A&E SERVICES, CONTINGENCY, ESCALATION & IDC 
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Fuel Cell System 
The fuel cell system costs are summarized in Table.XXVI. The costliest item in this system consists 
of the fuel cell stacks with their associated insulation'and pressure vessels for encapsulation. Total 
installed cost for 96 modules is$38 x 106. 
Costs for the cell components were based on PSD and vendor estimates. Specifically, costs for the cell 
separator plate, the molten carbonate electrolyte tile, and the anode and cathode were based on 
vendor quotes for large quantities of the finished products. Current collector cost was estimated by
PSD based on raw material cost plus an appropriate value added for fabrication. Costs for stack 
assembly hardware and assembly labor were generated by PSD from raw materials costs plus a factor 
based on FCG-1 cost estimates. 
The high temperature fuel cell stacks are thermally insulated so that the encapsulating pressure vessels 
can be fabricated from carbon steel. The costs of the vessels were estimated by PSD based on a recent 
published article (Reference 12) for similar equipment and escalated to 1975.5 dollars., The vessel 
costs include estimates for stack structural support members internal manifolding, piping, and elec­
trical leads. 
Reactant piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation isthe second most costly category in the fuel 
cell system. Piping and valves must handle high temperature gases at 150 psia (1034 kilopascal). The 
materials used are primarily stainless steel and high alloy steel, all externally insulated to prevent ex­
cessive heat loss. Largestpiping is 36 inches (91.44 centimeters) in diameter used for recycling cathode 
gases. 
TABLE XXVI 
COST SUMMARY - FUEL CELL SYSTI 
1635 MW PLANT) 
COMPONENT SITE 
OR BALANCE 
SUBSYSTEM OF 
LABOR 
COSTS PLANT L TOTAL 
COMPONENT 
IFOBJ 
OG S's 
MATERIALSINDIRECT) 
100611's 1000 $'Sa 
INSTALLEDCOSTI'j 
10$ ''s S/KW 
* FUEL CELL STACKS, WITH INSULATION 35,000 N/A 
1700 39,70O0 60.9 
* FUEL CELL VESSELS 2000 N/A 
* BURNERS & AUX. STARTUP BURNERS 590 N/A 90 680 1.1 
* PIPING, VALVES, CONTROLS N/A 10,300 5000 15,000 24.1 
&INSTRUMENTATION 
* FUEL CELL TURBOCOMPRESSOR 4100 540 60 4700 7 4 
SUBSYSTEM 
TOTAL 41,700 10,800 6900 59,400 93.5 
INCLUDE A&E SERVICES, CONTINGENCY,141DOES MOT ESCALATION &IDC 
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Installation costs for the fuel cell vessels and piping were estimated by Burns and Roe based on costs 
for installing similar equipment. These costs were adjusted lower to account for the large number ­
of identical items to be installed at the ICG/FCP. 
Several burners are used in the fuel cell system for startup and normal operation. The primary burner 
costs, however, are associated with the catalytic burners that are used to oxidize the residual combust­
ible gases leaving the anode compartment of the cells. These burners contain small quantities of platinut 
and rhodium which promote the oxidation reaction at low temperature. Cost data for the conventional 
burners were generated from PSD experience. Data for the catalytic burners were generated in con­
junction with a vendor involved with .similar catalytic burner equipment. 
The fuel cell turbocompressor and auxiliary equipment costs, including the cathode recycle compres­
sor, were provided by UTRC. As discussed in the gasifier section, the turbocompressor costs were 
based on analytical techniques and historical data developed at UTRC and updated to 1975.5 dollars. 
The total cost for the components within the fuel cell system, including installation, was estimated 
to be $59 x 106 or $94/kW. 
Steam Bottoming Cycle 
TableXXVII itemizes the costs for the equipment associated with the steam bottoming cycle. As 
shown on the table, the major cost items include the heat recovery equipment, the steam turbine 
generator and the mechanical draft wet cooling towers. 
TABLE XXVII
 
COST SUMMARY - STEAM PLANT BOTTOMING CYCLE
 
(635MW PLANT)
 
COMPONENT SITE 
OR BALANCE LABOR 
SUBSYSTEM OF / DIRECT\ 
COSTS PLANT TOTAL 
IFOB MATERIALS (INDIRECT) COST11INSTALLED 
COMPONENT 100 $'s 1000 $'s 1000$'s 1000 $'s $1/KW 
'STEAM TURBINE GENERATOR 7400 N/A 1050 8450 13.3 
'HEAT RECOVERY STEAM GENERATOR 5200 NA, 5GO0 10,800 170 
* CONDENSERS &ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 600 N/A 220 820 13 
BOILER FEED & CONDENSATE SYSTEMS N/A 1240 160 1400 2 2 
PIPING, VALVES, INSULATION N/A 2000 1400 3400 5.4 
COOLING TOWER SYSTEM 3500 790 2300 6600 10.4 
TOTAL 16,700 400 10,600 31,500 49.6 
'IOES NOT INCLUDE A&E SERVICES. CONTINGENCY, ESCALATION &IDC 
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The heat recovery steam generation equipment includes the steam turbine boiler-superheaters, the 
economizer-deaerators and the steam reheaters. Fabricated costs for the overall steam generation
equipment were based on dollars per square foot of surface area for similar equipment used in com­
bined cycle powerplants. Allowances were made for the higher hot gas-side pressures required.in the 
boiler-superheaters and steam reheaters. Referring to Table XXVII, installation costs for the heat te­
covery units represent about 50 percent of the total installed costs of this equipment. 
-Costs for the steam turbine, electrical generator, and cooling towers were supplied by UTRC based 
on quoted commercially available equipment and were escalated, where necessary, to represent costs 
for units delivered in 1975.5. 
Total installed cost for the steam plant equipment was estimated to be $32 x 106 or $50/kW. 
Electrical Plant Equipment 
The costs for the electrical plant equipment are itemized in Table XXVIII. The dc to ac inverter 
equipment represents approximately 63 percent of the total cost in this area. The inverter system 
totals 48 modules including solid-state bridges, harmonic filters, 69 kV transformers, output harmon­
ic filters, and associated controls and cabling. The costs for the inverter equipment were based on 
the designs presently being developed for the FCG-1 powerplant. Cot-estimates for major individ­
ual components, such as thyristors, transformers, etc., were obtained from vendors, and assembled 
costs for the entire system were estimated by PSD based on large production quantities using input 
from a number of subcontractors. 
TABLE XXVIII 
COST SUMMARY - ELECTRICAL PLANT EQUIPMENT 
(635MW PLANT)
COMPONENT SITE 
OR BALANCE LABOR
 
SUBSYSTEM OF / IEC 
COSTS PLANT & TOTAL(FOB) MATERIALSINOIRECT NSTALLEDI COSTi'I 
COMPONENT 1000 $'Z o000 I000 $s SlKWIO $'s S's 
* INVERTER SYSTEM 16,400 'N/A 3490 19,890 31.3 
* MAIN & AUX. TRANSFORMERS 1980 N/A 160 " 2140 3.4 
" MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS & 
CONTROL BOARD N/A 350 45 400 0 
* ISOLATED PHASE BUS N/A 250 100 350 05 
* DIESEL GENERATOR U/A 150 30 10 0.3 
* CABIES, CONDUITS, I TRAYS N/A 2400 2600 5000 7.9 
* STEAM PLANT ACCESSORY ELECT. 
EQUIP fI/A 380 1400 1780 2 8 
* TOTAL PLANT CONTROLS & 
INSTRUMENTATION B/A 1200 900 2100 33 
* 6R KVSTRUCTURE, SWITCMGEAR, f/A 590 310 900 1.4CIRCUITBREAKERS 
- -
TOTAL 18,400 5300 9000 32,700 51 5 
('DOES NOT INCLUDE A&ESERVICES, CONTINONCY , ESCALATION &IDC 
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The other items contained in the electrical plant equipment are conventional and their costs, estim­
ated by Burns & Roe and UTRC, were based on similar equipment being installed in present day 
powerplants. 
The total installed cost of the electrical equipment was estimated at $33 x 106, or $52/kW. 
E. Operating and Maintenance Costs 
One of the contributing costs to the generation of electricity is associated with both the maintenance 
and operation of the powerplant. Table XXIX summarizes the total estimated operation and mainten­
ance costs, broken down into material and labor fractions. The total estimated cost for operation and 
maintenance is 3.30 mills/kWh. The following section describes the major assumptions that were made 
in terms of materials and labor requirements for each of the subsystems associated with the reference 
powerplant. 
TABLE XXIX 
OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST ESTIMATE 
MAT. LABOR . TOTAL 
MILLS MILLS MILLS
 
ITEM KW-HR KW-HR KW-HR 
COAL GASIFICATION 
AND DESULFURIZATION 0.34 0.67 1.01 
COAL AND ASH 
HANDLING EQUIPMENT 0.08 0.09 0.17 
FUELCELLSTACKS 1.20 0.09 1.29 
CATALYTIC BURNER 0.09 - 0.09 
TURBOCOMPRESSORS 0.22 0.01 0.23 
STEAM PLT. 0.07 0.20 0.27 
B.O.P. 0.14 0.10 0.24 
TOTAL 2.14 1.16 3.30 
Of the equipment designed by IGT which includes the coal gasifiers and associated feed system, the 
gas purification equipment and the gasifie- process steam generator, there is a yearly estimate for mair 
,tenance materials and labor of $2.07 x 10 . In addition, there is a requirement for catalyst and 
chemicals, which includes replacement of the iron oxide beds every three years, of $195,300 per year. 
Manpower estimates for operation of the gasification and purification equipment are 14 operators 
per shift. The total operation and maintenance cost for this equipment operating at a0.65 capacity 
factor was calculated at 1.01 mills/kWh. Of the remaining coal and ash handling equipment designed 
by Burns and Roe, the estimated yearly operating and maintenance cost was $0.61 x 106 or b.17 
mills/kWh. 
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As discussed in Section III D, the fuel cell modules are assumed to have a useful life of 40,000 oper­
ating hours. After this period, each fuel cell vessel will be removed and replaced with a unit contain­
ing new fuel cell stacks. The total capital cost for this equipment-replacement isestimated at-$35 x61"0. In addition, a cost of $50,000 per vessel was estimated by Burns and Roe to be required for 
removal of the old and re-installation of the new equipment, totaling about $5 x 106 -forall 96 fuel 
cell vessels. Thus the total estimated maintenance cost for fuel cell replacement is 1.2 mills/kWh. 
Operating labor requirements for the fuel cell subsystem are estimated at 3 men per shift. If the labor 
rate specified by NASA for construction labor is assumed applicable to operating labor, an additional 
yearly cost of $0.31 x 106 or 0.09 mills/kWh isadded. 
The catalytic burners, which oxidize combustible gases vented from the fuel cell anodes, contain 
catalyst materials which are estimated to require replacement after 2 years of operation. Cost for this 
catalytic material replacement plus labor requirements was estimated at 0.09 mills/kWh. 
Turbocompressors are required to supply pressurized air to both the gasifier and fuel cell subsystems
and are also used to recirculate the cathode stream. Each of the four independent gasifier-fuel cell 
modules contain separate turbocompressor units. The turbocompressors operate at relatively low 
temperatures and are not required to have high efficiencies. Based on historical data, the estimated 
yearly maintenance and replacement materials and labor costs for this equipment were'determined 
to be $0.81 x 106 or 0.23 mills/kWh. 
Operation and maintenance costs of 0.27 mills/kWh for the steam bottoming cycle components were 
estimated from published data for oil fired steam plants. These values were~scaled to account for the 
fact that the percentage of power generated by the steam plant in the conceptual design represents 
only 35 percent of the total plant output. This estimate is conservative since the heat transfer equip­
ment associated with the steam plant should require less maintenance than the fired boiler units 
associated with a conventional plant. The operation and maintenance costs for the remaining balance 
of plant components amounted to $0.87 x 106 per year or 0.24 mills/kWh. Factors for determining 
these values were supplied by Burns and Roe. Eighty percent of this cost was maintenance associated 
with the electrical subsystem. 
It is anticipated that maintenance procedures requiring teardown and/or periodic replacement in the 
gasifier, gas clean-up, or fuel cell strings will be performed with that string shut down. Therefore, 
redundant isolation valves within the independent strings for maintenance worker protection are not 
necessary and have not been included in powerplant design or cost. 
F. Cost of Electricity 
The cost of electricity for the integrated coal gasifier-molten carbonate fuel cell powerplant in terms 
of mills/kWh is shown in Table XXX. The cost is comprised of three basic components: the capital 
charge, the fuel charge, and the operating and maintenance charge. 
The capital charge isthe yearly owning cost based on a factor of 18 percent per annum (specified by
NASA) applied to the capital cost. This factor includes allowances for amortization, depreciation, 
interest, insurance and taxes. The fuel charges are based on the design efficiency and the cost of coal, 
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taken as $1/10 6 Btu. The operating and maintenance costs were described in the section above. To­
tal estimated cost of electricity is29.0 mills/kWh. Approximately 65 percent of this cost isattribu­
table to capital. 
TABLE XXX 
POWERPLANT ECONOMIC SUMMARY 
" PLANT CAPITAL COST 378 MM$ 
" PLANT CAPITAL COST 595 $/KWe 
* COST OF ELECTRICITY (WITH CAPACITY 
FACTOR = .65) 
" CAPITAL 18.8 MILLS/KW-HR 
" FUEL (AT $1/106 BTU COAL) 6.9 MILLS/KW-HR 
" MAINTENANCE & OPERATING 3.3 MILLS/KW-HR 
TOTAL 29.0 MILLS/KW-HR 
o ESTIMATED TIME OF CONSTRUCTION 5 YEARS 11 
* 	ESTIMATED DATE OF FIRST 
COMMERCIAL SERVICE 1985 - 1990 
WITH OF DESIGN APPROVAL -END COMMERCIAL(11BEGINIONGINITIATI NFINAL A D PROCESSWITH OPERATION 
Table XXXI shows the effect on cost of electricity of an arbitrary increase in material or labor charges 
of 20 percent. An increase in either area results in a rise in electric costs; however, higher materials 
charges have amore pronounced effect, resulting in a 10 percent increase in total electric costs. 
For the purposes of comparison, the cost of electricity as a function of coal price and.plant capacity 
factor are shown in Table XXXI and in Figures 26 and 27. Because of the high efficiency of the 
conceptual design, the cost of electricity is relatively insensitive to the price of fuel. The sensitivity 
of the electric cost to capacity factor ismore pronounced due to the relatively large contribution of 
capital to total owning and operating costs. 
TABLE XXXI 
COST OF ELECTRICITY SENSITIVITY ,STUDY 
(MILLS/KW-HR) 
BASE CAPACITY COSTMATERIALSLABORCAPACITYBASE FUEL 
FACTOR CHANGE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE
 
0 65 050 08 50% 20% 20% 
COE,CAPITAL 18.8 24,5 15.3 18.8 21.4 20.0 
COE.FUEL 6.9 6 9 6.9 10.3 6.9 6.9 
COE,O&M 3.3 3 7 3.1 3 3 3 7 3.5 
TOTAL COE 29.0 35.1 25.3 32.4 32.0 30.4 
RELATIVE COE 1.0 1.21 0.87 1.12 1.10 1.05 
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COST OF ELECTRICITY SENSITIVITY TO COAL PRICE 
40 	 29.0 MILLS/KWH 
30COST OF 
ELECTRICITY 20 1 
KW-HR 	 10-MILLS 1I ECAS BASELINE 
1 
0 	 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
COAL PRICE - s/MMBTU 
Figure 26 - Cost of Electricity Sensitivity to Study Assumptions 
COST OF ELECTRICITY SENSITIVITY TO CAPACITY FACTOR 
50 
40
 
COST OF
 
ELECTRICITY
 
MILLS 20
 
WKW-4R I ECAS BASELINE10 	 ,
 
-0 0.2 0.4 	 0.80.6 	 1.0 
CAPACITY 	 FACTOR 
Figure 27 - Cost of Electricity Sensitivity to Study Assumptions 
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V TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN STATUS 
The conceptual design described in Section III made certain assumptions regarding molten carbonate 
fuel cell technology and gasifier/gas cleanup technology. The conceptual design system thermo­
dynamic configuration was selected based on preliminary tradeoff studies. Component ratings and 
configurations were established to fulfill the objective of maximum factory fabrication. This section 
describes the fuel cell technology and design status and identifies the critical technology issues 
which form the basis for the Research Development and Demonstration Plan presented in Section 
VI. The gasifier/gas cleanup technology status isdescribed briefly in Section III C,Gasification and 
Cleanup System Description. 
A. Technology Status 
Table XXXII summarizes the critical assumptions used in preparing the conceptual design. The dif­
ferences between these design assumptions and the present technology status would impact power­
plant design and cost but would have only aminor effect on efficiency. A discussion of each assump­
tion and the tests recuired to verify the assumption follows. 
TABLE XXXII 
FUELCELL DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS 
DESIGN ASSUMPTION 
* 	CELLPERFORMANCE (WATTS/FT 2 AT 
AT 0.85 VOLTS/CELL) 127 
* CELL ENDURANCE (HOURS) 	 40,000 
CELL PRESSURE (PSIA) 	 150 
* 	CELL TOLERANCE TO H2S (PPM) 200 
* 	SCALE 4.5 MW 
OTHER DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS 
* 	PARTICULATE MATTER IN GASI FlER EXHAUST ASSUMED TO BE TRAPPED IN IRON OXIDE BEDS 
THEN BURNED OFF OR BLOWN OFF DURING REGENERATION 
* 	FUEL CELL TOLERATES ANY TRACE ELEMENTS CARRIED FROM GASIFIER AND TH ROUGH GAS CLEAN 
UP SYSTEM 
Based on ambient pressure experimental data, estimated present molten carbonate fuel cell power 
density at 150 psia (1034 kilopascal) is85 watts/ft2 , or 67 percent of the power density assumed in 
-the conceptual design. The performance used for the conceptual design is based on projections made 
using an analytical cell model. The projections are based on the predicted effects of cell structural 
improvements which are being investigated under the Electric Power Research Institute Research 
Project 114. After these improvements have been accomplished, verification of cell performance 
should be obtained in a test of a small research cell operating at the conceptual design conditions. 
The conceptual design assumed cell endurance of 40,000 hours. The compatibility of major cell ma­
terials has been verified in 40,000-hour tests of early laboratory cells. Present research cells in the
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same configuration and at the same temperature as the conceptual design have now operated for over 
6000 hours, with the test continuing at this writing. The present endurance limitation of the molten 
carbonate fuel cell isassociated with electrolyte losses. An electrolyte management approach with 
potential for 40,000-hour operation has been identified and testing of that approach is now under­
way in EPRI Research Project RP1 14 (Reference 14). Verification of satisfactory endurance can be 
accomplished in tests of small research cells. 
The conceptual design assumed fuel cell operation at 150 psia (1034 kilopascal). Present experimen­
tal experience is at 15 psia (103 kilopascal). Since the conceptual design encapsulates the cell stack 
in a pressure vessel, the pressure differential between the cell and its environment is the same as in 
the present experimental program. Consequently, operation at pressure is expected to be a straight­
forward mechanical design issue. Cell design changes may be required to achieve maximum perform­
ance at 150 psia (1034 kilopascal). Verification of satisfactory operation at pressure can be accom­
plished initially in tests of research cells and then in tests of a 20-cell stack. 
As Table XXXII indicates, the conceptual design assumes a cell tolerance to 200 ppm hydrogen sul­
fide in the fuel gas. Present experimental data indicates that at these sulfur levels, fuel cell perform­
ance is adversely affected. Alternative anode materials or structures with potential for improved sul­
fur tolerance should be further investigated and improved sulfur tolerance verified in tests of small 
research cells. If improved sulfur tolerance cannot be achieved, alternative gas cleanup approaches 
would be required. Preliminary evaluations indicate that powerplant cost or efficiency penalties 
with these alternatives would be small (see pages 35, 118). 
The conceptual design assumed a 4.7 MW de module; this isapproximately the same size as the dc 
,module for the FCG-1 fuel cell powerplant which uses a phosphoric acidfuel cell. A program is 
underway with ERDA and EPRI to demnonstrate the FCG-1 dc and inverter modules, and a 1-MW 
pilot plant is scheduled for test in 1977. The largest scale molten carbonate demonstration accom­
plished to date isa 19-cell stack of 1 square foot (929 cm 2 ) cells. Experience in other fuel cell 
programs at United indicates that scale up from this level is a straight forward engineering develop­
ment problem. Verification of full-scale hardware can be-accomplished in laboratory tests of com­
plete cell stacks at simulated powerplant conditions and ultimately in a test of a complete dc mod­
ule with a 5 ton per hour (1.26 kilograms/second) pilot gasifier. 
Another assumption for the conceptual design is that particulate matter in the gasifier exhaust is 
trapped in the iron oxide beds and carried off during regeneration. This assumption should be veri­
fied in tests of the iron oxide sulfur removal process at ERDA's Morgantown Energy Research Center. 
Finally, the conceptual design assumed that the fuel"cell will tolerate any trace elements carried from 
the gasifier and through the gas clean up system. This assumption should be verified in tests of re­
search cells with pilot gasifiers. 
B. Design Status 
The integrated coal gasifier fuel cell powerplant conceptual design prepared in this effort was the 
initial design of this type of powerplant. Accordingly, tradeoffs and analysis detail were limited by 
funding and time. Table XXXI II lists several design choices in which further study is needed to 
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ensure that the best powerplant configuration isdefined. Some of these choices will l5fitfluenced 
by resolution of the technology issues discussed in the preceeding section. 
TABLE XXXIII 
DESIGN CHOICES REQUIRING FURTHER.STUDY 
* OPTIMUM SYSTEM PRESSURE 0 	 FUEL CELL MODULE DESIGN 
AND RATING 
* GASIFIER TYPE 
* FUEL CELL ISLAND RATING TO BE 
* 	GAS CLEAN UP COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING
 
TURBOMACHINERY
 
* OFF DESIGN OPERATION 
* PLANT ARRANGEMENT 
Optimum system pressure was defined for this study largely on the basis of fuel cell performance 
impact. A more detailed study should be conducted which includes the impact on the cost of the 
coal gasifier, clean up systems, and system piping. 
Initial analysis indicated that any advanced gasifier - fluidized bed; entrained flow, or molten 
salt - would produce similar system thermodynamics. A more detailed analysis should be conducted 
to determine whether other issues would favor one advanced gasifier and,a gasifier type should be 
selected on that basis. ERDA gasification programs should also be considered in making this selec­
tion. Analysis of gasifier alternatives should also consider the merits of oxygen versus air blown gasifiers 
in greater detail than was possible in this study. 
System control functions were provided in the conceptual design but adetailed control design was 
not prepared and no transient analysis was performed. This analysis should be conducted and off­
design performance should be defined. 
The fuel cell module configuration and rating was selected on the basis of ability to fabricate the 
module in a factory and transport it by rail to the plant site. Alternative configurations and ratings 
should be evaluated to ensure selection of aconfiguration which minimizes plant construction, pip­
ing, and maintenance costs. This evaluation should also include consideration of the rating of afuel 
cell island which permits use of existing turbomachinery. Finally, the general plant arrangement 
should be evaluated to determine the arrangement resulting in lowest plant capital cost and land 
requirements. 
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION PLAN 
A plan has been established to resolve the technical issues defined in Section V, to select the best 
design configuration, to demonstrate-the characteristics of integrated coal gasifier/fuel-celI power­
plants in a utility system, and to commercialize this powerplant concept. This section describes 
the strategy and assumptions on which the plan is based, the overall plan, more detailed plans for 
all phases leading up to commercialization, and a preliminary estimate of the overall program cost. 
A. Program Strategy and Assumptions 
Fuel cell powerplants are modular at many levels. A complete fuel cell powerplant includes a number 
of dc modules. Each module consists of a number of cell stacks and each stack ismade up of several 
hundred identical cells. Testing of small 4 inch by 4 inch (10.2 cm by 10.2 cm) molten carbonate 
cells and a 19 cell stack of 1 square foot (929 cm2 ) molten carbonate cells has shown that perform­
ance in large stacks can be scaled directly from the performance of research cells. This experience 
verifies earlier scaleup experience with phosphoric acid cells where the performance of 2 inch by 
2 inch (5.08 cm by 5.08 cm) research cells is used to predict the performance of a stack of several 
hundred 3 square foot (2790 cm2 ) cells. 
As indicated in Section V, the modular nature of fuel cell powerplants allows resolution of technol­
ogy issues in small scale hardware, and the program plan has been designed to take advantage of this 
characteristic. This helps minimize program cost and time requirements. 
The program plan builds on other efforts. An effort presently underway in EPR I Research Project 
114 is focused on developing thd basic performance, hardware cost, and endurance of the molten 
carbonate fuel cell. It is assumed that this program will be followed by an effort to develop and 
demonstrate a dispersed powerplant based on the molten carbonate fuel cell. The program also 
assumes that a low Btu gasifier process development unit with a 1000 lb/hour (126 grams/second)
coal feed rate is available by.1977, that a pressurized, 5 ton per hour (1.26 kilograms/second) low 
Btu gasifier pilot plant is available by 1979 and that a low Btu gasifier demonstration plant is iri 
service prior to 1983. The development and demonstration of a'gasifier and gas clean-up system 
suitable for theplant isassumed to be carried out and funded in a separate ERDA effort. No plans 
or costs for these efforts are included herein. It should be noted that it may be possible to-reduce pro­
gram schedule and/or cost by using the alternative design described in Appendix II for demonstration. 
This possibility should be considered in Phase I as discussed below. The plan presented herein is 
based on demonstration with the 635 MW conceptual design. 
B. Overall Program Plan 
The overall program provides a commercial powerplantspecification and design, and ademonstration 
of a 635 MW integrated coal gasifier/molten carbonate fuel cell powerplant. 
A logic diagram showirg the means by which requirements of the program are satisfied is shown 
in Figure 28. A utility expansion model is utilized to define requirements for the powerplant. A 
reference design is prepared to guide technology development. As indicated above, confirmation of 
component technology isaccomplished in tests of subscale hardware with a process development unit 
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or pilot gasifier. Testing of a complete dc module with a 5 ton per hour (1.26 kilograms/second) pi­
lot gasifier confirms function, scaleup to full-size hardware elementsand the ability to meet efficiency 
goals. The satisfactory operation of the commercial powerplant design and the ability to satisfy the 
commercial powerplant specification isdemonstrated in a635 MW demonstration plant. Commercial 
plant designs are prepared concurrently with the demonstration plant and operation of acommercial 
plant demonstrates commercialization of the technology. The R&D&D plan estimated cost, however, 
stops at start of construction of the commercial plant- no costs are included for construction or 
operation of the first commercial plant. 
SELECT TEST OF 
DESIGN 
CONFIGURATION -DEMONSTRATION 
REQUIREMENTS GASIFIER. 
Figure 28 - Program Logic 
Figure 29 summarizes the major program milestones. As shown, the commercial powerplant spec­
ification isdemonstrated 9 years after program start and acommercially-designed plant could be 
on line in early 1989, 12 years after program start. Some improvement to this schedule would be 
possible with an increased funding rate and with acceptance of a higher program risk. A shorter pro­
gram schedule would require more overlap between program phases. A shorter program schedule in 
which acommercial plant ison line 1 to 2years earlier ispossible if the demonstratiornpowerplant 
and/or the first commercial powerplant uses the alternative design (see Appendix 11). 
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197611977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1882 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION' 
CHOOSE DESIGN 0 
CONFIRM COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY EKDURANCE 
SCALE UP TO PROTOTYPE HARDWARE 
DEMONSTRATE DCMODULE FUNCTION I 
AID EFFICIENCY WITH 5 MW PILOT GASIFIER I 
DEMONSTRATE COMMERCIAL SPEC ON ENDURANCE 
635-MW POWERPLANT 
COMMERCIALIZATION 
Figure 29 - Program Milestone Summary 
Figure 30 shows the overall Research Development and Demonstration Plan. This figure also indicate 
assumed dates for availability of experimental gasifiers. The program consists of five-phases. Phase 
I is a 2 year effort to confirm component technology and design. Phase IIisa 2 year effort to scale 
up to prototype hardware. Phase III tests 5-MW prototype hardware with a pilot gasifier. Demon­
stration of full scale equipment in a 635 MW plant occurs in Phase IV. Finally in Phase V, schedules 
for construction and operation of a commercially-designed plant are shown for information. Costs 
for this Phase are not included in the overall R&D&D cost estimate. 
Significant program dates include the start of testing with a pilot gasifier at the beginning of 1980, 
start of construction for the demonstration plant in 1981 with the demonstration plant shakedown 
and testing beginning in 1984. Transfer of the demonstration powerplant to commercial operation 
could occur in mid-1985. Construction of the first commercially designed plant and transfer to
 
commercial operation occurs in early 1989.
 
The program schedule has been designed so that significant commitments are preceeded by appro­
priate technology demonstrations. One example of this isthat demonstration plant construction 
istimed to begin one year after the start of pilot plant testing and after 10,000hour endurance on 
simulated gasifier products has been demonstrated in subscale hardware. The second important 
example isthat construction of the first commercially-designed plant does not begin until comple­
tion of testing on the demonstration plant. 
Discussion of Phases I through IV follows. 
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PHASE I CONFIRM COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN 
PHASE E SCALE UP TO PROTOTYPE HARDWARE 
40.000 HR 
ENDRANCE10000 HR 

PHASE M 

BEGIN PILOT 
DC MODULE TESTING WITH PILOT GASIFIER PLANTTESTry ENDURANCE E 
PLANT TRANSFER TO 
PHASE [ 635 MW DEMONSTRATION PLANT DESIGN V ; V Y COMMERCIAL OPERATION 
BEGIN START
 
PHASE 1Z COMMERCIALLY DESIGNED PLANTS 	 CONSTRUCTION SHAKEDOWN 
AND TESTING START 
BEGIN SHAKEDOWN
 
635 MW WITH S FE0'M TURBINE BOTTOMING 	 CONSTRUCTION V 
COMPLEMENTARY ERDA EFFORTS 	 BEGIN 
BENCH
 
TESTS BEGIN PILOT TESTS
° 
* 	 IRON OXIDE PROGRAM AT MERC V
 
1000 LB/HR PROCESSDEV UNIT
 
* LOWBTUGASIFIER 	 75 TON/HR PILOT PLANT 
COMPLEMENTARY EPRI EFFORTS 
'MORGANTOWNENERGY
 
RESEARCH CENTER 
I I I I 1 1 I I I 1 I I I I I 
1976 77 '78 79 11980 '81 '82 '83 84 '85 86 	 '87 88 '89 1990 
Figure 30 - Overall Research, Development and Demonstration Plan Integrated Coal Gasifier/Molten 
Carbonate Fuel Cell Powerplant 
C. Phase I - Confirm Component Technology and Design 
Phase [ is a 2-year effort leading to definition of powerplant specification requirements and an initial 
reference design. Critical technical issues are addressed and the component technology associated 
with the reference design is confirmed. Finally, the research development and demonstration plan 
is updated in Phase I to take changes in the design and techriology status into account and to prepare 
a more detailed plan for the remainder of the program. The Phase I program plan is shown in Figure 
31.
 
Task 1 of the first phase defines product requirements for the integrated coalgasifier/fuel cell power­
plant based on a utility system 20-year expansion analysis. The starting point for this analysis will 
be the design characteristics described in Section IV of this report. Variations around these char­
acteristics will be evaluated to determine the best design point. The results of this analysis will de­
fine, among other factors, desired unit size, the capital cost vs. efficiency tradeoff, and the need 
for part load operation. These results will be used to guide the design effort in Task 2. 
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TASK 1 DEFINE PRODUCT 
REQUIREMENTSPECIFICATION 7 INITIAL y FINAL 
TASK 2 PREPARE REFERENCE DESIGN 
INITIAL2.1 SELECT DESIGN CHANGES-------
22 SELECT MAJOR COMPONENT RATINGS 
AND CONFIGURATION - INITAL 
2.3 DEFINE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE - .I INITIAL 7 9 
2.4 DEFINE TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS 
AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS - - -
2.S ESTIMATE POWERPLANT COST- ­
2.6 DESCRIBE POWERPLANT- - -
TASK3 CONFIRM COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY 
3.1 BASIC PERFORMANCE AND ENDURANCE --­
3.2 OPERATION AT PRESSURE 
3.3 CELL MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY - - -
CONFIGURATIONy PERFORMANCE y 
SELECT MATERIALS7 75000HR TEST 
3.4 CATALYTIC BURNER- -----­
3.5 HEAT EXCHANGERS - ----
PERFORMANCE V 
PERFORMANCE 7 
500 HR TEST 
V5000 HR TEST 
3.6 TEST PROCESS STRING WITH LOW BTU 
GASIFIER PROCESS DEVELOPMENT UNIT p20O0 HR TEST 
TASK 4 UPDATE RD&D PLAN --- ---­
1976 1977 1978 1979 1910 
Figure 31 - Phase I Plan - Confirm Component Technology and Design 
Task 2 prepares a reference design of a commercial powerplant to meet the specification established 
in Task 1. The-first subtask selects the system thermodynamic configurations based on the choices 
described in Section V. These choices include type of gasifier, type of gas clean up, system pressure 
and oxygen vs. air blown gasifiers. The choices will be made in part on the basis of the results of 
experimental programs carried out in Task 3. Then component ratings and configurations are estab­
lished for the major system components considering the overall plant arrangement and preliminary 
capital and maintenance costs (Subtask 2.2). The system performance at rated load is then estimated 
(Subtask 2.3). A dynamic analytical model of the system is constructed and the system transient 
characteristics and control requirements are defined in Subtask 2.4. In Subtask 2.5, auxiliary com­
ponents are selected and a plant layout is prepared along with other drawings required for cost estim­
ating purposes. This subtask concludes with a powerplant cost estimate. In Subtask 2.6, a written 
descriptidn of the powerplant and its characteristics is prepared along with a scale model of the plant. 
As indicated in the plan, initial definitions of the system design choices and performance estimates 
are prepared in mid 1977 to provide input for early planning of the demonstration plant. 
Task 3 of Phase I confirms the component technology. As indicated in Section VI-A, basic perform­
ance and endurance of the molten carbonate cell is planned to be established in a separate ongoing 
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effort funded by EPRI, but this activity is shown here as Subtask 3.1 for completeness. Performance 
of the molten carbonate cell at pressure is investigated in Subtask 3.2 along with the development 
of specific configurations for pressurized operation. Cell materials compatability and specifically 
the compatability of the cell with gasifier products such as hydrogen sulfide is investigated in 
Subtask 3.3. Development of alternate materials and configurations resulting in lower nickel con­
sumption are also included in this Subtask. Catalytic burners and heat exchangers are evaluated in 
Subtasks 3.4 and 3.5. As shown in Figure 31, the fuel cell, catalytic burner, and heat exchangers are 
operated for 5000 hours as part of this Task. In Subtask 3.6, a complete bench scale process string ­
cleanup, fuel cell, catalytic burner and heat exchanger - is tested for 2000 hours with a low Btu 
gasifier/gas cleanup process development unit to ensure compatibility of the fuel cell power system 
with the gasifier. As the plan indicates, initial performance characteristics are established midway 
through each task to provide input to the Task 2 design effort. 
The final Task in Phase I is to prepare an updated Research, Development and Demonstration Plan. 
This updated plan will reflect a more definitive design, a better appraisal of the technology and more 
detailed planning than was possible in this effort reported herein. The updated plan will consider the 
use of the alternative design presented in Appendix II for demonstration purposes. 
D. Phase I I - Scale Up to Prototype Hardware 
Phase II is a two year effort which demonstrates scale up of the dc module and powerplant ancillaries
 
unique to the fuel cell powerplant. This Phase consists of three tasks as shown in Figure 32.
 
TASK I PREPARE PROTOTYPE 
DESIGN 
I I 	 DESIGN CELL STACK 
2 DESIGN PRESSURE VESSELS 
1.3 	 DESIGN CATALYTIC BURNER 
1 4 	 DESIGN HEAT EXCHANGERS 
TASK 2 DEMONSTRATE DC MODULE
 
SBEGIN TEST
 
2.1 	 DEMONSTRATE CELL STACK 
OPERATION ­
22 	 DEMONSTRATE PRESSURE
 
VESSEL MECHNICAL AND
 
THERMALDESIGN ­
2.3 	DEMONSTRATE DC MODULE 
FLOW DISTRIBUTION AND
 
ELECTRICAL DESIGN
 
TASK 3 DEMONSTRATE UNIQUE 
ANCILLARIES 
BEGIN TEST 
31 DEMONSTRATE CATALYTIC V V 
BURNER 
EIN TEST32 	 DEMONSTRATE HEAT 
EXCHANGERS
 
BEGINTEST32 	DEMONSTRATEOTHER 
UNIQUE COMPONENTS I I 
1960
1976 1977 1973 1979 
Figure 32 - Phase II Plan - Scale up to Prototype Hardware 
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The first Task in Phase II prepares designs of a prototype cell stack, pressure vessel, catalytic burner 
and heat exchangers. In Task 2, the dc module is demonstrated to the extent possible in atest facil­
ity. Initially, this testing-involves tests of a complete cell stack at fulLpower and thermal and mech­
anical tests of the dc module pressure vessel. Following these tests, the dc module will be assembled 
and flow testing will be conducted to demonstrate that internal manifolding and electrical connections 
are satisfactory. The dc module will then be operated at low power'up to the facility limits on gas sup 
ply and electric power dissipation. These facility limits are expected to limit full dc module operation 
to about 1 megawatt or one quarter load. However, since complete stacks will have run at full power, 
this is considered to be an adequate test. Following completion of this testing, the dc module is readie 
for shipment to the pilot gasifier site where testing will proceed in the third program phase. 
Task 3 in Phase II consists of full-scale tests of prototype ancillary hardware unique to the fuel cell. 
This hardware will include the catalytic burner and the heat exchanger equipment which removes 
heat from the fuel cell recycle loop. A turbocompressor and recycle pump will be selected from'pre­
sently available equipment. This hardware will be sized to match, as closely as possible, the require­
ments of one 4.5-MW dc module. Following laboratory testing, it too will be readied for shipment 
to the pilot gasifier site for field testing in Phase Il1. 
E. Phase III - DC Module Testing With Pilot Gasifier 
Phase Ill focuses on endurance testing of subscale hardware with a pilot gasifier and on testing of a 
complete dc module with a pilot gasifier. As shown in Figure 33, Phase III consists of four tasks. 
Tasks 1 and 2 prepare a design and test plan for a test facility incorporating afull-scale dc module and 
appropriately sized ancillary equipment together with a 5 ton per hour (1.26 kilograms/second) pilot
gasifier. The design and test plan will takeadvantage of another ERDA effort to test a pilot gasifier 
and testing of the fuel cell module will not commence until testing of the basic gasifier'is complete. 
It is-assumed that a pilot gasifier can be made available. 
In Task 3, subscale process trains consisting of fuel cells on the order of 1 ft 2 or less, catalytic burn­
ers, and heat exchangers will be tested. Initial tests will be in laboratory conditions with simulated 
gasifier clean-up products. Additional testing will include the process train with the gasifier process 
development unit (PDU) or the pilot gasifier. Since very small hardware can be used, only a small 
fraction of the pilot gasifier output would be required. The laboratory test with the PDU or pilot 
gasifier will operate for at least 10,000 hours, with a goal of 40,000 hours. Endurance testing with 
the gasifier will depend on whether testing with gasifier shows results different frorhi the laboratory 
tests and on the cost of operating the gasifier unit. 
Task 4 is the test of a facilityconsisting of a 5 ton per hour (1.26 kilograms/second) pilot gasifier 
and gas cleanup system, the 4.5 MW dc module and appropriately sized ancilliary equipment. Waste 
heat from the dc module will be rejected to a cooling tower via an intermediate boiler/superheater 
and steam loop simulating the rejection of dc module heat to the bottoming cycle. The facility will 
include turbocompressors to provide pressurized air to the fuel cell and gasifier. The facility will al­
so include a dc to ac inverter identical to that to be fabricated for the 4.8 MW demonstrator under 
ERDA contract E(44-18)2102. In this test, full power operation will be demonstrated and measure­
ments taken to permit projection of the efficiency of a complete powerplant. Off design operation 
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including both normal and abnormal conditions will then be carried out to establish-design data for
 
both demonstration and commercial powerplants. It is anticipated that several dc module configur­
ations may be tested in the process of establishing the best design for commercial use.
 
TAS;, 1 TEST FACI LITY DESIGN 
TrASK 2 PREPARE TEST PLAN 
TASK 3 SUBSCALE ENDURANCE 
(CELLS, CATALYTIC BURNERS, 
HEAT EXCHANGERS 
31 WITH SIMULATED GASIFIER OUTPUT 	 'q10,000HRS _V40,000 HRS 
32 WITH GASIFIER (PILOTORPDU) 	 --
TASK 4 TEST'DC MODULE FACILITY * 	 COMPLETE 
PERFORMANCE 
TESTS4.1 COMPONENT TESTS 
O COMPLETE TRANSIENT TESTS4.2 FACILITY 
43 ANALYSIS 
'DCMODULE. INVERTER. CATALYTIC BURNER, HEAT EXCHANGERS, COOLING TOWER, 
AND TuRBOCOMPRESSOR OPERATING WITH GASIFIER/GAS CLEANUP 
I I I I I I I I I I I I '1 I! I 
1976 '77 '78 '7911980 81 '82 '83 '84 85 86 '87 8'8 11990 
Figure 33 - Phase III Plan - DC Module Testing with Pilot Gasifier 
F. Phase IV - 635-MW Demonstration Plant 
Phase IV provides demonstration of a complete 635-MW powerplant which incorporates eight gasifiers, 
'a gas clean up system, 96 fuel cell modules, turbocompressors, a steam turbine.bottoming cycle and 
associated ancillaries. It also provides preliminary designs of two commercial plants - one incorpor­
ating a gas turbine bottoming cycle and the other incorporating a steam turbine bottoming cycle. 
This Phase completes the effort leading to committment to the first commercial plant. As Figure 34 
shows, this Phase consists of 7 tasks. 
Task 1 is associated with securing approvals for the demonstration plant. A conceptual design of the 
demonstration plant draws on design work in Phase I as does the preparation of an environmental 
impact statement. An initial demonstrator plant conceptual design and environmental impact state­
ment are available one year after the start of the task with final versions available in two years.. An 
activity in support of the approval process continues until final approval is obtained: 
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Figure 34 - Phase IV - 635-MW Demonstration Plant 
Task 2 prepares a design of the demonstration plant. Major subsystems are designed first (gasifier, 
dc module, bottoming cycle) followed by balance of plant design and plant layout. The demonstra­
tion plant design will reflect design choices made in Phase I and will be as close as possible to com­
mercial plant designs prepared in Task 7. 
Task 3 prepares a test plan for the demonstration plant. 
Demonstration plant construction and operation are carried out in Task 4. Site selection is made in 
mid-1979, which complements the plant layout design effort of Task 2, and permits site preparation 
prior to the start of plant construction in 1981. Shakedown and tesiing begins 6 years after the 
start of final design and the complete range of normal and abnormal system operation is investigated 
in an 18-month test period. After completion of the test plan, the demonstration plant could be 
transferred to commercial operation. As part of the demonstration program, the dc module manu­
facturing processes will be verified. This activity iscarried out in Task 5which also provides proddc­
tion of the 96 dc modules for the demonstration plant. An estimate of plant capital cost is made at 
the end of Task 5. Analysis of the results of demonstration plant testing iscarried out in Task 6. 
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Task 7 prepares preliminary designs for two commercial plants. One plant design will have agas 
turbine bottoming cycle and represents an outgrowth of the alternative design described in Appendix 
II. The other plant has asteam turbine bottoming cycle and isan outgrowth of the ECAS concep­
tual designs described in Sections I I and Ill. 
The results of the demonstration program, the results of endurance testing carried out in Phase IV, 
the plant capital cost estimate, and these commercial plant designs provide the basis for decisions 
to commit to commercial powerplants by individual utilities. If the timetable presented in this plan 
isfollowed, the first commercially-designed plant could be in operation at the beginning of 1989. 
G. Estimated Program Cost 
The cost of the Research, Development and Demonstration Program .wasestimated based on thea 
following assumptions: 
* 	 Gasifier and gas cleanup development and demonstration, the gasifier PDU and the 5 
ton/hr gasifier pilot equipment used in the program are funded separately. If anew 
5 ton/hr pilot gasifier is needed for Phase Il1, an estimated additional cost of 15-25 
million dollars would be incurred. The cost estimate presented below assumes the 
PDU and pilot-gasifiers are available from other ERDA programs at no cost. 
* 	A concurrent program exists to develop dispersed generators based on the molten 
carbonate fuel cell. 
* 	Costing of the demonstrator plant isbased on the following assumptions: 
1. 	 Components identical to standard commercial items (e.g., steam bottoming cycle, 
most balance of plant equipment) are at commercial unit cost. 
2. 	 Components involving commercial technology but adapted to fuel cell ratings 
(eg., turbocompressors) are at acost 50 percent higher than commercial unit 
cost. 
3. 	 Components employing new technology and used for the first time in the de­
monstration plant (e.g., fuel cell stacks, gasifier, etc.) are at acost 100 percent 
higher than the estimated commercial unit cost. 
These assumptions result in material and site labor costs for the demonstration plant 
which are 58 percent higher than for acommercial plant. 
The total estimated cost of the program without fee or profit is$715 million in 1975 dollars. The 
estimate isbased on historical and projected data for fuel cell programs at the United Technologies 
Corporation, Power Systems Division and the assumptions noted. Table XXXIV shows the break­
down of program cost by Phase by year. Also included isthe escalated cost by Phase. Escalated 
costs were computed at the rate of 6.5 percent per year, compounded annually at year end. A 
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breakdown of program cost by Task (in 1975 dollars) is presented in Table XXXV. Figure 35 is an 
estimate of cumulative expenditures vs. time with and without the cost of the Phase IV' 635-MW 
demonstration plant included. 
The total estimated RD&D program cost could be significantly reduced with the use of the alterna­
tive design (Appendix II) for the demonstration powerplant. Use of the alternative design permits 
demonstration of all the advanced technology features of the ICG/FCP conceptual design in a com­
plete unit of the alternative powerplant at the 145-MW level. This reduces the cost of Phase IV of 
the RD&D program to 202 million dollars (in 1975 dollars), which represents'a savings of 440 
million dollars. The total estimated RD&D program cost (without escalation) using the alternative 
design for the demonstration powerplant is estimated at 275 million dollars. The cost summary for 
this RD&D program ispresented in Appendix II. 
TABLE XXXIV
 
PROGRAM COST SUMMARY
 
(1975 Dollars - Millions)
 
TOTALS
 
PHASE 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1975$'s Estimate $'s 
Confirm 
Component 
Technology 
and Design 3 8 3 - - $14 16 
11 	 Scale Up to 
Prototype 
Hardware - - 7 18 - - 25 33 
III 	 DC Module 
Testing with 
Pilot Gasifier - - - 14 11 6 1 1 1 - 34 48 
SUBTOTAL 3 8 10 32 11 6 1 1 1 - 73 97 
IV 	 635 MW 
Demonstration 
Plant - 1 6 23 108 172 158 118 38 18 642 1010 
TOTAL 3 9 16 55 119 178 159 119 39 18 715 1107
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TABLE XXXV 
PROGRAM COST BY TASK 
TOTAL 
1975 $'s 
(MILLIONS) 
Phase I Confirm Component Technology and Design 
Task 1 Define Product Requirement Specification 0.3 
Task 2 Prepare Reference Design 1.1 
Task 3 Confirm Component Technology 12.4 
Task 4 Update RD&D Plan 0.2 
14 
Phase II Scale-up to Prototype Hardware 
Task 1 Prepare Prototype Design 1.1 
Task 2 Demonstrate DC Module 18.7 
Task 3 Demonstrate Unique Ancilliaries 5.2 
Phase III DC Module Testing with Pilot Gasifier 
Task I Test Facility Design 0.2 
Task 2 Purpose Test Plan 0.1 
Task 3 Subscale Testing 6.0 
Task 4 Test DC Module with Pilot Gasifier 27.7 
34 
Phase IV 635 MW Demonstration Plant 
Task 1 Secure Approval 2.5 
Task 2 
Task 3 
Demonstration Plant Design 
Prepare Test Plan 
11.3 
0.2 
Task 4 Plant Construction and Test 575. 
Task 5 DemonstratekpC Module Manufacturing Process 35. 
.Task-6 Demonstratibh Analysis 1.0 
Task 7 Commercial Plant Preliminary Design 17.0 
642 
TOTAL PROGRAM 1975 DOLLARS - MILLIONS 715 
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Figure 35 - Program Expenditure Pattern 
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VII FACTORS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION 
The purpose of this section is to identify and evaluate those factors which could influence the 
development and application of the integrated coal gasifier fuel cell powerplant, ICG/FCP. This ­
involves the assessment of awide range of factors which have been grouped into technical consider­
ations, electric utility application considerations, and national interest factors. A complete list of 
the factors considered in the assessment and the major conclusions for each item are noted in Table 
XXXVI. For the most part, these factors would tend to enhance the implementation of the ICG/FCP, 
relative to conventional equipment. The major constraints to the implementation would be the use 
of additional critical materials and the need to extend present technology to achieve life and cost 
objectives. 
-A. Technical Factors 
This section covers the technical factors associated with the implementation of the ICG/FCP. Among 
.the factors considered are the use of critical materials in the high technology areas, the life limiting 
factors in the powerplant, any unique safety requirements or considerations, and the potential for 
manufacturing and construction savings due to the unique features of the ICG/FCP. 
1. Critical Materials 
The critical materials usage requirements unique to the Integrated Coal Gasifier/Fuel Cell Powerplant 
(ICG/FCP) have been identified. This evaluation includes aquantitative assessment of the critical ad­
vanced technology components including the fuel cell stacks and associated pressure vessels, the invert­
ers used to convert fuel cell dc output into ac power, and the catalytic burners required to combust the 
low-Btu fuel cell anode exhaust. The critical materials required for the remaining equipment in the 
fuel cell island, such as the turbocompressor machinery for the gasifiers and fuel cells, the heat recovery 
steam generation equipment, and the fuel cell island piping, are also identified. In addition, aqualita­
tive discussion of the material requirements for other sections of the powerplant ispresented with 
emphasis on the significant usage difference between the ICG/FCP and conventional powerplants. 
However, the remaining sections of this powerplant concept should have critical materials usage sim­
ilar to other advanced coal powerplants. 
The analysis'of the conceptual design indicates that the primary critical materials requirements of 
the ICG/FCP are nickel, chromium, and aluminum. Molybdenum and small amounts of platinum are 
also required. 
Nickel and stainless steel are the basic building materials of the high temperature molten carbonate 
fuel cell. Both fuel cell electrodes are composed of porous nickel, while fuel cell structural members 
such as current collectors, separator plates, and pressure plates are made of stainless steel which 
contains nickel. The nickel requirement, primarily in the fuel cell stacks, is7.82 Ib/kW (3.55 kilo­
grams/kW. The stainless steel also contains chromium and molybdenum. The chromium usage is 
3.76 Ib/kW (1.71 kilograms/kW) of plant output and the molybdenum usage is0.706 Ib/kW (0.320 
kilogram/kW). 
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TABLE XXXVI 
IMPLEMENTATION ASSESSMENT FACTORS 
COMPARISON OF INTEGRATED COAL GASIFIER-FUEL CELL POWERPLANT (ICG/FCP) 
FACTOR 	 TO (ONVENTIONAL COAL FIRED STEAM PLANT COMMENTS 
TECHNICAL FACTORS 
1. 	 - CRITICAL MATERIALS USE 1-) o ICG/FCP WILL USE NICKEL, ALUMINUM. CHROMIUM,
 
MOLYBDENUM AND SMALL QUANTITIES OF PLATINUM
 
2. - LIFE LIMITING FACTORS C-) 0 	 MAJOR FACTORSARE GASIFIER LINERSAND COMPONENTS. 
FUEL CELL ENDURANCE. ECONOMICALLY ACCEPTABLE 
ENDURANCE CAN BE DEVELOPED 
3. 	 - SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 4+) 0 NO TOXICOR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, PLANT DESIGNED
 
TO MINIMIZE HARARDSTO PERSONNEL
 
4. 	 - POTENTIAL FOR MODULAR CONSTRUCTION (4-) * NATURE OF FUEL CELLPERMITS FACTORY ASSEMBLY AND 
CHECKOUT OF MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS 
L ELECTRIC UTILITY APPLICATION FACTORS 
1. 	 - MARKETABILITY *v+)FLEXIBILITY WITH REGARD TOSIZE. DUTY CYCLE AND FUEL 
CAPABILITY ENHANCES MARKETABILITY 
ECONOMIC 	 *+)IGIFCP GENERATES POWER AT COMPETITIVE COST2 - VIABILITY 	  
3 - FUEL FLEXIBILITY (+) * 	 CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE FOR EFFICIENT USE OF WIDE 
RANGE OF COAL AND LIQUID FUELS 
4 - SITING (+) 0 	 POWERPLANT FEATURES MINIMIZE SITING RESTRICTIONS, 
CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE TO SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCE 
WATER REQUIREMENTSAND PLOTSIZE REQUIRED 
5 - RETROF1ITTING OLD STEAM PLANTS (+ 0* 	 GOOD POTENTIAL FOR RETROFITTING DUE TO HIGH TEMPER. 
ATURE HEAT SOURCE AVAtLABILITY 
6 - DUTY CYCLE FLEXIBILITY {+) * 	 GOOD PART-LOAD EFFICIENCY CHARACTERISTICS 
(-) * COLD START-UPTIMERS COMPARABLE TO CONVENTIONAL:7. - OPERATION-AND CONTROL 
INTEGRATED SYSTEM MORE COMPLEX THAN CONVENTIONAL; 
HOWEVER FUEL CELL OPERATION SIMPLE, NO SPECIAL SKILLS 
REOUIRED
 
POWERPLANT DESIGNED FOR MAINTENANCE WITH.PARTIAL POWERB. 	 MAINTENANCE 4+) * 
CAPABILITY, STATIC CONVERSION PROCESS REDUCES FAILURES, 
NO NEW LABOR SKILLS REQUIRED 
9. R-ELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY (-) *MODULAR CONFIGURATION PERMITS HIGH PART POWER AVAIL-
ABILITY, STATIC CONVERSION PROCESS MINIMIZES FAILURES 
NATIONAL INTEREST FACTORS 
1. - ENVIRONMENTAL INTRUSION AND CONSTRAINTS ( *)0 ICG/FCP MEETS OR BETTERS STANDARDS FOR SOLID FUELED 
POWERPLANTS, APPROACHES EXIST FOR ACHIEVING TARGET 
THREE GOALS 
2. - EFFICIENCY AND FUEL CONSERVATION 
POTENTIAL 
4+) 0 HIGH EFFICIENCY MINIMIZES COAL USE; POTENTIAL FOR 
IMPROVEMENT WITH ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
3 - NATURAL RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS (+) Q ICG/FCP MINIMIZES USE OF LAND, WATER AND COAL 
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The critical material in the fuel cell dc/ac inverter isaluminum; the aluminum usage in-the-CG/FCP 
is2.06 lb/kW (0.934-kilogram/kW)-of plant output. The fuel cell catalytic burners use trace quantities 
of platinum to catalyze the combustion process at the low temperatures required forthe ICG/FCP 
design. The platinum requirements amount to 7 x 10-5 lb/kW (3.18 x 10-7 kilogram/kW). 
The remaining, non-advancedtechnology components of the fuel cell island contain stainless steel 
for fuel cell piping and heat redovery steam generation equipment. The additional materials require­
ments are 0.702 lb/kW (0.318 kilogram/kW) of chromium, 0.448 lb/kW (0.203 kilogram/kW) of 
nickel, and 0.072 lb/kW (0.033 kilogram/kW) of molybdenum. The turbocompressorrequires small 
amounts of other materials such as aluminum, cobalt, copper, manganese, and tungsten. A complete 
list of'the critical materials usage for all components ispresented in Table XXXVI I. 
TABLE XXXVII 
CRITICAL MATERIALS 
ADVANCED TECHNO LOGY COMPONENTS 
OTHER COMPONENTSOF THE ICG/FCP 
" FUEL CELLSTACKS AND VESSELS * 	 ALLTURBOCOMPRESSOR MACHINERY 
* 	 FUEL CELL DC/AC INVERTER * ALL HEAT RECOVERY STEAM GENERATION 
EQUIPMENT 
* FUEL CELLCATALYTICBURNERS * 	 FUELCELLISLANDPIPING 
CRITICAL MATERIALS LBSAkW (k.l6rmamSW) LOS/W (kio"ramis/kW) 
ALUMINUM 206 0934 0.0018 0.0008
 
CHROMIUM 376 1.71 0.702 0.318
 
COBALT 0.005 0.002
 
COLUMBIUM - NEGLIGIBLE
 
COPPER 0.0009 0.0004
 
MANGANESE 	 0.001 0 0005 
MERCURY - -

MOLYBDENUM 0.706 01320 0072 0033
 
NICKEL 7.82 3 55 0,448 0,203
 
PLATINUM 0.00007 0 00003
 
TIN NEGLIGIBLE
 
TITANIUM NEGLIGIBLE
 
TUNGSTEN 0.oS 0.002
 
VANADIUM NEGLIGIBLE
 
ZIRCONIUM NEGLIGIBLE
 
To assess the impact of the implementation of the ICG/FCP design in terms of critical materials, the 
usage of nickel, chromium, and aluminum in the ICG/FCP, relative to the yearly production rates 
of these materials, was considered. 
Figure 36 illustrates the critical materials usage by the ICG/FCP relative to the annual U.S. material 
consumption rate. Using 1973 as a reference year, amarket penetration of 25 percent of the U.S. 
generating capacity addition would require up to 16 percent of the total U.S. nickel consumption. 
This issimilar to the percent total demand for the electric industry which represents 17 percent of 
the total nickel consumption (Reference 14). The use of chromium and aluminum isa much lower 
percentage of the annual consumption. The actual impact of the fuel cell would depend, of course, 
upon the amount of these materials used by the plants to be replaced. 
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Figure 36 - Critical Materials Usage Relative to Annual U.S. Consumption Rate 
Several approaches can be considered to reduce the usage of critical materials in the advanced tech­
nology components. If the fuel cell performance; i.e., its power density, is increased, the nickel and 
chromium requirements per kW of output power are decreased due to the reduced cell area per kW of 
output. Modifications to the molten carbonate fuel cell design which reduce material requirements 
significantly are possible and should be studied. Stainless steel required for high temperature piping 
can be reduced if internally insulated piping issubstituted for the externally insulated piping used 
in the conceptual design. Finally, if alternate, non-critical substitute materials can be used for fuel 
cell electrodes, structural members, or inverters, critical materials requirements can be alleviated. 
The steam turbine bottoming cycle is a 2400 psig/1 0000 F/1000 F (16,600,kilopascal/81 10K/81 1°K) 
system with a single reheat and without feedwater extraction. This concept is within the range of present 
technology steam systems and can be utilized in the ICG/FCP without introducing any increase in 
critical materials. 
The IGT U-GasTM low-Btu coal gasifier is representative of advanced gasifier technology. Although 
the major material requirement for the gasifier is carbon steel, critical materials are required for its 
construction. The need for advanced coal gasification technology is not unique to the ICG/FCP 
design however, and its integration into the fuel cell system concept does not affect the gasifier 
design. In addition, the use of a specific advanced technology gasifier, such as the IGT U-GasTM, is 
not required by the fuel cell system; other advanced gasifiers could be integrated with the fuel cell 
system with only slight adjustment to the fuel cell system design. Because the fuel cell powerplant 
has high efficiency, coal processing requirements are reduced. This helps minimize gasifier materials 
requirements. 
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2. Life Limiting Factors 
The life limiting factors in the ICG/FCP will be primarily in the areas of the coal gasifier and the fuel 
cell subsystem. The factors limiting the steam turbine and its associated equipment should be similar 
to those of aconventional steam plant, with the exception of the fired boiler. 
Several possible areas of concern have been identified in the coal gasification subsystem. These prob­
lems will be common to all advanced systems employing acoal gasification process. The use of solids 
handling equipment - such as lockhoppers, conveyors, and pumps - entails the possibility of mech­
anical failure. These failures could constitute life limiting factors to the ICG/FCP. In addition, the 
refractory linings in the coal gasifiers are subject to erosion and this requires periodic maintenance 
of the gasifier vessels. There are also two gas to gas heat exchangers associated with the gasifier island. 
The tubes of both the gasifier waste heat boiler and the steam reheater are subject to fouling, slagging, 
and/or erosion. 
Fuel cell life isexpected to be 40,000 hours or more. The 40,000-hour goal has been set as a reasonable 
compromise between desires for longer life for economic reasons and the need to demonstrate endur­
ance in a development program prior to commercialization. As discussed in Section V, experimental
results indicate that the 40,000-hour goal will be achieved. Technology growth beyond this life is 
expected once commercialization isachieved, Finally, it should be noted that fuel cell performance 
drops gradually with time. Beyond 40,000 hours, the output power capability or efficiency will be 
reduced compared to design values, but the powerplant will continue to be serviceable. 
3. Safety Considerations 
The ICG/FCP has no unique safety problems; it does not contain toxic or radioactive materials. In 
addition, the powerplant design and operating philosophy have been selected to minimize the safety
hazards for both operating personnel and the general public. 
All pressure containment vessels and piping were designed to meet the ASME pressure vessel codes. 
Observance of these codes, which contain an inherent safety factor of four on the allowable stress, 
insures the safety of the ICG/FCP in terms of the pressure containment vessels. Additionally, the 
safety-considerations for high pressure operation are somewhat reduced relative to other proposed 
gasification processes, due to the low pressure operation of 200 psia (1380 kilopascal) for the ICG/ 
FCP coal gasifier. 
The temperature level, in both the gasification and fuel cell power conversion processes, necessitates 
the use of high temperature piping in the ICG/FCP. This high temperature piping isexternally in­
sulated both to reduce heat loss and for the protection of plant personnel. 
The modular nature of the powerplant limits the extent of any hazardous occurrences. For example, 
a fire occurring in a fuel cell pressure vessel would be contained to that vessel alone, rather than 
affecting the entire fuel cell power section. 
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Operation of the prime cycle fuel cells in the ICG/FCP isto a large degree automatic. This factor 
limits the number of operating personnel at the powerplant site. This is, of course, desirable, especial­
ly in the event of a hazard. Fire protection equipment isprovided in the ICG/FCP conceptual design 
and cost estimates for this equipment-are included under balance-of-plant costs. 
4. Potential for Factory Modular Construction 
The fuel cell modules, gasifiers, desulfurizers, turbocompressors, and the steam generation equipment 
of the ICG/FCP were designed to be factory constructed and tested, and to be rail transportable to 
the plant site. This increased factory fabrication reduces the cost and time required for field con­
struction and mass production techniques-and production learning reduce component fabrication 
costs. Additional advantages associated with factory fabrication include the utilization of factory 
check-out and testing prior to field installation. This should favorably affect the reliability of the 
components of the ICG/FCP. 
The steam turbine, which is not modular nor factory fabricated, represents the largest lead time item 
in the ICG/FCP; however, the overall powerplant lead time is reduced due to the factory fabrication 
and modularity of the rest of the powerplant. The effect of reducing thelead time is a reduction in 
overall system capital cost due to reduced interest during construction. 
An approach which further increases the modularity of the ICG/FCP is the alternative gas turbine 
bottoming cycle system described in Section V. Since the steam turbine is the only major, non-mod­
ular piece of equipment in the ICG/FCP, its replacement by multiple gas turbine generators would 
completely modularize the powerplant. The substitution of agas turbine bottomer could decrease 
overall lead time of the powerplant to four years. The reduction in field labor and interest during 
construction ismainly responsible for the slightly reduced capital cost of the gas turbine bottoming 
system. 
B. Electric Utility Application Factors 
This section covers those factors which would influence the implementation of the ICG/FCP from 
the viewpoint of the electric utility industry. These factors include those related to the integration 
and operation of the ICG/FCP in the-utility system, those concerned with the siting of the power­
plant within the systems, and those factors-related to the overall costs of owning and operating the 
ICG/FCP. 
1. Marketability 
The design point of a fuel cell powerplant can be selected from a range of possibilities for any given 
technology status. The selection will depend on the cost efficiency trade off for the application 
considered. In addition, since the fuel cell itself operates on hydrogen and carbon-monoxide, any 
fossil fuel can be processed to a suitable fuel gas. 
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The basic fuel cell technology can be adapted to avariety of powerplant types operating on awide 
range of fuels. In addition to the baseload steam turbine bottoming configuration of the ICG/FCP 
conceptual design, an alternate configuration with agas turbine bottoming cycle can be made avail­
able. 
Tne fuel cell shows good efficiency characteristics over awide range of load. This enables autility 
to operate the fuel cell at part power conditions with attractive operating costs. The good part-power 
efficiency of the fuel cell enables the utility to operate their system in the most cost effective manner. 
For example, the "spinning reserve" mode runs the fuel cells at low power levels where they operate 
efficiently and permit the other units on the line to be operated closer to their optimum efficiency. 
If additional power is required, the fuel cell can respond rapidly to meet the requirement. This fac­
tor, combined with the fuel cell's high availability, can serve to improve the overall system econom­
ics. Capital requirements additions to utility generating capacity also influence the marketability of 
powerplants. Fuel cells offer the potential for reducing the utilities' problems in this area. The mod­
ular characteristics and high availability of fuel cells tend to reduce utilities' reserve margin require­
ments, reducing the capital outlays for generation equipment. The modular nature of the fuel cell 
also permits their introduction in small blocks, comparable to annual growth increments, thus limit­
ing capital expenditures to the minimum required. Finally, the ICG/FCP has a five year Iad time 
(or four years if the gas turbine bottomer isused), which ii equal to or better than current steam 
plants. 
2. Economic Viability 
The economic viability of apowerplant concept isdependent upon the cost of research and the devel­
opment required to advance the technology, the cost of electricity from amature powerplant, and 
the scope of application of powerplants incorporating the results of the technology effort. 
The fuel cell independence from scale effects isan important factor in determining research and de­
velopment requirements. Scale independence permits performance and life characteristics to be de­
termined on small scale hardware. In addition, this modularity permits design and testing of the 
basic powerplant building block in 4.5 MWe modules rather than as asingle unit of 432 MWe. This 
facilitates research and development scheduling and minimizes overall program costs. 
The research andtdevelopment costs for the coal gasifiers should be similar for all advanced power 
cycles incorporating advanced technology gasifiers. Inaddition, the ItG/FCP isnot dependent on 
the development of aspecific gasifier. Since there are no unique interface requirements between 
the fuel cell.and gasifier, fuel cells can be integrated with all advanced-type gasifiers. 
The equipment associated with the steam turbine bottoming cycle should have minimal research 
and development requirements, since it ispresently acommercial item. The turbocompressors repre­
sent an existing technology and-as such, should require no new research and development expenditures. 
The goal of this ECAS study effort was to develop conceptual designs of alternate energy systems 
that could be ready for commercialization by the 1990 time frame. Inthis respect, molten carbon­
ate fuel cell research and development isscheduled so that the ICG/FCP could be in commercial 
operation within this time frame. 
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The timing of the molten carbonate fuel cell research and development effort also coincides with 
the advanced coal gasification R&D effort that is presently underway. 
The second element in determining the economic viability of a proposed powerplant to a utility 
lies in the cost of the electricity produced by the powerplant. The factors which define the cost of 
electricity include the component capital costs and. operating costs, and the cost of fuel. The cost of 
electricity produced by the ICG/FCP is determined by its design point characteristics. The capital 
cost of the powerplant including escalation and interest during construction commensurate with a 
five year lead time comes to $595/kW. For a thirty year plant life, and the 65% capacity factor spec­
ified for the ECAS study, the powerplant capital costs are 18.8 mils/kWh. The fuel costs, based on a 
coal price of $1/10 6 Btu (0.948 $/10 6 kilojoules), and the ICG/FCP thermal efficiency of 50 percent, 
are 6.9 mils/kWh. The operating and maintenance costs, based on estimated individual component 
lives and thirty year overall plant life, are 3.3 mils/kWh. The overall cost of electricity of the ICG/FCF 
is 29.0 mils/kWh. 
The capital costs of the ICG/FCP breakdown as follows: the fuel cell system, including the dc/ac in­
verters, 39 percent; the gasification system,.25 percent; the steam turbine bottoming cycle system, '15 
percent; ano the balance-of-plant costs, 21 percent. 
There exists acapital cost versus efficiency trade-off for the ICG/FCP. Subsequent to selection of 
the ICG/FCP design point, rough cost estimates were made for the systemr. operating at other design 
efficiencies. From this data, an optimization was made between cost of electricity and system heat 
rate or efficiency. Results of this study are shown in Figure 37 and indicate that while the concept­
ual design is near the minimum cost of electricity for the 65 percent capacity factor, a small reduc­
tion in C.O.E. can be made at a slightly lower efficiency point. A design at lower efficiency would 
also reduce materialsconsumption. Rapidincreases in cost occur as efficiency is increased beyond 
the design point because this requires higher cell area. Other capacity factors and fuel costs would 
change the optimum efficiency; designs to meet these other requirements could be based on standard 
fuel cell and gasifier modules. Among the major fuel cell parameters affecting the capital cost com­
ponent of the ICG/FCP -are cell manufacturing costs, cell performance,.and cell life. Decreases in 
cell manufacturing costs can be used to reduce capital cost. The effects of increasing cell perform­
ance-would be similar to those of decreasing manufacturing costs. Increasing cell life would reduce 
cell stack replacement costs and result in lower operating and maintenancecosts. 
Sensitivity studies were undertaken to assess the relative effects of the above paramdters on the pow­
erplant cost of electricity. Figure 38 illustrates that if cell manufacturing costs were to disappear 
totally, a 15 percent decrease in cost of electricity could be realized, while, if the manufacturing 
costs were to double, this would increase the C.O.E. by 15 percent. The other parameters do not 
follow this linear functionalrelationship. For example, in the area of cell performance, a two-fold 
improvement yields only an 7 percent decrease in C.O.E., but the halving of performance would pro­
duce an approximately 14 percent increase in C.O.E. 
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Additionally, performance projections for molten carbonate cells utilizing present-day cell technol­
ogy indicate performance of 85 watts/ft2 (915 watts/meter 2) at ICG/FCP design conditions. If no 
improvement over present performance could be achieved, the C.O.E. would be increased by 7 percen 
In the area of cell life, afour-fold increase in life yields only a 4 percent decrease in C.O.E., while a 
four-fold decrease causes a 17 percent increase. Thus, especially in the areas of cell performance and 
life, it is important that a development effort be made to insure that the ICG/FCP meets its design 
specifications. Moreover since the gains to be realized by improvement in these factors are relatively 
small, the study shows that the design specifications are cost effective. 
3. Fuel Flexibility 
The IGT U-GasTM gasifieris used to convert the raw Illinois No. 6 coal into synthesis gas suitable for 
the molten carbonate fuel cell. This gasifier is designed to operate on Illinois No. 6 coal without pre­
treatment or drying. The Illinois No. 6 coal is mildly caking; however, other more heavily caking coal 
(i.e., Eastern bituminous coals) could be utilized by the U-Gas Process with the addition of pretreat­
ment. Pretreatment consists of feeding the coal through a lock-hopper system to a pretreater, where 
the coal iscontacted with air in a fluidized bed at system pressure and at a temperature of 700' to 
800 F (6440 to 70 0 ' K). This process causes an oxidized "skin" to be produced on the surface of 
crushed coal, eliminating caking during gasification. This pretreatment would cause a reduction in 
gasifier efficiency; therefore, use of more heavily caking coals would result in efficiency reduction in 
the ICG/FCP. Fuel flexibility is enhanced by the compatibility of the molten carbonate fuel cell 
technology with all types of coal gasifier configurations. Ambient pressure gasifiers, for example, 
can be integrated with ambient pressure fuel cells without any inherent decrease in efficiency but 
with an increase in overall powerplant costs because cell performance would be reduced at low pres­
sure. The use of an oxygen blown gasifier may reduce the cost increase for an ambient pressure 
design. 
A range of feedstock coal properties such as fines, ash, moisture, and sulfur can be handled by the 
gasifier unit. (The effects of varying these properties are relatively minor changes in the overall power 
plant efficiency.) Increased moisture content in the coal causes a derating of the crusher, which in­
creases the auxiliary power requirements. Increased sulfur content in the coal increases the duty for 
the iron oxide desulfurizer beds and necessitates mote frequent desulfurFzer recycling. The process 
gas requirements for the sulfur recovery system are also increased, thus reducing the useful gas out­
put for the power cycles of the ICG/FCP. In the case of increased ash, efficiency loss wouldbe 
caused by increased carbon loss in the ash. This carbon represents unconverted fuel which cannot be 
used for power generation in the powerplant. 
4. Siting 
Three major factors which determine the siting flexibility for a powerplant are: (1) the type of fuel 
used and the cost of fuel delivery; (2) the-amount and quality of water used for operation; and (3) 
the degree to which the powerplant impacts on its immediate surrounding in terms of noise, air pollu­
tion emissions, and the need for waste product disposal. 
From a fuels delivery viewpoint, siting flexibility for the ICG/FCP issimilar to other advanced cycles 
which utilize coal as a fuel. Delivery of coal to a powerplant is best performed by railroad car, neces­
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sitating either the location of the powerplant adjacent to an existing railroad line or the cdnstr-dction 
of anew railroad spur to serve the powerplant. 
Since heat rejection for the steam bottoming cycle isby means of an evaporative cooling tower, as 
specified in the ground rules of the study, sites for the ICG/FCP must be near asource of water. How­
ever, the use of indirect cooling towers for ECAS powerplants alleviates the thermal pollution prob­
lems entailed with the use of the once -through or direct water cooling approach, still common among 
many powerplants today. 
If desired, the water requirements of the ICG/FCP can be substantially reduced. The alternate approach 
to the ICG/FCP conceptual design isto integrate agas turbine bottoming cycle with the molten carbon­
ate fuel cell. With this approach, waste heat from the bottoming 6ycle-would be released directly via 
the gas turbine exhaust obviating the need for indirect cooling towers. Since makeup for these towers 
and the steam turbine comprise some 92 percent of the total water requirements, it isquite possible 
that with this alternative-approach, well~water supply could be used and location near abody of water 
would not be necessary. Thus the siting flexibility would be increased. 
The alternate gas turbine bottoming cycle system would also have asmall module block, since gas 
turbines are quite cost effective at small sizes (approximately 50 MWe). The fuel cell/gas turbine 
powerplants could thus be utilized in building blocks as small as 150 MWe, a feature that may well 
increase siting flexibility in land-short areas. These siting features would be achieved at a reduced 
efficiency (45 vs. 50) relative to the conceptual design. 
Siting locations may also be limited by the noise level. The bulk of the ICG/FCP power output is 
produced by the prime cycle fuel cells which are static, noise free devices. Although the ICG/FCP 
contains two major rotating devices, the steam turbine and the gas turbocompressor, the size, and 
thus, the noise output of these units issmall relative to the power rating of the plant. The steam 
turbine produces 34 percent of the powerplant output and in this respect issimilar to the steam 
turbine component of acombined cycle plant. The combined rating of the turbocompressors isonly 
178 MWe so that their size and noise output is relatively low. 
5. Retrofitting Old Steam Plants 
Another aspect of the ICG/FCP siting flexibility involves the potential for retrofitting existing old. 
steam plants with this configuration. Integration of old steam turbines with the ICG/FCP will have 
multiple benefits: firstly, it will serve as avehicle for utilizing existing sites; secondly, it will provide 
asource of new capacity; and thirdly, it will permit an upgrading of the existing capacity. 
The modularity of the ICG/FCP design particularly lends itself to the retrofitting of old steam plants 
into the powerplant. One or more of the four individual fuel cell/gasifier islands can be combined with 
an appropriately sized steam turbine to produce aself sufficient powerplant. At design conditions, 
approximately 35 percent of the power output comes from the steam bottoming cycle. Since a 
string represents approximately 160 MWe of power, steam plants with as low apower rating as 55. 
MWe or any multiple above can be integrated into the-ICG/FCP. 
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The steam conditions in the ICG/FCP are ideal for the retrofit appl[cation, since it is designed to 
provide 2400 psig (16,649 kilpascal) steam at 10000 F (811 0 K) with a single 100 0 F (811°K) reheat 
to the steam turbine. This is made possible because two high temperature sources of sensible heat 
are available. Heat for the primary boiling and superheating is provided by the 13000 F (978°K) 
molten carbonate fuel cell exhaust. The reheat duty is provided by the high temperature 15700 F 
(1128* K) gasifier boiler effluent. I 
The suitability of this approach for any given existing plant depends on the specific plant design,
 
plant age, land availability, etc.
 
6. Duty Cycle Flexibility 
The load following characteristics of the ICG/FCP are determined by the characteristics of each of 
the three major subsystems of the integrated plant, i.e., the fuel cell, the gasifier and the steam 
turbine. 
The response of the prime cycle fuel cells to changes in load is instantaneous, since the changes to 
fuel cell output power are made by changing power density at constant temperature. 
The inverters, designed to convert fuel cell dc output into ac power, are solid-state devices whose no 
load to full load response time is set by the magnetics time constant and is less than 0.25 seconds. 
The steam turbine bottoming cycle, which depends on fuel cell waste heat as its energy source, will 
follow the fuel cell load changes due to-the reduction in fuel cell waste heat at part power. In fact, 
the steam plant output will be reduced by a greater percentage than the fuel cell power due to the 
increased fuel cell efficiency and the attendent reduction in fuel cell waste heat. 
The IGT U-GasTM coal gasifier is designed to operate as a load-following unit with a turndown rating 
up to 50 percent of the full capacity of-the gasifier. The changes in gasifier throughput are achieved by 
a combination of gas velocity, temperature and steam/coal and air/coal ratios. Initial investigations at 
IGT have suggested that the gasifier product gas heating value is reduced by less than ten percent 
through a capacity change from a full load to 50 percent load. A more detailed investigation of the 
gasifier in combination with the other plant components is required before a definite strategy of 
load fbllowing can be developed. However, the unit train concept of the powerplant should make 
it possible to achieve reduction in plant capacity by taking an entire train out of production. 
An important factor in assessing the duty cycle flexibility of a powerplant is its' part-load efficiency 
characteristics. Rough part-power thermodynamic analysis indicates that the efficiency vs. load curve 
for the overall powerplant is relatively flat. This is due to the combination of the part-power efficien­
cy characteristics of both the fuel cell and the steam turbine with some additional, effects due to the 
greater impact of auxiliary parasite power requiremerits at part power. The fuel cell actually becomes 
more efficient at part load (acharacteristic not found in Carnot cycles); additionally, its available 
heat sources are reduced for reasons discussed above. A more detailed part load analysis, beyond the 
scope of this study, is necessary to assess the effects of turndown on the ICG/FCP. 
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An additional factor in assessing the duty cycle flexibility isthe time required for getting the power­
plant on load from ahot or cold condition. The coal gasifier can be shut off for periods up to 48 
hours and restarted very quickly. The fuel cells can be restarted from a hot condition (defined as any 
time up to 48 hours after shutdown) in amaximum of two hours. Thus, with a two hour maximum 
time required for ahot start, the'lCG/FCP would offer agood potential for intermediate use. The 
time needed for acold start of the ICG/FCP isestimated to be aminimum of twelve hours. This 
time isdetermined by the'heatup rates of the gasifiers and fuel cells. Although this time period is 
comparable to that required for conventional coal-fired steam plants, considerable energy will be 
required for acold start, consisting of the heat equivalent power input to the ICG/FCP. Thus, it 
would be advantageous to thermally cycle the ICG/FCP as little as possible. 
7. Operation and Control 
The procedure utilized for operation and control of the ICGIFCP has been described in Section Ill H 
of the main text of the report. The major impact of the operation and control on the implementa­
tion of the design isthat no special operator skills, over and above those required for operation of 
conventional powerplants, are required. 
8. Maintenance 
The ICG/FCP iscomposed of four trains or strings, each of which contains 24 fuel cell pressure ves­
sels, two gasifiers, two steam generators, one fuel cell turbocompressor and one gasifier turbocompres­
sor, along with other ancillary components. Only the steam turbine portion of the plant isnot modu­
lar due to the performance and cost penalties which would be associated with multiple small steam 
turbines.
 
The modular nature of the powerplant permits maintenance on asection of the powerplant without 
interrupting the power output capability of the remaining sections of the powerplant. The mainten­
ance procedures and schedules for the ICG/FCP can be established to maximize the availability of 
the powerplant. 
The maintenance tasks for the coal gasifier and bottoming cycle portion of the powerplant will be 
similar to those required for conventional steam plants and combined cycle units with gasifiers. The 
major maintenance task in the fuel cell section involves the overhaul of the cell stacks at the end of 
their useful life. The present approach for this task would be to remove the used stacks and replace 
them with new factory assembled units. This approach minimizes field labor and associated costs for 
the major overhaul. 
With the present maintenance approach, the ICG/FCP should not impose any additional burden on 
the skilled labor requirements for the maintenance crews. 
With the exception of the fuel cell stacks, the cost of maintenance for the ICG/FCP powerplant 
should be similar to the costs for conventional steam plants or combined cycle powerplants with coal 
gasifiers. The fuel cell overhaul represents approximately 36 percent of the total maintenance cost. 
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9. Reliability and Availability Potential 
The modular concept of the ICG/FCP permits partial power operation during individual outages in 
either the coal gasification, fuel cell, or turbocompressor subsystems. Only a major failure of the steam 
turbine could cause a powerplant shutdown. This possibility can be avoided if cooling tower capacity 
issufficient to remove all of the fuel cell waste heat. With this contingency, the powerplant could 
remain in operation at reduced efficiency and output. The additional capital cost expenditure in­
volved with this option has been estimated at $13/kW of output power. 
Fuel cells possess an inherent overload capability which can be utilized to make up apower deficit 
caused by failed cells. In the event of random cell failures, the remaining cells are operated at in­
creased power densities and lower cell voltages. The decreased cell voltage reduces the cell efficiency 
and consequently, the overall efficiency is somewhat lower. For the ICG/FCP, full power operation 
is possible with up to 10 percent random fuel cell failures. 
Redundant components are included in the design to avoid forced shutdowns.of the ICG/FCP caused 
by failures of pumps, conveyors, and similar type equipment. This equipment represents a minor 
increase in powerplant capital costs to effect a substantial increase in powerplant availability. 
Studies were performed at PSD to assess the availability potential of the ICG/FCP. The effects of 
both corrective and preventive maintenance procedures on the availability of the powerplant were 
evaluated. The conceptual design is modular and most failures or planned maintenance actions affect 
only a portion of the powerplant. A power profile showing percent available power vs. percent time 
was generated for two cases representing a range of possible component downtimes. Figure 39 illus­
trates that the range of equivalent power availability is84 to 88 percent. Equivalent power availabil­
ity is defined as maximum kWh which could be delivered in a period divided by powerpiant rating 
and by clock time. These values fall slightly short of the NASA goal of 90 percent availability. 
The major factor limiting the availability of the ICG/FCP is the steam turbine bottoming cycle. Due 
to the steam turbine not being modular, (only one is incorporated into the ICG/FCP due to the cost 
ineffectiveness of small steam turbines), afailure of this single component can cause shutdown of 
the entire plant. The major preventive maintenance performed on the ICG/FCP involves annual 
maintenance which requires shutdown of the powerplant. With regard to auxiliary, balance-of-plant 
components, the philosophy was adopted that the loss of any one auxiliary unit of equipment shall 
not reduce the availability of the generating units below that set by the major components. This is 
accomplished by the use of multiple, redundant or excess capacity units for each of the auxiliary 
units. 
Several approaches for increasing the availability potential of the ICG/FCP have been identified. One 
involves the adoption of the alternate gas turbine bottoming cycle system. This would enhance the 
modularity of the powerplant, removing the major item that is not modular; i.e., the steam turbine. 
Thus an improvement in powerplant availability would be expected, since the powerplant would no 
longer have to be shutdown due to the failure of asingle component. An additional alternative is 
to include additional cooling tower capacity in the baseline steam turbine bottoming ICG/FCP. This 
would permit operation of the prime cycle fuel cellswithout the bottomer in the event of steam cycle 
failure although at much reduced overall system efficiency. Studies indicate that with this option, a 
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91 percent power availability could be achieved, meeting the NASA goal of 90 percent availability. 
This option would entail a nominal capital cost increase of $13/kW. 
TWO GRAPHS REPRESENT THE RANGE OF POSSIELE COMPONENT DOWNTIMES 
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Figure 39 - Power Profile 
C. NATIONAL INTEREST FACTORS 
The implementation factors discussed in this section have an impaut on both the technical and elec­
tric utility application factors. They are also important from a national interest standpoint since 
they influence the air quality, and the requirements for and allocation of natural resources such as 
fuel, land, and water. 
1. Environmental Intrusion and Constraints 
The ICG/FCP operating on Illinois No. 6 coal will have emissions of sulfur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen 
and particulates. The estimated level of these emissions meets or betters the emissions standards for 
solid fueled powerplants. Several approaches are available for reducing the emissions to the Target 
"1,2 pr 3 goals listed in Appendix I-B with modest penalties in capital cost and/or heat rate. 
The estimated level of sulfur dioxide emissions from the ICG/FCP is 0.74 lb S02 /106 Btu (3.18 kilo­
grams S02 /kilojoule). The emissions are contained in two exhaust streams. The exhaust from the 
Allied Chemical sulfur recovery plant contains 73 percent of the SO2 emission while the remaining 
27 percent is contained in the fuel cell exhaust (specifically the exhaust from the economizer). This 
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level of emission is lower than the sulfur dioxide gaseous emission standards for solid fueled power­
plants of 1.2 lb S02/106 Btu (5.16 kilograms S02/kilojoule),-but it exceeds-theTarget 1, 2 and 3 
goals for S02 emissions from solid fueled powerplants. 
Various approaches to reduce the sulfur dioxide emissions to meet the Target 3 goals have been 
identified. Addition of a tail gas cleanup subsystem downstream of the Allied Chemical plant could 
remove on the order of 90 percent of the sulfur dioxide emissions from the sulfur recovery subsystem. 
The tail gas cleanup system would increase capital cost by $13/kW and reduce overall sulfur dioxide 
emissions to 0.25 lb S02/106 Btu (1.08 kilograms S02 /kilojoule). This reduction, while significant,
is not sufficient to meet the Target 1 goals. 
Regenerable zinc oxide adsorption beds can be added downstream of the iron oxide desulfurizer 
beds to remove the bulk of the emissions whidh appear in the fuel cell exhaust gases of the ICG/FCP.
The incorporation of these zinc oxide beds in addition to the tail gas cleanup system could reduce 
sulfur dioxide emissions to 0.04 lb S02/109 Btu (0.17 kilogram SO2/kilojoule), a level that would 
meet Target 3 goals. Addition of the zinc oxide beds would entail a small additional cost expendi­
ture of S0.4/kW. 
The estimated oxides of nitrogen emission levels for the ICG/FCP are lower than the Target 3 
goals. The emission level of 0.03 lb N02J10 6 Btu (0.13 kilogram N0 2 /kilojoule) represents a max­
imum thermodynamic limit for NOx formation in the fuel cell catalytic burner. In actuality, the 
emission levels could be considerably lower, since kinetics would probably indicate lower NOx yields
than attained at thermodynamic equilibrium. The very low NOx emission levels from the ICG/FCP 
are due to low temperatures in the catalytic combustor, This low temperature is a result of the 
dilute nature of the anode exhaust, which consists of low Btu gasifier product gas from which 85 
percent of the combustibles have already been utilized in the fuel cell. Another possible source of 
NOx emissions could be from the combustion of by-product ammonia gas from the coal gasifier. 
Since ammonia production is very low, the effect on NOx emissions is negligible. 
Maximum particulate emissions from the ICG/FCP have been estimated at 0.09 lb/1 06 Btu (0.39
kilogram/kilojoule). This maximum estimate would meet the present standard of 0.1 lb/ 06,Btu 
(0.43 kilogram/kilojoule), but it-is considerable above the Target 3 goal of 0.001 lb/lO6 Btu (0.004
kilogram/kilojoule). Particulate emissions from the lCG/FCP appear as carryover from the gasifier
cyclones. Experimental data indicates that this carryover consists of one grain of particulates per
standard cubic foot of gasifier effluent. These emissions have-been determined to have the same 
composition as the feedstock and are, therefore, approximately 10 percentash or particulates. The 
particulate emission estimate isbased on the assumption that ash is not removed in either the iron 
oxide desulfurizer beds or in the Allied Chemical sulfur recovery unit. Bench scale data, based on 
experiments performed at IGT, indicated that all of the ash wouldbe removed in the iron ox de beds. 
Experimental data on large-scale equipment is required to confirm this data. Therefore, the ,.asump­
tion of near zero particulate emissions was not made for the ICG/FCP design. 
Actual particulate emissions levels depend on a number of factors which have yet to be totally con­
firied. First, the efficiency of ash removal by the high temperature cyclones has yet to be finally.
determined; second, the effectiveness of the iron oxide beds in trapping particulates has yet to be 
demonstrated on a large-scale rig; and last, the effectiveness of the sulfur recovery unit in'cleaning up 
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particulate matter has not been determined. The net effect of these factors should tend to reduce the 
emission level below the values estimated for the ICG/FCP. 
In addition, if the alternative low temperature desulfurization approach isselected for the ICG/FCP, 
the particulates would be reduced to low levels, since the removal of particulates can be achieved by 
contacting the particulate containing gases with the liquid washes. Thus Target 3 goals on particu­
late emissions from the ICG/FCP could be met with only aslight (1percent) decrease in powerplant 
efficiency. 
Any trace element emissions from the ICG/FCP result from the coal gasification process. An EPA­
sponsored program at IGT indicated that the trace element emissions from coal gasification to high 
Btu gas are less than the emissions resulting from the environmentally acceptable direct combustion 
of coal (Reference 11). 
The appearance of trace elements in the fuel gas depends to a large extent on the relative volatility 
or boiling point of these elements or their associated compounds. Ligher, lower boiling point elements 
or compounds will tend to volatize and appear in the fuel product gas. Heavier, non-volatile elements 
will more likely agglomerate with the ash and be removed as part of the powerplant solid waste. 
Inthe IGT U-GasTM gasifier design, trace element removal with the ash would be probable since 
slagging temperatures are not approached in the gasifier. The ash agglomerating temperature of 
1900'F (1311 K) is far lower than the slagging temperature of 28000 F (181 10K) leading to a low­
er degree of volatization of trace elements. 
Actual trace element carryover has not been established, and experimental data will be required to 
determine the degree of this carryover from the gasifier and desulfurizer. 
If trace elements should prove to be aproblem, an alternative approach to fuel cleanup isthe utiliza­
tion of a low-temperature desulfurization scheme. Low-temperature desulfurization processes are 
more likely to clean up volatized trace elements in the gasifier product gas since vapor pressures are 
sufficiently low at the low desulfurization temperatures to cause condensation of the trace elements. 
2. Efficiency and Fuel Conservation Potential 
The ICG/FCP isdesigned to operate at 49.6% overall thermal efficiency (heating value of net plant 
electrical power output/higher heating values of coal feed stock) at rated power conditions. 
To assess the coal conservation potential associated with implementation of the ICG/FCP design, 
its fuel usage should be compared to that of aconventional coal fired powerplant, designed to meet 
present pollution standards with Illinois No. 6 coal. Coal fired steam plants typically operate at a full 
power efficiency of about 36 percent overall. Use of the ICG/FCP in place of the steam plant would 
result in a 28 percent savings in coal usage, if both were operated at equal capacity factors. Of course, 
the actual fuel conservation potential of the ICG/FCP would depend upon its usage and'the genera­
tion mixture within the particular utility. 
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If desired, higher efficiencies can be achieved with the ICG/FCP at some capital expense. Two ap­
proaches can be considered for improving efficiency. The first is within the technology projections 
for the ICG/FCP, while the secondinvolves-technology advances in fuel cell-and gasifier technology. 
Fuel cell efficiency can be increased, without any changes in cell technology, by increasing the rated 
power design cell operating voltage (Figure 14). This involves a decrease in fuel cell design power 
density; thus more cell area is required to produce a unit of power, and capital cost increases. (See 
Figure 37 for effect on C.O.E.) It is an inherent characteristic of the fuel cell that it can be designed
for a range of efficiencies at rated power with variance only in the capital cost of the powerplant. 
Thus, unlike Carnot cycle powerplants, (where the maximum design efficiency is limited by materials 
technology), an efficiency/capital cost trade-off exists for the fuel cell for a given technology level 
and efficiency can be selected to reflect current fuel prices without changing powerplant technology. 
The second approach to increasing ICG/FCP efficiency is to develop advanced fuel cell technology. 
While increasing efficiency with the current technology involved an increased capital cost investment,' 
advancing fuel cell technology would require additional investment in research and development. 
With additional funding, cell performance could be increased, which would allow for efficiency 
improvement over the conceptual design without capital cost increase, or could provide for even 
further efficiency increase with a smaller corresponding capital cost increase than would be possible 
with the conceptual design. 
Additionally, higher powerplant efficiencies could be obtained using higher temperature fuel cells in­
tegrated with more advanced gasification processes. 
3. Natural Resource Requirements 
The natural resources required for the implementation of the lCG/FCP design include coal to fuel 
the powerplant; water for cooling and processing; and land for siting the powerplant. Since the de­
sulfurization process is regenerable, there is no requirement for waste disposal from this process. 
At rated power of 635 MW, coal consumption is 202.5 tons per hour (51.03 kilograms/second), or 
a specific fuel consumption of 0.63 pound per kilowatt-hour (0.29 kilogram/kW). The 49.6 percent 
overall efficiency for the ICG/FCP offers 50 percent conservation of this natural resource relative 
to present technology plants, with efficiencies in the 33 percent range. 
Water is required in the ICG/FCP for cooling and as process feed in the coal gasification step. The 
total water requirement at rated power is 0.4 gallon per kilowatt-hour (0.0015 meters3 /kWh). Ninety 
percent of this requirement is make-up water for the cooling tower subsystem; the remainder is used 
primarily to provide the process water for the gasifier (0.03 gallon per kilowatt-hour) (11'4 x 10-6 
meters3 /kW) and make-up for the steam turbine (0.009 gallon per kilowatt-hour) (34.1 x 10,6 met­
ers3 /kWh). 
Wet cooling towers were used in the ICG/FCP design, as specified by NASA as a ground rule for the 
ECAS study.' There are three major sources of water loss inherent in the use of wet cooling towers. 
The first is evaporation into the cooling air; the second iswater blowdown, a procedure by which 
water is intentionally discharged from the system to control concentration of salts and other impur­
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ities in the cooling water; and the third is drift loss which iswater lost from the tower as-liquid drop­
lets entrained in the air. 
An approach for limiting water usage in the ICG/FCP is to replace the evaporative cooling towers by 
dry cooling towers. Dry towers, although widply used in Europe, have not been used in U.S. power­
plants due to the penalty in both powerplant initial cost and efficiency that their use entails. Their 
advantage, of course, is in the siting flexibility provided by the fact that large quatities of make-up 
water would not be required with their use. 
Dry cooling towers generally have greater first capital cost due to the poor heat transfer characteristics 
of air as a cooling medium. Their cost can range anywhere from two to three times that of evaporative 
cooling towers. 
The land reqluirement for the ICG/FCP is20 acres per 100 megawatts'(809.4 meters2/MW) of plant 
capacity. This requirement includes the land for the plant and the storage area for the sixty day coal 
supply. The coal storage area accounts for a significant portion of the total land requirement. This 
could be reduced by either increasing the height of the coal piles, or reducing.the amount of coal 
storage below the sixty day requirement. 
The ICG/FCP has a minimal impact on natural resources requirements, relative to conventional options,
since it has a high conversion efficiency. This reduces both'the coal consumption and the amount 
of make-up-water required for the wet cooling towers. Further substantial reductions could be made 
in the water requirement through the use of dry cooling towers. This would however, cause a mod­
erate increase in the overall plant capitalcost. 
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VIII STUDY RESULTS 
The conceptual design and implementation assessment indicate the following potential features of an 
integrated coal gasifier/molten carbonate fuel cell powerplant: 
* 	This concept offers the potential of very high electric generation efficiency (49.6 percent) 
because of the high efficiency of the electrochemical prime cycle and the effective utilization 
of high quality waste heat in an integrated steam bottoming cycle. Consequently resource 
requirements are low relative to conventional steam powerplants. 
o 	The relatively high.efficiency coupled with modular design result in competitive powerplant 
capital cost ($595/kW) and busbar cost of power (29 mils/kWh) which can be achieved in 
plant ratings as low as 635 MW. 
* 	The estimated pollution levels are lower than solid fuel standards and could be reduced fur­
ther with moderate cost impact. 
* 	The modular nature of the plant results in an estimated energy availability of 84 to 88 percent. 
* 	Technology issues which must be resolved with this technology include fuel cell performance 
and endurance, and operation of the cell at pressure with gasifier/cleanup system products. 
* 	The modular character of fuel celi powerplants permits addressing technology issues in small 
scale research cells or cell stacks. Full scale dc powerplant'modules are rated at 4.5 MW, and 
can be demonstrated with 5 ton/hour gasifiers. 
* 	 The estimated development program cost is $715 million (1975 dollars), including $642
million for demonstration of a complete 635 MW powerplant. The demonstration could be 
completed in mid 1985. The first commercially designed powerplant could be on line in
 
early 1989.
 
* 	 An alternative design employing a gas turbine bottoming cycle has somewhat lower efficiency 
(45 percent) but could be constrUcted in 145 MW plants. The potential reduced plant size 
coupled with reduced water requirements improve siting flexibility relative to the conceptual 
desiqn powerplant. (Appendix I1) 
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IX CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The conceptual design and implementation assessment identified several features of the Integrated
Coal Gasifier - Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Powerplant. These features include the potential for 
high efficiency, good economic characteristics, and ahigh degree of system modularity. The major 
factors influencing these design features are discussed below. 
The overall coal pile to busbar efficiency of the conceptual design powerplant is49.6 percent. This 
high efficiency isthe result of the high efficiency fuel cell prime cycle utilized in the powerplant. 
Fuel cells are electrochemical energy conversion devices and are not, therefore, limited to Carnot 
efficiency. The chemical energy conversion efficiency of the conceptual design fuel cell is45 per­
cent, based on the ratio of the gross ac power output of the cycle to the higher heating value of the 
fuel gases fed to the cycle. Because the fuel cells are not Carnot limited, this efficiency isnot de­
pendent on ahigh temperature heat source, nor is it dependent on the absolute difference of the heat 
source and heat sink available. Since the fuel cell waste heat isavailable at the cell operating tempera­
ture, it can be utilized at high efficiency in aCarnot engine bottoming cycle. The waste heat condi­
tions are especially well suited for use in asteam cycle, permitting use of conventionally available 
units. 
Since the fuel cell isnot an expansion-device, the fuel cell exhaust streams are available at the operating 
pressure of the cell, This could permit expansion of pressurized fuel cell exhaust in aturbocompressor 
to provide the energy of compression for both the fuel cell and gasifier process air requirements. Thus, 
no parasitic electric power would be required for these two compression duties. Another aspect of 
operating the fuel cells at pressure isthat the high quality cell waste heat would be available in pres­
surized gas streams. This offers the potential of improved heat transfer characteristics and, therefore, 
smaller heat transfer equipment for transferring heat between the-energy cycles. 
The high powerplant efficiency impacts on the system economics of the conceptual design by decreas­
ing the upstream coal processing costs. The high efficiency of the powerplant would require less 
coal per kilowatt-hour to be processed' which could result in smaller and lower'cost coal handling, 
gasification, and gas cleanup facilities. High efficiency could also reduce heat rejection costs. 
The integrated coal gasifier-fuel cell conceptual design powerplant isamodular designed system which 
could impact favorably on the development requirements and the economic and operating character­
istics of the powerplant. Modularity isan inherent characteristic of electrochemical devices such as 
the fuel cell because increased power isobtained simply by increasing total cell area. The unit cell 
forms a repeating element and isthe modular building block of the fuel cell energy conversion device. 
Operating and endurance characteristics can be demonstrated in small single cells. The complete
fuel cell module for this powerplant design isonly 4.5 MW, and could fully demonstrate the opera­
tional characteristics of the fuel cell power section design. 
The modular characteristic of the fuel cell could permit the unit cells to be mass produced and tested 
at a factory prior to rail transportation to the powerplant site. Designing the gasification, gas cleanup,
and turbocompressor equipment of the powerplant to be modular, as discussed in Sections III-C and 
III-D, could result in a powerplant with ahigh degree of factory fabrication and decreased site con­
struction costs. 
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APPENDIX I 
INPUT GROUND RULES PROVIDED BY NASA 
The following sections of Appendix I provide adetailed description of several of the input ground 
rules provided by NASA and common forall of the ECAS Phase 11 studies. All of the ground rules 
are summarized in Section Il-B of the report. The following appendixes are included in Appendix 1: 
Appendix I-A ECAS Coal Properties 
Appendix I-B Emission Standards and Target Goals 
Appendix I-C Critical Materials List 
Appendix I-D Escalation and Interest Cost Factors 
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APPENDIX I-A 
ECAS COAL-PROPERTIES 
Illinois No. 6 
(Macoupin County) 
.Reference BOM TP - 641 
Higher Heating Value (As Received) 
10,788 Btu/Ib 
Proximate Analysis (As Received) 
Moisture 13.0 
Volatile 36.7 
Fixed Carbon 40.7 
Ash 9.6 
Ultimate Analysis (As Received) 
Ash 9.6 
Sulfur 3.9 
Hydrogen 5.9 
Carbon 59.6 
Nitrogen 1.0 
Oxygen 20.0 
Grindability H. G.I. 
Range 52-66
 
Average 55
 
Free Swelling Index 
Range 1-6.5
 
Averag 4.5
 
1-2 
Ash Analysis, % 
SiO 2 
A12 0 3 
Fe2 0 3 
TiO 2 
P2 05 
CaO 

MgO 

Na2 0 

-'K20 
S03 
Ash Fusability 
Initial Deformation 
Temperature 0F 
Softening (Average) 
Temperature 0F 
Fluid Temperature OF 
Trace Element Analy/sis, 
ppm inCoal 
Beryllium 

Fluorine' 

Arsenic 

Selenium
 
Cadmium
 
Mercury 

Lead 

Boron 

Vanadium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Nickel 

Copper 

Zinc 

Gallium 
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APPENDIX I-A (Cont'd.) 
46.6 
19.3 
20.8 
0.8 
0.24 
7.7 
0.9 
0.2 
1.7 
2.4 
1990- 2130 
1979 
2090 - 2440 
0.6-7.6 
50-167 
8-45 
0.04-0.49 
8-14 
13-198 
8.7-67 
5-54 
1.2-10 
5-37 
3.1-25 
0-53 
1.5-8 
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APPENDIX I-A (Cont'd.) 
Trace Element Analysis,
 
ppm in Coal (Cont'd.)
 
Germanium 0.4-27
 
Molybdenum 0.6-8.5
 
Tin 0.1-5
 
Yttrium 1-13
 
Lanthanum 0.2-24
 
Uranium 10
 
Trace Element Analysis
 
%W in Ash
 
Lithium .017-.039
 
Scandium .007-008
 
Manganese .020-.062
 
Strontium .058-.070
 
Barium .029-.047
 
Ytterbium .0003-.0011
 
Bismuth .0001-.0002
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APPENDIX I-B
 
EMISSIONS STANDARDS AND TARGET GOALS
 
Emissions standards applicable to integrated gasifier plants are the solid fuel standards. The
 
solid fuel standards (base) and targets for sensitivity investigations are as follows:
 
Emissions (lbs/million Btu heat input) 
Pollutant Base Target 1 Target 2 Target 3 
SOx 1.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 
NOx 0.7 0.3 0.12 0.12 
Particulates* 0.1 0.01 0.005 0.001 
Hydrocarbons - 0.01 0.01 0.01 
CO - 0.04 0.02 0.02 
*For Targets 1, 2, and 3 particulates are specified as smaller than 1 micron. 
'-5
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CRITICAL MATERIALS LIST
 
Aluminum Nickel 
Chromium Platinum 
Cobalt Tin 
Columbium Titanium 
Copper Tungsten 
Manganese Vanadium 
Mercury Zirconium 
Molybdenum 
I-b 
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APPENDIX I-D 
ESCALATION AND INTEREST COST FACTORS 
(Escalation + Interest = Total) 
Annual Rates: 6.5% Escalation, 10% Interest 
Years 1 ) Escalation Interest(2) Total 
0.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.5 1.018 1.022 1.040 
1.0 1.037 1.044 1.081 
1.5 1.056 1.069 1.125 
2.0 1.076 1,094' 1.170 
2.5 1.096 1.122 1.218
 
3.& 1.116 1.151 1.267
 
3.5 1.137 1,182 1.319 
4.0 1.158 1.214 1.372 
4.5 1.179 1.249 1.428 
5.0 1.202 1.285 1.487 
5.5 1.224 1.324 1.648 
6.0 1.247 1.365 1.612 
6.5 1.270 1.409 1.679 
7.0 1.294 1.454 1.748
 
7,5 1.319 1.503 1.822
 
8.0 1.344 1.554 1.898 
8.5 1.369 1.609 1.978 
9.0 1.395 1.666 2.061 
9.5 1.422 1.726 2.148 
10.0 1.449 1.790 2.239 
(1)Time from start of design to first commercial service. 
(2) Interest on escalated amount. 
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APPENDIX II 
ALTERNATIVE DESIGN DESCRIPTION 
Substitution of agas turbine bottoming cycle for the steam turbineused in the conceptual design was 
e/aluated under aseparate contract (EPRI Research Project RP114- see reference 14). In that 
evaluation, the gasifiers, clean-up system and fuel cell modules were assumed to be the same as those 
used in the conceptual design and described in Section IIl. A discussion of this alternative design and 
its features are included here to provide context for discussions of the R&D Program Plan and Imple­
mentation Assessment in Sections VII and VIII. 
A. Description of Alternative Design" 
Figure I I-A shows the bases for the alternative powerplant design relative to the conceptual design de­
scribed in Section Ill. Inthe alternative powerplant design the major change involves the substitution 
of agas turbine-generator bottoming cycle for the steam cycle utilized in the conceptual design. Fuel 
cell waste heat isused to heat compressed air which isexpanded through aturbine. The turbine powers 
its own compressor and and an electric generator. Since waste heat isnot used as effectively, the altern­
ative design has lower powerplant efficiency than the steam turbine bottoming cycle approach. Over­
all powerplant efficency is45 percent compared to 50 percent for the conceptual design. 
* UTILIZE ECAS DESIGN DATA AND RESULTS
 
WHEREVER POSSIBLE
 
* SAME PHYSICAL AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS FOR
 
THE GASIFIERS, GAS CLEANUP, AND FUEL CELL MODULES
 
AS CONCEPTUAL DESIGN POWERPLANT
 
* TURBOCOMPRESSOR COMPONENT EFFICIENCY INCREASED
 
RELATIVE TO CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
 
* SUBSTITUTES GAS TURBINE BOTTOMING CYCLE
 
FOR STEAM BOTTOMER
 Figure II-A 
* MODIFICATION OF WASTE HEAT REMOVAL EQUIPMENT AND Basis for Alternative Design

BALANCE-OF-PLANT EQUIPMENT CONSISTENT WITH
 
BOTTOMING CYCLE APPROACH
 
To provide agood basis for comparison with the conceptual design and to minimize effort, the coal 
handling, gasifiers, clean-up systems and fuel cell modules of the conceptual design were utilized in 
the alternative design. Turbocompressor component efficiency was increased because, unlike the 
cohceptual design, higher turbocompressor efficiency isof benefit with agas turbine bottoming cycle 
powerplant design. A gas turbine, bottoming cycle was incorporated into each gasifier-fuel cell train. 
This is possible because the gas turbine equipment isnot so sensitive to scale as the steam turbine 
equipment. Having a bottoming cycle with each of the four gasifier-fuel cell trains minimizes inter 
island piping, provides higher plant reliability, and permits the use of one train as acomplete power­
plant. 
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B. Comparison of Alternative Design Characteristics to Conceptual Design 
Figure II-B compares the characteristics of the alternative design to the conceptual design. As indica­
ted previously, the gas turbine bottoming cycle cannot utilize fuel cell waste heat as effectively and 
consequently its efficiency is45 percent compared to the 50 percent efficiency achieved by the con-
ceptualI-design. 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN (STEAM TURBINE 
BOTTOMING) 
OVERALL THERMAL 50% [HEAT RATE 
EFFICIENCY = 6850 BTU/KWH) 
POWERPLANT RATING 635 MW 
POWERPLANT LEAD TIME 5 YRS 
CAPITAL COST $595/KW 
BUSBAR COST @ O65 CAPACITY 29 
FACTOR AND $1/106 BTU COAL MILLS/KWH 
WATER REQUIREMENTS 0 4 GAL/KWH 
RELATIVE GASEOUS 
EMISSIONS/10 6 BTU 1.0 
"Al 578 84W 
ALTERNATE DESIGN (GAS TURBINE 
BOTTOMING)
 
45% (HEAT RATE 
= 7580 BTU/KWHI 
145 - 578MW 
4 YRS 
$575/KW * 
30 
MILLS/KWH 
0.07 GAL/KWH 
1.0 
Figure Il-B 
Comparison of Powerplant 
Characteristics 
Because the alternative design uses the same coal processing equipment, gasifiers, and fuel cell modules 
the lower efficiency reduces output power from 635 MW for the conceptual design to 578 MW for the 
alternative design. However, the 578 MW isassociated with acomplete plant based on all four of the 
gasifier-fuel cell trains. Because each gasifier-fuel cell train has its own bottoming cycle with the altern 
ative design, a plant as small as 145 MW could be constructed using the same building blocks except 
for the c6al handling and sulfur recovery systems. Efficiency would remain the same at 145 MW, but 
specific cost ($/kW) will increase slightly becauseof higher specific costs for coal handling and sulfur 
recovery equipment. 
Because the alternative design uses agas turbine bottoming cycle and'because the steam bottoming 
cycle was the pacing item for the conceptual design lead time, powerplant lead time isexpected-to 
be reduced from 5 years to 4 years for the alternative design. The reduced need for site construction 
will also contribute to this improvement. Because of the shorter lead time, escalation and interest 
during construction are lower for the alternative design and slightly lower plant capital cost isob­
tained. This lower capital cost does not offset increased fuel costs associated with lower efficiency 
and'busbar cost of power increases slightly for the conceptual design. 
The alternative design does not require a cooling tower and therefore, as shown in Figure I I-B, water 
requirements are only 18 percent of those of the conceptual design, and-siting flexibility is improved. 
Because the alternative design is based on the same coal specification and fuel processing equipment, 
emissions measured on the basis of pollution per fuel heating value are the same. 
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The potential for smaller complete unit powerplant sizes (145 MW) using the alternative design pro­
vides advantages in development program schedule and cost, as discussed in Section VI. A shorter 
program schedule is possible using the alternative design as the demonstration powerplant. In this 
case, construction of the demonstration powerplant is reduced by one year which permits completion 
of demonstration testing and initiates construction of the first commercial powerplant one year 
earlier in the program. This approach permits the first commercialiy-designed powerplant using the 
conceptual design with the steam bottoming cycle to be on line in early 1988, one year earlier than 
the schedule presented in Section VI. In addition, if the first commercially-designed powerplant 
were to use the alternative design, the design/construction time of the commercial unit is reduced, 
permitting the powerplant to be on line as early as 1987. 
Use of the alternative design could also reduce program development cost. Use of the alternative de­
sign at the 145 MW level as the demonstration powerplant in the RD&D program would reduce the 
cost of the Phase IV Demonstration Plant to 202 million dollars (1975 dollars), for a savings of 440 
million dollars as compared to Phase IV of the RD&D program presented in Section VI. The cost 
summary of the RD&D program by Phase by year using the alternative design as the demonstration 
powerplant is presented in Table Il-A. It should be noted that the Task breakdowns of Phases I-Ill 
are identical to those presented in Section VI with respect to both schedule and funding. The as­
sumptions used in estimating the RD&D program cost presented in Table Il-A are identical to those 
listed in Section VI, with the following exceptions for costing the demonstrator powerplant: 
1. 	 The gas turbine bottoming cycle with its associated balance-of-plant equipment is at 
commercial unit cost. 
2. 	 Coal handling and sulfur recovery equipment,due to their reduced ratings, are added to 
the Hit of components costed 50 percent higher than commercial unit cost. 
These assumptions result in specific material and site labor costs ($/kW) for the 145 MW demonstra­
tion plant which are 62 percent higher than for a commercial plant using the alternative design. 
Other advantages due to the potential of smaller powerplant sizes using the alternative design include 
siting flexibility, powerplant availability, system reserve margin, and utility load growth matching. 
These topics re discussed in Section VII. 
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TABLE 11-A, 
PHASE 
PROGRAM COST SUMMARY rv 1975-DOLLARS 
(WITH ALTERNATIVE DESIGN -DEMONSTRATION PLANT), 
1976 1977z.' 1978 1979 1980 198,1 1982 1983 1984 1985, 
TOTAL $'s 
1975 ESCALATED. 
I Confirm Component -
Technology & Design 
3 8 :3 - - -­ $14- - 16 
II Scale Up to Prototype 
Hardware 
7 18 25 33 
IIDC Module Testing 
With Pilot Gasifier 
14 11 6 1 1 1 -- 34 48 
SUBTOTAL a 10 20 11 10 9 1 1 -- 73 97 
V 145 MW Demonstrator 
Plant 
1 6 23 40 49 49 28 6 - - 202 307 
TOTAL 3 9 16 55 'T51 55 50 29 7 - - $275 404 
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APPENDIX IV 
DESCRIPTION OF CELL ANALYTICAL-MODEL 
In EPRI project RP1 14, a mathematical model of the molten carbonate fuel cell was developed 
(Reference 14), and is presentedcherein. 
The molten carbonate fuel cell produces direct current electrical power by the electrochemical com­
bination of hydrogen and oxygen. The half-cell reactions are: 
Anode H2 + CO§ H2 0 + CO 2 + 2e-
Cathode 1/2 02 + C 2 + 2e- -, - CO 
Overall 1/2 02 + H2 H20 
Separate anode and cathode computer programs simulate the performance of porous, sintered gas
diffusion electrodes as functions of reactant gas composition and utilization, cell operating tempera­
ture, electrolyte composition and the electrode structural and catalytic properties. The models for 
the anode and cathode are combined with experimentally determined values of electronic and conic 
resistance losses to provide a model of the entire cell. 
An idealized illustration of the thin electrolyte film model isshown in Figure A. Here the pores are 
assumed to consist of an array of straight uniform cylinders of some constant mean radius. A thin 
layer of electrolyte extends from a flat meniscus and covers the wall of the pore for a distance equal 
to many times its constant thickness, 6. The electrode reaction takes place beneath this film where 
the dissolved reactants and electrolyte are both available at the active site. The performance of this 
single pore isscaled-up to represent that of the entire electrode. Voltage losses associated vith diffu­
sional transport of reactant and product gases across the electrolyte film, the electrochemical 
reaction occuring at the electrolyte/electrode interface and ohmic losses due to ionic resistance in 
the film are considered. 
By postulating various reaction mechanisms and comparing theoretical trends with experimental data, 
an identification of the most likely mechanism and rate determining step (RDS) at each electrode 
becomes possible. This information is used to determine the relationship between the local current 
density (i) and the electrode polarization (i) for a multi-step electrochemical reaction. Combining
this relationship with equations describing the flux of dissolved gases across the electrolyte film and 
the ohmic effect along the film length, a set of differential equations is generated which when solved 
simultaneously with the use of adigital computer yields the following information for a given overall 
cell current density: 
- Anode and cathode IR-free potentials 
- Local current density profile along the film 
- Local electrolyte potential profile along the film 
- Reactant and product concentration gradients across the film 
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A comparison of the model with a set of IR-free, low utilization (5% fuel and 10% oxidant), isothermal, 
half-cell performance data isshown in Figure B. The local exchange current density, io is used as 
the fitting parameter. As can be seen, the comparison between model and experiment isexcellent. 
In actual cell operation, the fuel and oxidant utilizations are much higher than those used in half cell 
tests, resulting in partial pressure gradients across the faces of the electrodes. The present model 
assumes that a single set of mean gas partial pressures can be used for each electrode to correctly pre­
dict the cell voltage for a given set of inlet compositions and utilizations. This means, in effect, that 
each electrode "sees" a uniform composition over its entire surface and it is this composition which 
will determine the half cell open circuit potential and electrode activity as measured by the exchange 
current density. At a given temperature, the exchange current density for both electrodes is, in, 
general, directly proportional to some function of the gas partial pressures. This function in turn is 
dependent on the sequence of steps and the RDS chosen to represent the half-cell reaction. The pro­
portionality constant in these relationships iswhat isvaried in order to obtain a correlation with a 
particular set of data. 
In order to test the model to see if it could correctly predict the effect of various reactant gas com­
positions and utilizations on cell performance at constant temperature, the individual values of the 
exchange current densities are varied until the best correspondence is obtained between model and 
experimental data for the performance curve based on 15% utilization of both fuel and oxidant. 
The proportionality constants are then determined. At this point the gas partial pressures are 
changed according to the variation in the fuel and oxidant utilizations and model predictions are 
made. All electrode and electrolyte parameters (electrode thickness, porosity, tortuosity, conductivity, 
etc.) are kept constant. A comparison between model and experiment isshown in Figure C (Cell 
Performance as a Function of Fuel Utilization) and Figure D (Cell Performance as a Function of 
Oxidant Utilization). In all cases the correspondence between model and experiment isvery qood. 
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OPERATING AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAT EXCHANGER 
EQUIPMENT FOR THE INTEGRATED COAL GASIFIER/FUEL CELL POWERPLANT 
TABLE A 
UNIT HEAT EXCHANGER CHARACTERISTICS 
Heat Exchanger 
No. Units 
Per 
Powerplant 
Vessel Size 
and Type 
Heat Transferred 
Per Unit 
(106 Btu/Hr) 
Surface Area 
Per Unit 
(Ft2 ) 
Weight 
Per Unit 
(1000 Ibs) 
Cost Per 
Unit FOB 
(1000$'s) 
Cost Per 
Unit Duty 
($/106 Btu) 
Steam Bottoming Plant 
Boiler/Superheater 
Steam Reheater 
8 
4 
9' Diam x 49' 
Shell & Tube 
9' Diam x 22' 
Shell & Tube 
477 170,000 440 1300 2730 
Economizer 4 14' x 20' x 14' 
Finned Tubes 
Gasifier Air 
Preheater 
4 7' Diam x 20' 
Shell & Tube 
15.6 1680 19 29 1860 
Gasifier Steam 
Generator 
4 10' Diam x 30' 51.5 65 205 3980 
Materials of Construction (except for Gasifier Steam Generator, designed by IGT) 
* Tubes for Steam Reheater, and Superheater section of Boiler/Superheater: Stainless Steel, Austenetic 
* Tubes for Boiler section of Boiler-Superheater, Air Preheater: High Alloy Steel 
.. ='<: 
* Tubes for Economizer and Economizer section of Boiler/Superheater: Carbon Steel 
* All pressure vessels: Carbon Steel 
(*) Gasifier steam generator design was by IGT - Surface areas (Pt2) wore not available 
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TABLE B
 
HEAT EXCHANGER COMPONENT-CHARAGTERISTICS
 
Component Heat Component Tube Weight of 
Temperatures, 'F Transferred Surface Area - Tube Spacing (In) Pitch Component
Heat Exchanger Hex Component Approach - Pinch- (106 Btu/hr) (Ft2 ) Long'tdl Transverse (In) Tubes (Lbs) 
Superheater- 449 300 55.4 2820 4 4 2' 17,370 
Boiler/ Boiler 449 269- 54.4 2540 5 4 2 7,830 
Superheater. 
Economizer 290, 269 25.9 1880 4 5 2 11,415 
Steam Reheater N/A 570 540 70.7 2385 4 4 2 3,350 
Economizer N/A 175 50 134.8 	 153,060 6 6 2 131,180 
(Finned - 6 fins/in; 1 fin width; .028" fin thickness) 
Gasifier Air N/A 449 300 15.6 1680 4 4 2 1,990 
Preheater 
Gasifier Superheater 1435 900
 
Steam
 
Generator Boiler 1435 .1259 51.5 *
 
f Economizer 1511 1259_ 
(* Gasifier steam generator design by IGT 7 surface area and other details not available.' 
0 
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APPENDIX V! 
ASSUMPTIONS USED IN ESTIMATING AUXILIARY POWER REOUIREMENTS 
M 
ITEM ASSUMPTIONS #OF UNITS kW EACH TOTALkW 
1. Lockhopper Gas Compressors -
-
-
-
-
-
Compressor AP rise (total)=235 psi 
Inlet gas temperature = 260°F 
2-stage compressor w/ intercooling 
to 200OF 
Flow per unit = 150 moles/hr of 
fuel cell exhaust 
Compressor efficiency = 80% 
Motor efficiency = 95% 
4 270 1080 
2. Desulfurizer Regeneration Air Pumps -
-
-
-
Pump AP rise = 25 psi 
Flow per unit = 58,000 lb/hr 
Pump efficiency = 80% 
Motor efficiency = 95% 
2 930 1860 
3. Gasifier Boiler Feedwater Pumps -
-
-
-
Pump AP rise- 260 psi
Flow per unit = 150 gpm 
Pump efficiency = 50% 
Motor efficiency = 95% 
2 36 71 
4. Gasifier Process Air Compressors - Driven by turbocharger 
5. Ash Sluice Pumps -
-
-
-
-
Pump AP rise = 205 psi 
25 wt %ash in ash/water slurry 
Process water flow/unit = 264 gpm 
Pump efficiency = 50% 
Motor efficiency = 95% 
2 25 50 
6, Fuel Cell Recycle Pumps - Driven by turbocharger 
7. Fuel Cell Process Air Compressors - Driven by turbocharger 
8. Condensate Pumps -
-
-
-
Pump LP rise = 24 psi 
Flow per unit = 1160 gpm 
Pump efficiency 50% 
Motor efficiency 95% 
2 32 64 
-
0 
Ci 
0 
0m 
ITEM 
AUXILIARY POWER (CONT'D) 
ASSUMPTIONS #OF UNITS kW EACH TOTAL kW 
111 
9. Steam Turbine Boiler Feedwater 
Pump (Staged) 
- Pump AP rise = 2575 psi 
- Flow per unit = 1207 gpm 
- Pump efficiency = 50% 
- Motor efficiency - 95% 
4 1420 5680 
10. Cooling Tower Circulating Pune - Pump 6P rise = 10 psi 
- Flow per unit = 55,000 gpm 
- Pump efficiency = 50% 
- Motor efficiency = 95% 
2 530 1050 
11. Cooling Tower Fans - Horsepower requirements = 
.041 hp/ft2 tower area 
32 35 1130 
12. Steam Turbine Auxiliaries Connected hp based on the same 
size and type unit provided for the 
277 Mw Unit No. 1 at the George­
town Steam Electric Station of the 
South Carolina Public Service 
Authority 
84.3 
13. Condensate Cycle, including: 
Condenser Vacuum Pump
Condenser Vacuum Seal Pump
Condenser Valves 
On same basis as Item 12 79.8 
14. Miscellaneous Services 
a. Closed Cooling Water 
System Pumps 
GPM = 1000 
Head = 233 ft. 
Pump eff. = 0.60 
Motor eff. = 0.90 
3 62.8 125.6 
b. Sump Pumps 
c. Service Air Compressor 
On same basis as Item 12 
300 scfm 
100 psig discharge pres.
75 hp motor - same as 
Fort Martin Unit No. 1 
Motor eff. = 0.95 
2 
2 
-
47.1 
Not normally 
in operation
47.1 
AUXILIARY POWER (CONT'D) 
ITEM" ASSUMPTIONS #OF UNITS kW EACH TOTAL kW 
d. Instrument Air 
Compressor 
200 scfm 
100 psig discharge pres.
50 hp motor - same as 
Fort Martin Unit No. I 
Motor eff. = 0.9 
2 33.2 33.2 
e. Bridge Crane Main hook: 75 tons; travelling 
@4% fpm - 30 hp 
Auxiliary hook: 25 tons; 
travellihg at 20 fpm - 40 hp 
Bridge; travelling at 100 
fpm ­ 71 hp 
Trolley: travelling at 50 
fpr - 20 hp 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Normally not 
in operation 
f. HVAC Air Supply Fans 200 hp connected hp, based 
on the same size and type unit 
provided for the 400 Mw Leland 
Olds Unit No. 2 of Basin Electric 
Power Co. 
125,6 
g. Roof Exhaust Fans 100 hp connected load on 
same basis as Item 14f 
62.8 
h. Water Treatment Plant Electric heating of concentrated 
caustic soda storage tank ­ based 
on same source as Item 14f 
100 
1) Booster Pump 250 gpm 
220 head 
pump efficiency = 0.70 
motor efficiency = 0.90 
3 16.6 .33.2 
2) Chemical Feed 
Pumps 
Hydfazine Based on same source as 
Item 12 
3 gph, 850 ft. head 
2 .02 0.02 
< r 
-	
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AUXILIARY POWER (CONT'D) 
-
-A 
ITEM 	 ASSUMPTIONS #OF UNITS kW EACH TOTALkW 
Ammonia 	 1/zhp based on same source 2 .02 0.02
 
as Item 12
 
3 gph, 850 ft. head
 
Phosphate 	 Based on same source as Item 2 	 0.5 0.5 
12.10 gph, 5750 ft, head 
i. 	 Auxiliary Boiler & Based on same source as Item 
Accessoiies 14c for 85,000 pph boiler 
Fan = 100 hp 	 2 
Fuel oil Pump = 20 hp 	 2 
Feedwater Pump = 60 hp" 
Total connected 
hp 180 	 120
 
j. 	 Miscellaneous Misc. fans, pumps, instruments & 
controls less than 1 hp - Based on 
same source as Item 14c 25-50 16.6 
k. 	Elevator Motor-generator set, hp based on 1 33.2 
same source as Item 14c 
I. 	 Diesel Oil Pump Based on same source as Item 14c 1 Normally not 
for same size unit in operation 
m. Fire Pump 	 1500 gpm 1 Normally not 
300 ft. head in operation
Pump eff. = 0.50 
Motor eff. = 0.75 
n. 	 Screen Wash Pumps & Travelling Based on same source as Item 12 2 94.2 
Screens 
 2 	 33.2 
o. 	Cooling Tower Makeup 2000 gpm each 	 2 62.8' 125.6
 
Pump 135 ft. head
 
Pump off. - 0.75 
Motor ef1. = 0.95 
AUXILIARY POWER (CONT'D) 
ITEM ASSUMPTIONS -#OF UNITS Kw EACH TOTAL Kw 
p. Service Water Pumps 2000 gpm, each 
230 ft. head 
Pump eff. = 0.75 
Motor eff. = 0.95 
2 62.8 125.6 
q. Liquid Waste Treatment Based on proportioned hp for 
waste treatment plant for same 
source as Item 12 
33.2 
15. Coat Handling 
a. Conveyor No. 1 2000 tph, 600 fpm 
Horizontal hp = Cfxt(tph)xd
d = center to center distance 
350 idlers 
Cf from U.S. Rubber Handbook 
M6314-B-17 Conveyor Belt En 
gineering, with Supplement, 1963 
1 Normally not 
in operation 
b. Conveyor No. 2 200 tph, 600 fpm
Horizontal hp from same formula 
as item 15a 
tph x height of lift 
Lift'hp- 990 
from U.S. Rubber Conveyor Belt 
Engineering Handbook 
Height = 170 ft. 
Total hp = horizon, hp + lift hp 
1 314 
c. Conveyor Nos. 3A 
& 38 
250 tph, 600 fpm, horizontal -
from same source as Item 15a 
2 10 
d. Conveyor Nos. 4A 
&4B 
250 tph, 450 fpm, horizontal + 
Iift hp from same source as Item 15b 
2 33 
<c 
cij 
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APPENDIX VII 
Tables A through E in this Appendix list adetailed breakdown of the items included in the correspond 
ing component categories listed in Tables XXIV thru XXVIII inclusive, in Section IV-D, of this report. 
These items are listed either as major components or balance-of-plant materials, corresponding to the 
way they were cost accounted in the study. Also, for each component category, the cost totals for 
the major components and the balance-of-plant materials are given, corresponding to the cost break­
down given in the above referenced report section. With one exception, the site labor costs included in 
the powerplant capital cost estimates correspond to site installation of only the items listed within 
each component category. The exception isunder the category of improvements to the powerplant 
land siting wherein site labor includes the cost of initial land clearing and grading, in addition to site 
labor for landscaping, drainage, roads, etc. 
VII-1 
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IAIULL-A 
LAND, IMPROVEMENTS, STRUCTURES, AND MISCELLANEOUS
 
POWERPLANT EQUIPMENT
 
7.o
 
COMPONENT 	 MAJOR.COMPONENTS BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
1.0 	 LAND 123 ACRES 
COST TOTAL 	 $308,000 
2.0 	 IMPROVEMENTS 
2.1 	 FINISI'GRADING AND LANDSCAPING 
2.2 	 SITE DRAINAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
2.3 	 ROADS,WALKS, AND PARKING.AREAS 
2.4 	 RAILROAD ACCESS TRACK AND TRACK SITE 
2.5 	 BALANCE (FENCING, ETC.) 
COST TOTAL 	 $450,000 
3.0 	 STRUCTU.RES 
3.6 	 STATION CRANES IN F/C'AND 3.l FUEL CELL ISLAND CIVIL WORKS 
S/T BUILDINGS 3.2 STEAM TURBINE ISLAND CIVIL WORKS, 
3.7 	 STACKS - TURBOCOMPRESSOR/ INCLUDING TURBINE PEDESTAL 
ECONOMIZER STACKS (FOUR 3.3 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT FOUNDATIONS 
EXHAUSTS), FLARING STACK FOR 3.4 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, INCLUDING 
GASIFIERS STRUCTURE, UTILITIES, MACHINE SHOP, 
OFFICE 	EQUIPMENT 
3.5 	 MAINTENANCE BUILDING, INCLUDING STRUCTURE 
UTILITIES AND SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
COST TOTALS $730,000 	 $7,200,000 
TABLE A (Cont.) 
COMPONENT MAJOR COMPONENTS IALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS
 
4.0 MISCELLANEOUS POWERPLANT 
EQUIPMENT 
4.1 AUXILIARY BOILERS AND 1.2 INTER-ISLAND PIPING, INCLUDING SUPPORTS, 
ACCESSORIES INSULATION, AND FOUNDATION 
3 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM - PUMPS AND PIPING 
1.4 WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM INCLUDING: 
COAGULATORS, FILTERS, DEMINERALIZATION 
SYSTEM, BOILER FEEDWATER TREATMENT, 
DEMINERALIZED STORAGE TANK, AND PUMPS 
L5 CLOSED COOLING WATER SYSTEM INCLUDING 
HEX., PUMPS, TANK 
1.6 LIQUID WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM, INCLUDING 
WASTE TREATMENT FACI LITI ES-AND WASTE 
STORAGE POND 
[.7 COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM INCLUDING INSTRUM-
ENTATION AND SERVICE AIR SYSTEMS 
1.8 START-UP FUEL OIL SYSTEM INCLUDING TANKS 
AND FACILITIES 
1.9 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM 
1.10 OTHER PLANT UTILITIES, INCLUDING HEATING, 
VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING, AND 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COST TOTALS $440,000 $7,600,000 
0 
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TABLE B 
FUEL HANDLING AND PROCESSING 
;0 
COMPONENT MAJOR COMPONENTS BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
1.0 COAL HANDLING SYSTEM 
11 CONVEYORS, FEEDERS, THAWING 
SHED, HEATERS, CRUSHERS, 
CRUSHER BUILDING, AND 
ACCESSORIES, HOPPERS, 
TUNNELS, LOWERING WELL 
COST TOTAL $2,800,000 
2.0 COAL FEED AND GASIFICATION 
SYSTEM 
2.1 LOCKHOPPER AIR COMPRESSORS, 
22 LOCKHOPPERS, COAL BINS, 
SURGE HOPPERS, GASIFIER 
VESSELS CYCLONES, ASH 
HOPPERS, SLURRY COOLER, 
ASH SLUICE PUMPS 
2.3 CONTROLS INSTRUMENTATION, PIPING AND 
AND VALVES (P&V) AND STEEL SUPPORT 
STRUCTURES AND CONCRETE FOUNDATION 
COST TOTALS $3,300,000 $3,900,000 
3.0 ASH REMOVAL SUBSYSTEMS 3.1 ASH SETTLING BASIN, DEWATERING BINS, PIPING, 
AND EMERGENCY STORAGE POND 
COST TOTAL $540,000 
TABLE B (Cont.) 
COMPONENT MAJOR COMPONENTS BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
4.0 GASIFIER PROCESS STEAM 
GENERATOR 
4.1 
4.2 
BOILER-SUPERHEATER HEAT 
EXCHANGERS 
BOILER FEEDWATER PUMPS 
4.3 CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTATION, PIPING AND 
VALVES, AND STRUCTURES AND FOUNDATIONS 
COST TOTALS $830,000 $730,000 
5.0 PROCESS GAS CLEANUP 
5.1 
5.2 
IRON OXIDE BEDS AND VESSELS 
REGENERATION AIR PUMPS 
5.3 CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTATION, PIPING AND 
VALVING, AND FOUNDATIONS AND STRUCTURAL 
STEEL 
COST TOTALS $1,700,000 $2,000,000 
6.0 SULFUR RECOVERY SYSTEM 
6.1 ALLIED CHEMICAL SO2 REDUC. 
TION PLANT 
6.2 CLAUS PLANT, SULFUR CONDEN-
SERS AND PUMPS 
6.3 . CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTATION, PIPING AND 
VALVES, FOUNDATIONS AND STRUCTURAL STEEL 
COST TOTALS $4,900,000 $4,200,000 
7.0 SULFUR STORAGE, REMOVAL 
AND TRANSFER 
7.1 STORAGE TANKS WITH STEAM COILS, TRANSFER 
PUMPS, STEAM TRACING, LOADING FACILITIES, 
AND PIPING -n 
< 
i'l 
COST TOTAL $200,000 Mro 
C 
TABLE B (Cont.) 
COMPONENT 	 MAJOR COMPONENTS BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
8.0 	 GASIFIER TURBOCOMPRESSOR 
SUBSYSTEM
 
8.1 	 TURBINE/AIR COMPRESSOR 8.4 LUBE OIL SYSTEM AND BREACHING DUCT 
UNITS 8.5 INTAKE STACKS, SILENCING, INSULATION, AND 
8.2 	 GASIFIER AIR PREHEATER HEX'S INLET AIR FILTERS 
8.3 	 GASIFIER START-UP BURNERS 8.6 COMPUTER CONTROLS, AND CONTROL PANELS 
COST TOTALS $3,600,000 	 $500,000 ­
TABLE C
 
FUEL CELL SYSTEM
 
COMPONENT MAJOR COMPONENTS 	 BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
1.0 	 FUELCELLSTACKS 
1.1 	 FUEL CELL STACKS, WITH 
INSULATION 
COST TOTAL 	 $35,000,000 
2.0 	 FUELCELL VESSELS 
2.1 	 FUEL CELL PRESSURE VESSELS 
AND INTERNAL SUPPORT STRUC 
TURES
 
COST TOTAL 	 $2,000,000 
3.0 	 BURNERS AND AUXILIARY 
STARTUP BURNER 
3.1 	 CATALYTIC BURNERS 
3.2 	 STARTUP BURNERS, IGNITION,' 
AND CONTROLS 
COST TOTAL 	 $590,000 
4.0 	 PIPING, VALVES, CONTROLS, 
AND INSTRUMENTATIOI" 
4.1 	 DISTRIBUTION PIPING AND VALVING, CONTROLS 
AND INSTRUMENTATION WITHIN FUEL CELL 
ISLANDS 
COST TOTAL 	 $10,300,000 
"C' 
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TABLE C (Cont.) 
COMPONENT 	 MAJOR COMPONENTS BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
5.0 	 FUEL CELL TURBOCOMPRESSOR 
SUBSYSTEM
 
5.1 	 TURBOCOMPRESSOR UNITS WITH 5.3 LUBE OIL SYSTEM 
RECYCLE PUMP 5.4 INTAKE STACKS, SILENCING, AND INSULATION 
5.2 	 STARTER MOTORS AND INLETAIR FILTERS 
5.5 	 COMPUTER CONTROLS AND CONTROL PANELS 
COST TOTAL $4,100,000 	 $550,000 
TABLE D 
STEAM PLANT BOTTOMING CYCLE 
COMPONENT 	 MAJOR COMPONENT BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
1.0 	 STEAM TURBINE GENERATOF 
1.1 	 TURBINE-GENERATOR UNIT, 
W/AUXILIARIES: EXCITATION 
SYSTEM, TURBINE OIL PURIFICA-
TION SYSTEM, LUBE OiL SYSTEM, 
H2 AND C02 BOTTLE STORAGE 
AREA AND PANELS, STATOR 
COOLING UNIT, AND GLAND 
STEAM CONDENSER 
COST TOTAL 	 $7,400,000 
2.0 	 HEAT RECOVERY STEAM 
GENERATOR
 
2.1 	 STEAM TURBINE HEAT EXCHANG-
ERS, INCLUDING: BOILER-SUPER-
HEATERS, AND STEAM REHEATERS, 
WITH HEADERS, PRESSURE VESSELS, 
AND INTERNAL SUPPORT STRUCTURE, 
ECONOMIZERS WITH HEADERS AND 
DUCTING 
COST TOTAL 	 $5,200,008 
3.0 	 CONDENSERS AND ASSOC-
IATED EQUIPMENT 
3.1 	 CONDENSER
 
3.2 	 CONDENSER VACUUM PUMP AND 
MOTOR
 
COST TOTAL 	 $600,000 
o 0 
TABLED (Cont.) 
m 
COMPONENT MAJOR COMPONENT BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
4.b BOILER, FEED'AND'CONDENSATE 
SYSTEMS 
4.1 STEAM TURBINE BOILER FEEDWATER PUMPING 
4.2 TANK DEAERATORS 
4.3 CONDENSATE POLISHING SYSTEM 
4.4 CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK-, 
4.5 PUMPS AND-MOTORS, 
COST TOTAL- $1,200,000 -
5.0 PIPING, VALVES, INSULATION 
5.1 STEAM TURBINE ISLAND PIPING, VALVES, AND IN-
SULATION FOR SAME 
COST TOTAL $2,000,000 
6.0 COOLING TOWER SYSTEM 
6.1 COOLING TOWERS W/FANS 6.2 COOLING TOWER FOUNDATIONS­
6.3 CIRCULATING WATER PUMPS, PIPING, AND VALVES 
6.4 MAKE UP PUMPS ' 
6.5 INTAKE STRUCTURE INCLUDING SCREENS AND 
WASH PUMPS 
6.6 CHLORINATION FACILITY 
COST TOTALS $3,500,000 $790,000 
TABLE E 
ELECTRICAL PLANT EQUIPMENT 
COMPONENT/SUBSYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENT 	 BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
1.0 	 INVERTER SYSTEM 
1.1 	 INVEBTER MODULES, SERIES 
REACTORS AND HARMONIC RE-
DUCTION TRANSFORMERS, IN-
VERTER TRANSFORMERS AND 
ARRESTORS, HARMONIC FILTERS, 
DC AND AC SWITCHGEAR AND 
FUSES, FUEL CELL ISLAND CABLE, 
CONDUITS AND TRAYS 
COST TOTAL 	 $16,400,000 
2.0 	 MAIN AND AUXILIARY 
TRANSFORMERS
 
2.1 	 FUEL CELL MAIN TRANSFORMERS 
2.2 	 STEAM TURBINE MAIN TRANSFORMERS 
2.3 	 STATION AUXILIARY TRANSFORMERS, 
WITH ARRESTORS 
COST TOTAL 	 $2,000,000 
3.0 	 MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS 
AND CONTROL BOARD 
3.1 	 MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS 
3.2. 	 CONTROL AND RELAY BOARDS LOCATED 
IN GASIFIER, FUEL CELL, STEAM TURBINE 
ISLANDS, AND COOLING TOWERS 
-I, 
COST TOTAL 	 $350,000 
6 
14 
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TABLE E (Cont.) eh 
COMPONENT/SUBSYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENT BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 0 
4.0 ISOLATED PHASE BUS 
4.1 STEAM, TURBINE ISOLATED PHASE BUS 
COST TOTAL $250,000 
5.0 DIESEL GENERATOR 
5.1 DIESEL MOTOR, GENERATOR, FUEL TANK AND 
PUMPS, STARTING, COOLING, AND LUBING 
SYSTEMS,.AND CONTROLS 
COST TOTAL $150,000 
6.0 CABLES, CONDUITS AND TRAYS 
6.1 ALL INTER-ISLAND WIRING, DUCTING AND 
SUPPORTS. (SOME TRESTLES SHARED WITH 
INTER-ISLAND PIPING) 
COST TOTAL $2,400,000 
7.0 STEAM PLANT ACCESSORY 
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 
7.1 GROUNDING TRANSFORMER, TURBINE ISLAND 
CABLE, CONDUIT, AND TRAYS, STATION BATTERY, 
INSTRUMENT POWER SUPPLY INVERTER 
COST TOTAL $380,000 
TABLE E (Cont.) 
COMPONENT/SUBSYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENTS 	 BALANCE-OF-PLANT MATERIALS 
8.0 	 TOTAL PLANT CONTROLS AND 
INSTRUMENTATION 
8.1 	 CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM FOR CENTRALIZED 
POWERPLANT MONITORING BOARD, INCLUDING 
INSTRUMENATION 
8.2 POWERPLANT COMPUTER
 
COST TOTAL $1,200,000
 
9.0 	 69 KV STRUCTURE, SWITCH-
GEAR AND, CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
9.1 	 POTENTIAL TRANSFORME RS, ARRESTORS, 
SURGE CAPACITORS, SW/ITCHGEAR 
9.2 	 CIRCUITBREAKERS 
9.3 	 69 KV STRUCTURES 
COST TOTAL 	 $590,000 
-­0< 
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